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STATEMENT OF JOHN H. HILL
ADMINISTRATOR
FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
BEFORE THE HOUSE TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HIGHWAYS AND TRANSIT
JULY 11, 2007
Good afternoon, Chairman DeFazio, Ranking Member Duncan, and Members of the
Subcommittee. Thank you for inviting me to testify before you. I am pleased to describe
how the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) is working to make the
nation’s highways safer through better commercial vehicle operations. 2005 enjoyed one
of the lowest large-truck fatality rates in 30 years. This means that despite more trucks
traveling more miles, the proportion of fatalities was down. In addition, preliminary
numbers for 2006 indicate that the number of people killed in commercial motor vehicle
(CMV) crashes decreased for the second consecutive year. There are estimated to be 3.7
percent fewer deaths attributed to crashes involving commercial vehicles in 2006 than in
2005. However, we know that despite these gains, the drop in overall highway fatalities
has not been consistent.
To meet this challenge we are expanding the use of proven strategies while
simultaneously developing and implementing new and improved approaches. We are
increasing our effectiveness and efficiency as we continue to coordinate safety strategies
with our State partners. We are working closely with stakeholders from the trucking and
motorcoach industries and the committed safety organizations through our newly
chartered Motor Carrier Safety Advisory Committee.
TARGETING HIGH RISK CARRIERS
The FMCSA is committed to saving additional lives on our nation’s highways. Our
approach is risk-based – targeting carriers with poor performance and placing special
emphasis on motorcoach companies and carriers registered as hauling hazardous
materials.
Identifying motor carriers that pose the greatest risk to the motoring public and applying
a vigorous compliance review (CR) and enforcement program are integral parts of the
strategy FMCSA and its State partners use to reduce crashes involving CMVs. Through
the use of available highway performance and compliance data, FMCSA’s Motor Carrier
Safety Status Measurement System (SafeStat) continues to serve as a valuable tool to
identify high-risk motor carriers for prioritization of CR resources.
SafeStat is a reliable tool for identifying high-risk carriers. FMCSA’s research has
shown this conclusively and it has been confirmed by the Department of Transportation
(DOT) Office of Inspector General (OIG) and the Government Accountability Office
(GAO). The 2004 OIG report noted that CR results support the ability of SafeStat to
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On Petition for Review of a Final Rule Issued by
the respondent Federal Highway Administration
PETITIONER’S CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL
Pursuant to D.C. Circuit Rule 28(a)(1) and Federal Rule of Appellate
Procedure 26.1, petitioner certifies as follows:
A. Parties
I, William B. Trescott, a private citizen who has not issued debt
securities to the public, am a trucker by trade endangered by the following
rules whom the Department of Commerce has issued five patents for safer
intermodal technology which have been diminished in valu
e by these rules,
and who participated in this rulemaking being petitioned for review for the
purpose of protecting the lives of myself and others. As a small entity
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adversely affected by final agency action, I am entitled to judicial review.
5 U.S.C. § 611(a)(1).
Respondents are the Federal Highway Administration, the Secretary of
Transportation, and The United States.
B. Rulings Under Review
I seek a review of the Size and Weight Enforcement and Regulations
Final Rule (Docket No. FHWA–2006–24134, RIN 2125–AF17) entered in
the Federal Register on February 20, 2007 at 72 FR 7741.
C. Related Cases
This case has never been before this court or any other court.
However, a closely related case was formerly before this court. In January
2006, I filed a petition for writ of mandamus, No. 06-5004, to compel District
Court to rule in re Trescott v. Mineta which was denied by this court on
February 24th, 2006.
In Trescott v. Mineta, No. 05cv00678, later restyled Trescott v. Peters,
Fed. R. Civ. P. 25(d)(1), I filed suit under The Federal Railroad Safety Act of
1970, 49 U.S.C. § 20104(c), to compel Secretary of Transportation Norman
Mineta to implement Section 5001 of The Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991, 49 U.S.C. § 302(e), a bill which Secretary Mineta
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personally sponsored himself when he was Chairman of the House
Transportation Committee.1 District Court dismissed this case nine days after
it was mooted by publication of the final rule being petitioned for review in
the present case:
STATEMENT OF ISSUES
Whether the commercial motor vehicle size and weight regulations are
arbitrary and capricious and contrary to law because they —
(a) ban certain safety devices on the basis of the size and weight of the
devices rather than a scientific assessment of their efficacy in reducing
death and injury;
(b) ban certain heavy duty suspension components on the basis of the
size and weight of the components rather than a scientific assessment
of their efficacy in reducing or eliminating highway da
mage caused by
heavy vehicles;
(c) ban certain safety devices and heavy duty suspension components
allowed on recreational vehicles under 23 C.F.R. 658.5, and

1

Norman Mineta’s predecessor, Rodney Slater, pledged to reduce truck fatalities by 50%
within ten years after I gave Secretary of Transportation Federico Peña two videos
showing how truck fatalities could be reduced. Secretary Slater was head of Secretary
Peña’s Office of Motor Carriers at the time. The meeting was arranged by the Owner
Operator Independent Drivers Association in 1994.
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recommended in Department Of Labor safety standards for industrial
vehicles, 29 C.F.R. 1910.178(a)(2)(Appendix A-4.2 & 7.1), and
required by The Rail Safety Enforcement and Review Act of 1992 Pub.
L. 102-36549 (49 C.F.R. Parts 229 and 238).
(d) were promulgated “without observance of procedure required by
law.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(D). Congress established a procedural
requirement that only a “person with professional experience in motor
carrier safety” may promulgate rules related to motor carriers or motor
carrier safety. 49 U.S.C. §§ 113(c) & (f )(1).
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Federal Highway Administration’s assertions that commercial
motor vehicle safety is not related to motor carrier safety, 72 FR 7745, that
commercial motor vehicles are “different”than the vehicles used by motor
carriers, 72 FR 7746, that recreational vehicles used for commercial purposes
are not commercial vehicles, 72 FR 7742, that trucks towing campers are
commercial vehicles, ibid., that divisible loads are non divisible loads, ibid.,
and that saddlemounts without fullmounts are saddlemountswith fullmounts,
72 FR 7743, make this agency action arbitrary and capricious because it
relied on factors that Congress has not intended for it to consider, such as the
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opinions of individual congressmen, 72 FR 7743, it has entirely failed to
consider an important aspect of the problem, such as stability calculations,
ibid., and because its decision is so implausible that it could not be ascribed
to a difference in view or a product of agency expertise. United States v.
Garner (1985) 767 F2d 104.
Agency action is invalid if based, even in part, on pressure from
Congressional sources; this is especially law where invasive
Congressional source has financial leverage on involved agency...
in form of post enactment statements communicated directly and
indirectly by Congressmen.
Texas Medial Assoc. v. Mathews (1976, WD Tex) 408 F Supp 303.
Respectfully submitted August 28th, 2007,

____________________________________________________
William B. Trescott
8028 Farm to Market Road 457
Bay City, Texas 77414
(979) 244-3134
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MOTION TO EXPEDITE
On Petition for Review of a Final Rule
Issued by the Federal Highway Administration
The Federal Highway Administration has promulgated rules regulating
intermodal rail vehicles as defined in 49 U.S.C. §§ 10102(6)(A) & (9)(A),
despite statutory prohibitions in 49 U.S.C. §§ 13503(b)(1) & 13506(a)(11).
Research carried out under 49 U.S.C. § 20103 has revealed an emergency
situation involving preventable loss of life— that trucks used as locomotives
are prohibited from complying with locomotive safety standards. 69 FR
63891 et seq. “In regulating the railroad industry, it is the policy of the
United States Government… to provide for the expeditious handling and
resolution of all proceedings required or permitted to be brought under this
A-8

part.” 49 U.S.C. § 10101(15) (emphasis added).
The Secretary failed to respond to my Petition to Reconsider within
120 days as required under 49 U.S.C. § 30162(d) even though the House
Subcommittee on Surface Transportation held its first motor carrier asfety
hearing in five years1 exactly 120 days to the day after my Petition was
received by the Secretary on March 13th. Rather than an announcement that
intermodal vehicles and modern safety features on trucks would be
decriminalized, the Subcommittee was instead made to hear amisleading
statement from her Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrator, that “2005
enjoyed one of the lowest large-truck fatality rates in 30 years”2 when, in fact,
trucker fatalities have risen 17% in the past three years and reached a
16 year high in 2005!3 Despite record high rates of seat belt use and several
lawsuits to prevent it,4 the number of truck drivers killed in multi-vehicle
crashes rose 36% in only three years— a 30% real increase even after
adjusting for changes in tonnage and miles driven. Preliminary examinations

1

No truck safety hearing was held by Republicans between 2002 and 2007. The New
York Times alleged that from 2000 to 2006, thetrucking industry directed more than $14
million in campaign contributions to Republicans and its donations and lobbying fees w
ere
about $37 million from 2000 to 2005. (Stephen Labaton, Dec. 3, 2006)
2
July 11th, 2007 testimony of FMCSA Administrator John Hill
3
Fatality Analysis Reporting System, www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov
4
Public Citizen v. FMCSA, 374 F.3d 1209, 1218, D.C. Cir. 2004; Advocates for Highway
and Auto Safety v. FMCSA, DC Court of Appeals, No. 04-1233, Dec. 2005; OOIDA v.
FMCSA, DC Court of Appeals, No. 06-1035, July 2007.
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suggest that a bridge collapse in Minneapolis, killing a dozen people, was
caused by a proliferation of obsolete long haul trucks resulting from modern
intermodal rail vehicles not being available.
While Trescott v. Peters, No. 05cv00678, has been mooted by
subsequent developments being petitioned for review in the present case and
therefore should not be appealed, in the recent Massachusetts v. EPA, the
Supreme Court reaffirmed, quotingLujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U. S.,
at 572,
“… a litigant to whom Congress has ‘accorded a procedural right to
protect his concrete interests’ … the right to challenge agency action
unlawfully withheld, [such as 42 U.S.C.] § 7607(b)(1)— ‘can assert
that right without meeting all the normal standards for redressability
and immediacy,’ibid. When a litigant is vested with a procedural right,
that litigant has standing if there is some possibilit
y that the requested
relief will prompt the injury-causing party to reconsider the decision
that allegedly harmed the litigant.Ibid”.
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U. S. ___(2007) (slip op., at 14).
District Court did not adequately consider my standing asa person who had
been granted a patent on railroad technology.5 A patent is more than a
procedural right. It is an Article I exclusive right granting a quasi-sovereign
interest— the ability to control the behavior of licensees.
35 U.S.C. §§ 271(d)(2) & 296(a).

5

US Pat. No. 6,776,299— Automatic Intermodal Railway Car Coupler
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In Massachusetts, the Chief Justice stated,
The Court, in effect, takes what has always been regarded as a
necessary condition for parens patriae standing— a quasi-sovereign
interest— and converts it into a sufficient showing for purposes of
Article III (Roberts slip op., at 5).
Therefore, Trescott v. Peters should not have been dismissed and delays in
handling my complaint have already become excessive.
At issue here is whether self employed skilled professionals who own
and operate dangerous equipment, such as truckers, are allowed to invent and
utilize safety devices to reduce the hazards in their workplaces. Air bags,
seat belt laws, and the replacement of compact cars with larger, heavier sport
utility vehicles have significantly improved the safety of motorists. Truckers
have a 14th Amendment right to the same benefits. It is suspected that the
President appointed police officers and other unskilled administrators to
impersonate industrial safety professionals in violation of 49 U.S.C. § 113(c)
so that trucking industry productivity could be maximized by violating 49
U.S.C. § 113(b)— a statute the Federal Highway Administration is not directly
obligated to obey. A qualified Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administrator would never have allowed the Federal Highway
Administration to promulgate rules related to motor carrier safety .
None of the President’s appointees had accumulated the hundreds of
A-11

thousands of crash free miles and numerous safety awards a motor carrier
safety professional would normally need to qualify for employment advising
other truckers on matters concerning their personal safety. The industrial
safety profession requires a knowledge of ergonomics and working conditions
having nothing in common with business administration or law enforcement.
The increase in fatalities thus appears to be deliberate.
The issue raised here is not unique to trucking. In et stimony before the
House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, the17th Surgeon
General of the United States stated,
“[T]he nation’s doctor has been marginalized and relegated to a
position with no independent budget, and with supervisors who are
political appointees with partisan agendas. Anything that doesn’t fit
into the political appointees’ideological, theological,or political
agenda is ignored, marginalized, or simply buried.”6
It is not illegal for the President to appoint an unskilled person to
supervise a surgeon, but appointing an unskilled person to impersonate a
motor carrier safety professional definitely is! 49 U.S.C. § 113(c). More
than eight hundred truckers and four thousand motorists and pedestrians are
killed by trucks each year. Approximately twenty Americans will be killed
each business day this case is delayed. Therefore, this case has the

6

Richard H. Carmona M.D., M.P.H., FACS, July 10th, 2007
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characteristics of an on-going crime and expedited handing is warranted.
Due to the number of lives at stake, a deferred appendix as allowed
under F.R.A.P. 30(c) will not be utilized. I am prepared to serve a brief with
appendices immediately if electronic case filing is allowed and within one
week if ordered to do so by othe r means.
Respectfully Submitted August 28th, 2007

____________________________________________________
William B. Trescott
Author of:
So You Want to Drive a Truck?
Sargent Texas Reckless Driving Video
How to Succeed as an Owner-Operator
The Secretary of Transportation's Message to Truckers
Creation of a Minority Group— The New Danger in America's Trucks
Congressman Ron Paul’s ‘The Safer Truck Act’
(HR 1248, 108th Congress; HR 2083, 107th Congress)
Inventor of:
Self-loading Vehicle for Shipping Containers
(U.S. Pats. 6,910,844 & 6,840,724)
Automatic Intermodal Railway Car Coupler
(U.S. Pats. 6,776,299 & 7,070,062)
Child Safe Stackable Shelf Bin
(U.S. Pat. 6,494,313)
www.truckingvideo.com
8028 Farm to Market Road 457
Bay City, Texas 77414
(979) 244-3134
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No. 07-1327
(No date for oral argument has been set)
IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCU IT
WILLIAM B. TRESCOTT
Petitioner,
v.
THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION,
THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORATION,
and THE UNITED STATES
Respondents.
On Petition for Review of a Final Rule Issued by
the respondent Federal Highway Administration
INITIAL BRIEF FOR PETITIONER
William B. Trescott
8028 Farm to Market Road 457
Bay City, Texas 77414
(979) 244-3134
I seek a review of the rules governing commercial motor vehicle size
and weight. By arbitrarily denying to truckers such as myself the use of
safety devices known to provide protection from workplace death and injury,
the rules endanger my life and limb as well asviolate Congressional and
statutory mandates.
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PETITIONER’S CERTIFICATE OF COUNSEL AS TO PARTIES,
RULINGS AND RELATED CASES (D.C. CIR. R. 28(a)(1))
Pursuant to D.C. Circuit Rule 28(a)(1) (and Federal Rule of Appellate
Procedure 26.1), petitioner certifies as follows:
A. Parties
I, William B. Trescott, a private citizen who has not issued debt
securities to the public, am a trucker by trade endangered by the below
mentioned rules whom the Department of Commerce has issued five patents
for safer intermodal technology which have been diminished in value by these
rules, and who participated in this rulemaking being petitioned for review for
the purpose of protecting the lives of myself and others.
Respondents are the Federal Highway Administration, the Secretary of
Transportation, and The United States.
B. Rulings Under Review
I seek a review of the Size and Weight Enforcement and Regulations
Final Rule (Docket No. FHWA–2006–24134, RIN 2125–AF17) entered in
the Federal Register on February 20, 2007 at 72 FR 7741.
C. Related Cases
This case has never been before this court or any other court.
However, a closely related case was formerly before this court. In January
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2006, I filed a petition for writ of mandamus, No. 06-5004, to compel District
Court to rule in re Trescott v. Mineta which was denied by this court on
February 24th, 2006.
In Trescott v. Mineta, No. 05cv00678, I filed suit under The Federal
Railroad Safety Act of 1970, 49 U.S.C. § 20104(c), to compel Secretary of
Transportation Norman Mineta to implement Section 5001 ofThe Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, 49 U.S.C. § 302(e), a bill
which Secretary Mineta personally sponsored himself when he was Chairman
of the House Transportation Committee.1 District Court dismissed my case
on the grounds that I lacked standing.
Respectfully submitted,

____________________________________________________
William B. Trescott
8028 Farm to Market Road 457
Bay City, Texas 77414
(979) 244-3134

1

Norman Mineta’s predecessor, Rodney Slater, pledged to reduce truck fatalities by 50%
within ten years after petitioner gave Secretary of Transportation Federico Peña two
videos showing how truck fatalities could be reduced. Secretary Slater was head of
Secretary Peña’s Office of Motor Carriers at the time. The meeting was at the invitation
of the Owner Operator Independent Drivers Association in 1994.
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U.S.C.
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JURISDICTION
Pursuant to The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation
Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA–LU) (Pub. L. 109–59, 119 Stat.
1144), The Energy Policy Act of 2005 (Pub. L. 109–58, 119 Stat. 544), and
The Transportation, Treasury, Housing and Urban Development, the
Judiciary, the District of Columbia, and Independent Agencies
Appropriations Act of 2006 (Pub. L. 109–115, 119 Stat. 2396), on February
20th, 2007 the Federal Highway Administration issued aSize and Weight
Enforcement and Regulations Final Rule entered at 72 FR 7741. Section 104
of The Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999 (P.L. 106-159), 49
U.S.C. 113, Section 5001 of The Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991, 49 U.S.C. § 302(e), The Federal Railroad Safety Act
of 1970, 49 U.S.C. 20103-20104, The Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96–
354), 5 U.S.C. 601–612, and 49 U.S.C. § 31113(b) prohibit this rulemaking.
Petitioner filed a timely petition for reconsideration onMarch 8th, 2007 and
withdrew it on August 14th, 2007. This court has jurisdiction underthe Hobbs
Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2342(3)(A), to compel obedience to the statutes.
STATUTES AND REGULATIONS
Pertinent statutes and regulations can be found in Appendix B.
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES
Whether the commercial motor vehicle size and weight regulations are
arbitrary and capricious and contrary to law because they—
(a) ban certain safety devices on the basis of the size and weight of the
devices rather than a scientific assessment of theirefficacy in reducing
death and injury;
(b) ban certain heavy duty suspension components on the basis of the
size and weight of the components rather than a scientific assessment
of their efficacy in reducing or eliminating highway damage caused by
heavy vehicles;
(c) ban certain safety devices and heavy duty suspension components
allowed on recreational vehicles under 23 C.F.R. 658.5, and
recommended in Department Of Labor safety standards for industrial
vehicles, 29 C.F.R. 1910.178(a)(2)(Appendix A-4.2 & 7.1), and
required by The Rail Safety Enforcement and Review Act of 1992 (Pub.
L. 102-36549)(49 C.F.R. Parts 229 and 238).
(d) were promulgated in excess of statutory jurisdiction without
observance of procedure required by law. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(D).
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Section 101 of The Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999
amended the United States Code as follows:
"SAFETY AS HIGHEST PRIORITY.— In carrying out its duties, the
Administration shall consider the assignment and maintenance of safety
as its highest priority, recognizing the clear intent, encouragement, and
dedication of Congress to the furtherance of the highest degree of
safety in motor carrier transportation". 49 U.S.C. § 113(b).
Section 104 directs the Secretary of the Department of Transportation as
follows:
"SAFETY GOALS— In conjunction with existing federally required
strategic planning efforts, the Secretary shall develop a long term
strategy for improving commercial motor vehicle operator and carrier
safety. The strategy shall include an annual plan and schedule for
achieving, at a minimum, the following goals: (1) Reducing the
number and rates of crashes, injuries, and fatalities involving
commercial motor vehicles… and (4) Improving research efforts to
enhance and promote commercial motor vehicle, operator, and carrier
safety and performance.".
Section 3(7) (findings) states:
"meaningful measures to improve safety must be implemented
expeditiously to prevent increases in motor carrier crashes, injuries,
and fatalities.".
The Federal Highway Administration has refused to carry out the above
mandates by ordering prohibitions or restrictions on the enforcement of
commercial motor vehicle size and weight rules upon intermodal rail vehicles
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as required under 49 U.S.C. § 20104(a) even though research carried out
under 49 U.S.C. § 20103 has revealed an emergency situation involving
preventable loss of life— that trucks used as locomotives are prohibited from
complying with locomotive safety standards. 69 FR 63891 et seq.
Congress established a procedural requirement that only a “person with
professional experience in motor carrier safety” may promulgate rules related
to motor carriers or motor carrier safety. 49 U.S.C. §§ 113(c)&(f )(1). Motor
carrier related regulationscoming from any other type of person are therefore
“without observance of procedure required by law.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(D).
Americans may not be deprived “of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law.” 14 th Amendment.
The Federal Highway Administration’srefusal to promote the
development of a national intermodal transportation system as mandated by
Congress in Section 5001 of The Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991, P.L. 102-240, 49 U.S.C. § 302(e), has weakened the
Nation’s ability to compete in the global economy and obtain optimum yield
from the Nation’s transportation resources. It is in the public interest to
enhance commercial motor vehicle safety. 49 U.S.C. § 31131(b).
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I. BACKGROUND

A. The Federal Aid Act of 1956
The truck size and weight limits that went into effect in 1956 and not
substantially changed since the Motor Carrier Act of 1980, were adopted long
before there was a clear scientific understanding of the causes of highway
damage and the means of preventing it. The first intermodal transportation
company capable of competing with the long haul trucking industry, SeaLand, began operation in 1956— not coincidentally the same year that the
Federal Aid Act imposed size and weight restrictions on the Defense Highway
System. This meant that from the beginning, intermodal vehicles with safety
devices that made them heavier than ordinary trucks, such as The Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway’s bimodal “Railvan,” which equally un-coincidentally also
began service in 1956, were banned within months of their debut if they were
to carry the same amount of cargo as long haul trucks.
The Secretary of Defense in 1956 who supervised construction of the
Defense Highway System was Charles E. Wilson, the former President and
Chief Executive Officer of General Motors— the nation’s largest truck
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manufacturer— a company accused of making illegal campaign contributions.2
Allegedly to reduce the cost of building bridges, the Federal Aid Act of
1956 required states to impose industry wide weight and width limits for
trucks of 72,000 pounds (later increased to 80,000 in 1980) and eight feet
wide (later increased to 8½ feet in 1980) as a condition of receiving Federal
highway funds without regard for how this would affect the development of
intermodal vehicles that did not normally travel over bridges. Increased wear
and tear resulting from a proliferation of long haul trucksis believed to have
caused an Interstate Highway bridge in St. Paul Minnesota to collapse
prematurely due to structural fatigue, causing a dozen fatalities. A-7.

2

In On a Clear Day You Can See General Motors, the late GM Vice President John Z.
Delorean wrote,
“General Motors took its place in the line with scores of other American
businesses in promoting what I think are, at the very least, improper political
campaign contributions from its top executives. The system was far more
secretive than the outright corporate political gifts of r which a number of major
corporations have paid fines and their top executives have been fined or sentenced
to jail.
“...once an executive reached upper management levels (divisional or
corporate), it was decided for him how much he would contribute andto whom it
would go...
“The sums were big. For a GM vice president, it was maybe as much as
$3,000 [half the annual income for a typical American family] in a presidential
campaign...
“I participated in the system several times at Pontiac [from 1956 to
1969]… ”(J. Patrick Wright, 1979, pp. 69 & 70).
General Motors Vice President Roger Kyes is quoted as saying,
“We take care of you at bonus time. When you make this contribution, you get it
back as part of your bonus. And if you don’t make it, then you aren’t going to get that
much bonus.” (Id. at 70)
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It is well known that intermodal vehicles carry their cargo externally in
large shipping containers. For this reason, they usually have heavy external
frames to support these containers. Most long haul trucks, by contrast, have
lightweight internal frames and pull van trailers having no frames at all.
Intermodal containers must be capable of supporting many times their own
weight when stacked aboard ships. Ordinary truck cargo bodies need only be
strong enough to support the weight of snow in winter. Even intermodal
vehicles that do not carry containers weigh more than ordinary trucks because
of special equipment, such as the Railvan’s retractable railroad wheels. Yet,
these same additional features that add weight improve safety and efficiency
and prevent pavement damage by eliminating the need to travel long distances
on the highway. In the unlikely event that a car happens to collide with an
intermodal vehicle on the short local route that it operates, the crash is less
likely to be fatal because of its lower speed and because heavy external
frames can prevent underride. Truck trailers with cargo decks high above the
ground lacking external frames are known to decapitate motorists when their
car bumpers pass underneath.
Industry wide national size and weight limits have never been imposed
on any other segment of the transportation industry. States do not lose federal
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funding for seaports if a particular harbor allows a ship to dock that is too
wide to fit through the Panama Canal, for instance. Nor do states lose
funding for aviation if an airport allows a particularlylarge plane to land with
wings that extend beyond the edges of a runway. Yet, a state could lose some
highway funding if it allows an intermodal vehicle to travel out of a terminal
area for repairs or maintenance without a permit. 23 U.S.C. § 141(b)(2).
B. The Motor Carrier Act of 1980
Because the Motor Carrier Act of 1935 regulated the trucking industry
as a public utility with significant barriers to entry, shippers had only a few
carriers to choose from in 1956— allowing truckers to easily negotiate a
limitation on cargo size and weight to comply with the vehicle size and
weight limits imposed by the Federal Aid Act. The 1956 Railvan convertible
railcar, which functioned as a small, heavy, single axle truck trailer when it
was driven off the tracks, could legally operate on the highways by carrying
less cargo. By eliminating most barriers to entry,The Motor Carrier Act of
1980 (P.L. 96-296) robbed truckers of their ability to negotiate the size and
weight of their loads. In the presence of cut-throat competition in a ruinously
competitive industry, shippers were given the power to dictate how large and
heavy truck cargo would be. A larger improved version of the Railvan called
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the Roadrailer, which uses detachable rail wheels rather than retractable
ones, has not succeeded in competition because it is required by law to carry
eight hundred pounds less cargo than an ordinary ruck
t
trailer.
C. The Negotiated Rates Act of 1993
By relieving shippers from their obligation to pay filed tariff rates and
because transportation workers are exempt from the Fair Labor Standards
Act, 29 U.S.C. § 213(b), the Negotiated Rates Act of 1993 (P.L. 103-180), set
off a price war that led to a 9% increase in the number of trucks registered in
just two years from 1992 to 1994.3 Instead of the usual one to two year
apprenticeship required by most interstate trucking companies before
deregulation, the new truck drivers attended government subsidized truck
driving schools funded through theJob Training Partnership Act (P.L. 97300). Because the new trucks had no signs or special markings like high
school driver training cars do to distinguish them from trucks driven by
skilled professionals, motorists perceived an alarming increase in the number
of trucks ominously zooming out of control close beside them, violating their
safety zone and tailgating, along with a dramatic 15% increase in the numbe
r4
of motorist fatalities— killing an additional five hundred per year.

3
4

Large Truck Crash Facts 2000, FMCSA, 2002, p. 4
Id at 16
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To protect themselves, motorists began replacing their smaller cars
with large heavy sport utility vehicles (SUV’s) having bumpers the same
height as truck bumpers. SUV registrations rose only 49% in the thirteen
years from 1982 to 1995, then skyrocketed 160% in just seven years from
1995 to 2002.5 While it is not possible to compare apples with oranges, any
person with common sense will recognize that if skilled professionals killed
3,335 motorists driving mostly compact cars without air bags or seat belts in
1992 and government subsidized truck driving school graduateskilled 4,066
motorists driving large heavy SUV’s despite air bags, seat belts, and much
improved trauma care in 1998,6 trucking diploma mills are a serious threat to
public safety (see Advocates for Highway and Auto Safety v. FMCSA, DC
Court of Appeals, No. 04-1233, December 2, 2005). A thousand more
motorists now die each year in SUV rollover crashes— more than double
1995 levels.7 Many also die due to the increased stopping distance,8 collision
weight, and air pollution caused by these larger personal vehicles (see
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U. S. ___(2007)). The need to secure an overseas

5

An Analysis of FARS and Exposure Data 1982-2002, Anders Longthorne, Umesh
Shankar, NCSA, 2004, p. 7
6
Large Truck Crash Facts 2000, FMCSA, 2002
7
Longthorne, Shankar at 11 & 20
8
Id. at 10
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oil supply to feed these gas hungry personal trucks has set off an orgy of
violence in Iraq.
D. The Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999
Cut throat competition altered professional ethics intrucking. Just as
an airline pilot would be willing to work any number of hours to prevent a
terrorist from flying his plane and a doctor would be willing to work any
number of hours to prevent a quack from treating his patients, skilled
professional truckers felt compelled to violate speed limits and hours of
service regulations to protect the public from unqualified trainees attempting
to steal their jobs. When states stepped up law enforcement to try to restore
order, the experts did not respond well to what they perceived as stupid
people wearing blue shirts threatening them with guns. Many bought
insurance policies 9 to protect themselves from police harassment in the same
way that other small businessmen protect their businesses from fire and
flood— thus passing the costs of law enforcement onto their customers in the
form of higher freight rates. Violating the law wasthe only means skilled
professionals had to prevent their incomes from falling. The average wage of
those foolish enough to obey the law fell from $40,000 per year in 1978 to

9

such as from Pre-Paid Legal Services of Ada, Oklahoma, www.prepaidlegal.com
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$28,000 in 1997.10 Technical advances that might have made them more
competitive, such as intermodalism, became impossible to develop because
states began searching trucks without search warrants to stop trucks from
operating with safety defects that the trainees lacked the skill to detect—
leaving the skilled self-employed professionals without any means of
protecting their trade secrets. When the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration issued an order requiring trucks to be equipped with
computerized anti-lock brakes in 1997 to make them easier for unskilled
trainees to attempt to drive, 49 C.F.R. § 571.121 (S5.3.6.1), 61 F.R. 27294,
the number of single vehicle trucker crash fatalities skyrocketed 21% in just
one year, A-6, and truckers began voting with their feet, increasing driver
turnover at larger trucking companies to more than 120% per year.11
After these blunders, Congress noticed that most competitive industries
do not suffer such high rates of death and injury as trucking. This is because
most large businesses employ industrial safety professionals to prevent on the
job injuries by improving the ergonomics of the workplace. To restore order
and make the trucking industry assafe as other industries, Section 101 of the

10

(1997 dollars) Sweatshops on Wheels, Michael Belzer, Oxford University Press, 2000,
p.122-3
11
American Trucking Associations
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Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999 (MCSIA), Pub. L. 106-159,
113 Stat. 1748, required that a person possessing “professional experience in
motor carrier safety” carry out the duties and powers related to motor carrier
safety vested in the Secretary. 49 U.S.C. § 113(f ). In a final rule published
on October 19, 1999, driver and vehicle safety inspection functions were
transferred without public comment from the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) to the new Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA).
64 FR 56270. Not transferred, but remaining within FHWA in violation of the
statute, was enforcement of commercial motor vehicle size and weight laws
and regulations affecting the safe design of trucks— making it impossible for
the new FMCSA Administrator to conduct the usual practice of the industrial
safety profession— improving the ergonomics of the workplace.
To make matters worse, President Bush appointed impostors to head
FMCSA who had never driven a truck for a living, much less worked as
motor carrier safety professionals as required by statute, 49 U.S.C. § 113(c),
who were then confirmed without the usual adversarial hearings in the Senate.
While the President’s appointees had professional experience in related fields
(a trucking company executive, a police chief, and a motor carrier enforcement officer), none had accumulated the hundreds of thousands of crash free
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miles and numerous safety awards driving commercial vehicles a motor
carrier safety professional would normally need to qualify for employment
advising other truckers on matters concerning their personal safety. The
industrial safety profession requires a knowledge of ergonomics and working
conditions having nothing in common with business administration or law
enforcement. Despite record high rates of seat belt use and several lawsuits
to prevent it,12 the impostors caused the number of truck drivers killed on the
job to increase 17% between 2002 and 2005. A-6. Truck driver fatalities in
multi-vehicle crashes rose 36% in only three years— a 30% real increase even
after adjusting for changes in tonnage and miles driven.

II. THE MARCH 2002 AND EARLIER FINAL RULES
A. The Secretary's Failure to Protect Driver Health
49 U.S.C. § 31136(a) states:
“[T]he Secretary of Transportation shall prescribe regulations on
commercial motor vehicle safety. The regulations shall prescribe
minimum safety standards for commercial motor vehicles. At a
minimum, the regulations shall ensur
e that
(1) commercial motor vehicles are maintained, equipped, loaded,
and operated safely;

12

Public Citizen v. FMCSA, 374 F.3d 1209, 1218, D.C. Cir. 2004; Advocates for
Highway and Auto Safety v. FMCSA, DC Court of Appeals, No. 04-1233, Dec. 2005;
OOIDA v. FMCSA, DC Court of Appeals, No. 06-1035, July 2007.
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(2) the responsibilities imposed on operators of commercial
motor vehicles do not impair their ability to operate the vehicles
safely;
(3) the physical condition of operators of commercial motor
vehicles is adequate to enable them to operate the vehicles
safely; and
(4) the operation of commercial motor vehicles does not have a
deleterious effect on the physical condition of the operators.”
This Court previously ruled,
“It may be the case, for example, that driving for extended periods of
time and sleep deprivation cause drivers long-term back problems, or
harm drivers’immune systems. The agency may of course think that
these and other effects on drivers are not problematic (or are
outweighed by other considerations, like cost), but if so it was
incumbent on it to say so in the rule and to explain why.”
Public Citizen v. FMCSA, 374 F.3d 1209, 1218 (D.C. Cir. 2004).
1. Intermodalism
In the final rule governingTruck Length and Width Exclusive Devices,
March 29th, 2002, intermodal vehicles having safety devices that negate the
need to drive for extended periods of time were not even mentioned. 67 F.R.
15102-11. Only passing reference was given to intermodal operations
generally. Id. at 15103,10, & 11. A passing reference to relevant factors is
insufficient. Missouri Pub. Service Commission v. FERC, 234 F.3d 36, 41
(D.C. Cir. 2000).
2. Collision Resistance
The California Department of Transportation observed that“trailer
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manufacturers have designed for maximum width, with no allowance for
protection of the load or trailer.” 65 F.R. 50474. Yet, only mirrors were
exempt from the three inch width restriction. Othersafety devices, such as
rear view video cameras, crash absorbent body panels, and wheels positioned
outward from the side of the vehicle to enhance stability, improve
maneuverability, and reduce stopping distance were not considered. The
deliberations appeared to have no scientific basis.13 As the Supreme Court
stated in Motor Vehicle Manufacturers v. State Farm, an agency’s rule
normally is arbitrary and capricious if it “entirely failed to consider an
important aspect of the problem.” Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association
v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 463 U.S. 29, 41–44 (1983).
Id. at 43.
To defend its decision, the FHWA explained that:
“Since the AASHTO [American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials] policy from 1946 provided the basis for the
original 96-inch width legislation, the FHWA determined that the
subsequently issued AASHTO definition was an acceptable basis on
which to revise agency policy.” 67 F.R. 15102.
Nowhere in the MCSIA does Congress instruct the Secretary to consider the

13

“Virginia favored a 12-inch limit for mirrors. California and Minnesota favored a 10
-inch
limit. The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey favored an 8-inch limit. Iowa
favored a 6-inch limit. Oregon and Nebraska favored a 5-inch limit, and Georgiaand
Missouri favored a 3-inch limit.” 65 F.R. 50475.
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opinions of state transportation officials (AASHTO) except to develop
innovative methods of improving motor carrier compliance with traffic laws
(Section 220). 49 U.S.C. 31131 note. Instead, Congress instructs the
Secretary to consult with persons with expertise on: crash causation and
prevention; commercial motor vehicles, drivers, and carriers, including
passenger carriers; highways and noncommercial motor vehicles and drivers;
Federal and State highway and motor carrier safety programs; research
methods and statistical analysis; and other relevant topics (Section 224). 49
U.S.C. 31100 note.
3. Stopping Ability & Roll Over Protection
“In January 1975, PACCAR (a truck manufacturer), the American
Trucking Associations (ATA), and the Truck Equipment and Body
Distributors Association (TEBDA) sued [NHTSA], challengingthe
stopping distance requirements in Standard No. 121, which they
believed required the use of antilock brake systems. Specifically, the
petitioners challenged the 245-foot stopping distance standard for
heavy trucks, which was subsequently increased to 293 feet.”
60 F.R. 13215.
Statistical evidence suggests that the brake systems designed to meet this
standard killed three thousand Americans by the time the court invalidated it
in 1978 on the grounds that it was neither reasonable nor practicable.14

14

Large Truck Crash Facts; Paccar v. NHTSA, 573 F.2d 632 (9th Cir. 1978), cert.
denied, 439 U.S. 862 (1978) Id. at 640.
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In answer to the court’s demands, NHTSA designed a braking-in-acurve test. 49 C.F.R. § 571.121(S5.3.6.1). 61 F.R. 27294.
“The agency’s limited testing of single unit trucks to the braking
-in-acurve maneuver revealed no specific safety problems… the agency is
concerned that certain vehicles, especially ones with a high center of
gravity, might be prone to roll over or otherwise lose control during
such tests.” (emphasis added) 60 F.R. 13231.
“The agency also proposed to allow a manufacturer to conduct the
braking-in-a-curve test with a roll bar structure weighingup to an
additional 1,000 pounds to protect the driver… ” 60 F.R. 13234.
Anyone with common sense will recognize that if a helmeted test driver
wearing a four point harness needs a one thousand pound roll bar to be safe,
then ordinary unprotected truckers do as well. The provision that some
vehicles are not required to pass the test at 30 mph suggests that the Secretary
is aware that some tractor-trailers either cannot stay in their lanes or are likely
to roll over and are not as safe as single unit vehicles.
“[F]ifth wheel height, differences in suspension components, and tire
inflation can all cause trailers to tilt, lean, orboth.” 65 F.R. 50476.
“[S]ingle unit trucks are far less likely to be involved in fatal accidents
than combination trucks (i.e., trailers and semitrailers).” 61 F.R. 2006.
“[T]ruck tractors typically travel approximately five times more annual
miles than single-unit trucks... This substantially larger use proportionally increases a truck tractor's exposure to risk… truck tractors typically
operate on roads that have comparatively higher posted speed limits
and vehicle operating speeds than the roads on which single-unit trucks
and many buses generally operate.” 60 F.R. 13230.
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It is well known that many roads have lanes that are only 10 feet
wide. Common sense suggests that any driver who has the skill to keep an
8½ foot wide truck in a 10 foot lane will also be able to keep a 10½ foot wide
intermodal vehicle in a 12 foot lane. Since straddling lanes is illegal in most
states and 10½ foot wide trucks cannot legally drive in 10 foot lanes without
a permit, FHWA must provide a reasoned argument why it should be illegal
for 10½ foot wide trucks that do not lean or off-track to drive in 12 foot lanes
when it allows 8½ foot wide trucks that both lean and off-track to drive in 10
foot lanes. If a lower, wider short haul single-unit intermodal vehicle can do
the same job as a more dangerous top heavy long haul truck and still pass the
braking-in-a-curve test, then the agency must provide a reasoned argument
why it should be illegal. Governmentagencies must make a ‘‘rational
connection between the facts found and the choice made.’’ State Farm at 43.
“[I]f the width of a vehicle is, in fact, the characteristic that is found to
require regulation for safety purposes (analogously to the spacing of
headlamps in Standard 108 or the width of a head restraint in Standard
202), there should be no doubt of NHTSA's authority to regulate it.”
60 F.R. 13224.
The court must inquire whether this rulemaking waswithin the scope of the
Federal Highway Administration’s authority. PPG Industries v. Harrison 587
F2d 237.
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B. The Secretary's Failure to Reduce Highway Damage
1. Weight vs. Distance
It is well known that according to the laws of physics, the stress on a
planar surface, such as a highway, varies by the fourth power of the weight.15
The relative percentage of Highway Damage (%HD) caused by an intermodal
vehicle compared to a long haul truck can therefore be precisely calculated
with the following formula:
%HD = 100(IW/TW)4ID/TD
IW = intermodal vehicle weight; TW = truck weight
ID = intermodal vehicle distance; TD = truck distance
Thus, if an intermodal vehicleweighs 160,000 pounds, twice as much as an
ordinary 80,000 pound 18 wheeler, it will do less highway damage 16 unless it
travels more than one sixteenth the distance. If it weighs 20% more, it will do
less highway damage unless it travels more thanhalf the distance.

15

“A pavement that can withstand 1 million passages of an 18,000-lb. standard axle before
reaching a specified terminal serviceability rating can also withstand 16 million passages of
a 9,000-lb. axle before reaching the same rating”— Regulation of Weights, Lengths, and
Widths of Commercial motor Vehicles, TRB, 2002, p. 58.
16
Heavier trucks have additional axles and more resilientsuspension components that
protect roads from damage. If cargo weighing 20,000 pounds is loaded onto a 10,000
pound six wheeler, the highway wear and tear will be three times greater than if the same
cargo is loaded into a 30,000 pound 18 wheeler because the 20,000 pound rear axle of the
six wheeler does sixteen times as much damage as each of the four 10,000 pound rear
axles of the 18 wheeler. Adding additional axles to an 18 wheeler similarly reduces
highway damage despite the fact that the vehicle’s gross weight increases slightly.
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2. Height vs. Width
Persons with professional experience in motor carrier safety understand
that the relative amounts of highway damage caused by an unstable top heavy
truck compared to a safer low profile truck can be calculated with the
following formulae:

Load Transfer Ratio = DH/GW
Highway Damage Multiplier = (1 + DH/GW)4
D = Deceleration [ft/sec²]; G = Gravitational constant [g = 32 ft/sec²];
W = Track Width; H = Height.
If the Load Transfer Ratio is greater than one, the truck will roll over rather
than slide sideways in a collision avoidance maneuver, possibly killing its
driver. If the Load Transfer Ratio is less than one, the truck willsafely slide
sideways during the evasive maneuver rather than roll over and the weight on
the outside tires will be increased by the amount of the Load Transfer Ratio.
The increase in highway wear and tear caused by severely overloaded tires
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skidding on the highway surface is calculated by multiplying ordinary wear
and tear by the Highway Damage Multiplier. Thus, the damage caused by a
top heavy long haul truck speeding around a curve or swerving to avoid a
crash will be sixteen times greater than if the same truck performed the
maneuver at slow speed, while the damage caused by a 9½ foot tall vehicle
with a 9½ foot wide track width will be only five times greater than the
damage done at slow speed. Because even a small amount of load transfer
due to sway in a high profile vehicle significantly increases highway damage
i.e. a 10% load transfer results in a 50% increase in highway damage and a
20% load transfer from one side to the other doubles the highway damage,
even small amounts of sway, such as when an inexperienced driver is weaving
from side to side, can significantly increase wear and tear on highways and
bridges. A-7.

III. THE FEBRUARY 2007 FINAL RULE

When a bill I wrote, Presidential Candidate Ron Paul’s ‘The Safer
Truck Act’(HR 2083, 107th Congress; HR 1248, 108th Congress), was
refused a hearing even though it appeared that most members of the House
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Transportation Committee would vote for it,17 a loophole was hidden in a 550
page energy bill, The Energy Policy Act of 2005 (Pub. L. 109–58, 119 Stat.
832) to amend the truck size and weight laws in Section 127 of Title 23 over
the Chairman’s objection. Rather than legalize hybrid power trains and safety
features on intermodal vehicles,18 the Chairman of the House Transportation
Committee sent a letter, A-1, “to inform” the Acting Secretary that FHWA
should allow obsolete long haul truck tractors to be delivered more cheaply in
longer saddlemount combinations than are permitted inSection 4141 of the
SAFETEA–LU, Pub. L. 109–59, A-2, as illustrated below:

Federal Size Regulations for Commercial Vehicles, FHWA-MC-96-03, p.11

17

No truck safety hearing was held by Republicans between 2002 and 2007, but a motor
carrier safety hearing was held under Democratic leadership July 11th, 2007 exactly 120
days to the day after my petition to reconsider was received March 13th because the
Secretary was required to respond within 120 days. 49 U.S.C. § 30162(d).
18
Secretary of Transportation Norman Y. Mineta, former Chairman of the House
Transportation Committee, sponsor of The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act, PL 102-240, 49 U.S.C. § 302(e), unexpectedly resigned during the rulemaking.
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States may prohibit commercial motor vehicle combinations with more
than two trailing units. 49 U.S.C. § 31111(c). The February 20th, 2007 final
rule, B-13, requires states to permit three trailing units. 72 F.R. 7748.
23 C.F.R. § 658.13(e)(1)(iii).
While the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute
correctly asserted that a 97 foot long combination would exhibit a23%
reduction in rearward amplification19 compared to a similar combination only
75 feet long,20 72 F.R. 7743, the Automobile Carriers Conference neglected to
mention in their citation thatif the tandem axles of a trailing unit both touch
the ground, such as if a very long chassis is not carried at a steep enough

19

Rearward Amplification = (S+L)W/2D;
Sway Resistance = BW/A;
where S equals (1) one half of the average tire tread width of a towed unit having single
tires or (2) the average separation between centers of the inner and outer tires of a towed
unit having dual tires, L equals the distance between the extreme of any group of two or
more consecutive axles, W equals the overall gross weight on an axle or a group of two or
more consecutive axles, D equals the distance between an axle or the center of a group of
consecutive axles and the point of articulation by which the towed unit is attached to the
tow vehicle, B equals the wheel base as measured between the center of the rear axle or
group of non steerable rear axles and (1) the frontaxle or center of a group of steerable
front axles of a tow vehicle or (2) the point of articulation by which a towed unit is
attached to a tow vehicle, A equals the articulated length from the point of articulation by
which a towed unit is attached to (1) the front axle or center of a group of steerable front
axles of a tow vehicle or (2) a second point of articulation, and the Rearward
Amplification of a towed unit to which a second towed unit is attached has added to it the
Rearward Amplification of the second towed unit multiplied by A/B.
20
Section 4141 was intended to eliminate the use of the high mount when transporting
very long RV & bus chassis— a dangerous type of saddlemount where the engine of a
trailing chassis is attached high up near the ne gine of the chassis in front to shorten the
length of the combination, making it top heavy. The length increase from 75 feetot 97
feet allows the trailing units to be mounted lower down to increase stability when the third
chassis is carried on a fullmount.
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angle (see 2nd vehicle illustrated above), its rearward amplification will be
300% greater. Therefore, Congressman Reichert’s assertion, A-3, that
“… this rule conflicts with the plain language . . . whichfor safety reasons
imposes a length restriction of 75 ft.” is correct because combinations having
a sway resistance to rearward amplification ratio of less than ten to one are
usually considered unsafe. Courts should not accord any deference to a
“scientific model” that does not bear a “rational relationship to the
characteristics of the data to which it is applied,”City of Waukesha v. EPA,
320 F.3d 228, 248 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (citations omitted); Sierra Club v. Costle,
657 F.2d at 333, or that is “so oversimplified that the agency’s conclusions
from it are unreasonable.”Small Refiner Lead Phase-Down Task Force v.
EPA, 705 F.2d at 535. FHWA’s reliance on the Automobile Carriers
Conference to support the Chairman’s reading of the statute when a qualified
FMCSA Administrator, after mathematical analysis, would have reached the
opposite conclusion, calls into question FHWA’s competence to promulgate
rules related to motor carrier safety.
The agency appears to have been pressured by the Committee
Chairman who controlled its funding to deliberately violate the statute. While
other congressmen and senators also sent letters, they did so only in their
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proper role as representatives of their constituents. The Chairman’s letter did
not have a constituent letter attached, leading the agency to question his
motives,21 as well as those of other Republicans, A-5.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Federal Highway Administration’s assertions that commercial
motor vehicle safety is not related to motor carrier safety, that commercial
motor vehicles are “different” than the vehicles used by motor carriers, that
recreational vehicles used for commercial purposes are not commercial
vehicles, that trucks towing campers are commercial vehicles, that divisible
loads are non divisible loads, and that saddlemounts without fullmounts are
saddlemounts with fullmounts make this agencyaction arbitrary and
capricious because it relied on factors that Congress has not intended for it to
consider (such as the opinions of individual congressmen), it has entirely
failed to consider an important aspect of the problem (such as stability
calculations), and because its decision is so implausible that it could not be
ascribed to a difference in view or a product of agency expertise. United
States v. Garner (1985) 767 F2d 104.

21

The New York Times alleged that from 2000 to 2006, the trucking industry directed
more than $14 million in campaign contributi
ons to Republicans and its donations and
lobbying fees were about $37 million from 2000 to 2005. (Stephen Labaton, Dec. 3, 2006)
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Agency action is invalid if based, even in part, on pressure from
Congressional sources; this is especially law where invasive
Congressional source has financial leverage on involved agency...
in form of post enactment statements communicated directly and
indirectly by Congressmen.
Texas Medial Assoc. v. Mathews (1976, WD Tex) 408 F Supp 303.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
The court reviews the rules to determine whether they are arbitrary and
capricious, an abuse of discretion, in excess of statutory jurisdiction, without
observance of procedure required by law, or otherwise not in accordance with
the law, 5 U.S.C. § 706(2), and if so found, to compel agency action
unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed. 5 U.S.C. § 706(1).
STANDING
The Secretary failed to respond to my petition to reconsider within 120
days as required under 49 U.S.C. § 30162(d) even though the House
Subcommittee on Surface Transportation held a motor carrier safety hearing
exactly 120 days to the day after my petition to reconsider was received by
the Secretary on March 13th.
A trucker by trade endangered by the aforementioned rules, I
participated in this rulemaking to save the lives of myself and others. The
rules diminish the value of five patents granted to me for safer intermodal
technology by not allowing motor vehicle safety features necessary to the
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operation of intermodal vehicles that the Department of Commerce has ruled
are useful.22 49 U.S.C. § 30102(a)(8). 35 U.S.C. 101. Despite being
directly referred to several times in the February 20th, 2007 final rule as “The
commenter” under the heading “FHWA Authority” on page 7745 of Vol. 72 of
the Federal Record in a lengthy discussion of my objections, B-10, the
Secretary failed to prescribe the needed motor vehicle safety standards. As a
small entity adversely affected by final agency action, I am entitled to judicial
review. 5 U.S.C. § 611(a)(1).
While Trescott v. Mineta has been mooted by subsequent developments
being petitioned for review in the present case and therefore should not be
appealed, in the recent Massachusetts v. EPA, the Supreme Court reaffirmed,
quoting Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U. S., at 572,
“… a litigant to whom Congress has ‘accorded a procedural right to
protect his concrete interests’ … the right to challenge agency action
unlawfully withheld, [such as 42 U.S.C.] § 7607(b)(1)— ‘can assert
that right without meeting all the normal standards forredressability
and immediacy,’ibid. When a litigant is vested with a procedural right,
that litigant has standing if there issome possibility that the requested
relief will prompt the injury-causing party to reconsider the decision
that allegedly harmed the litigant. Ibid”.
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U. S. ___(2007) (slip op., at 14).
District Court did not adequately consider my standing as a person who had

22

U.S. Patents 6,494,313; 6,776,299; 6,840,724; 6,910,844; & 7,070,062
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been granted a patent on railroad technology.23 A patent is more than a
procedural right. It is an Article I exclusive right granting a quasi
-sovereign 24
interest— the ability to control the behavior of licensees. 35 U.S.C. §§
271(d)(2) & 296(a). B-4.
In Massachusetts, the Chief Justice stated,
The Court, in effect, takes what has always been regarded as a
necessary condition for parens patriae standing— a quasi-sovereign
interest— and converts it into a sufficient showing for purposes of
Article III (Roberts slip op., at 5).
Therefore, I also claim standing as a representative of railroad employees
likely to be protected by the safety features of my inventions as allowed under
49 U.S.C. § 20104(c). Yakus v. United States, 321 US 414.
ARGUMENT
THE TRUCK SIZE AND WEIGHT REGULATIONS ARE
CONTRARY TO LAW BECAUSE THEY FAIL TO SATI SFY
STATUATORY MANDATES THAT THE SECRETARY SHALL
DEVELOP A LONG TERM STRATEGY FOR IMPROVING
COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE OPERATOR AN D CARRIER
SAFETY AND PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NATIONAL
INTERMODAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM — AND THEY ARE
ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIO US BECAUSE THEY FAIL TO
CONSIDER STATUATORILY MANDATED FACTORS AND
CONTRAVENE STATUTES & REGULATIONS HAVING
JOINT OVERLAPPING A UTHORITY.

23

US Pat. No. 6,776,299— Automatic Intermodal Railway Car Coupler
sovereign: adj.— “possessing supreme excellence or efficacy,” Funk & Wagnall’s
Standard Desk Dictionary
24
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I. Commercial motor vehicle size and weight limits are related to motor
carrier safety

The Federal Highway Administration’s assertions that “
The
commercial motor vehicle size and weight program . .. is not a regulation of
motor carriers or their drivers,” andthat the size and weight limits of the
February 20th, 2007 final rule merely “affect the dimensions of the vehicles
operated by these entities,” 72 FR 7746, B-11, are false. According to the
Fatality Analysis Reporting System, A-6, 803 truck drivers were killed in
crashes in 2005, the highest number since 1989 when most long haul trucks
were cabovers — a 16 year high. Deregulation of vehicle length,49 U.S.C. §
31111(b)(1)(B), allowed truckers to reposition their cabs to a safer place
behind the engine, cutting fatality rates in half, but weight restrictions
remaining in Part 658 of the February 20th, 2007 final rule continue to ban roll
over protection whenever they are required to carry ordinary amounts of
cargo. An agency’s explanation may not run counter to the evidence before it.
Chemical Mfrs. Association v. EPA, 217 F.3d 861, 866 (D.C. Cir. 2000).
A. Truckers have a right to roll over protection
In Public Citizen’s The Hidden Failures of Belts in Rollover Crashes,
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a Ford Motor Company engineer stated,25
“It is obvious that occupants that are restrained in upright
positions are more susceptible to injury from a collapsed roof than
unrestrained occupants who are free to tumble about the interior
of the vehicle. It seems unjust to penalize people wearing effective
restraint systems by exposing them to more severe injuries than
they might expect with no restraints.”
As long ago as 1968, Ford thought that the minimum roof crush standard
should be two times the weight of the vehicle (Id.). Due to state laws
requiring them, seat belt use among truckers is at an all time high. Is it
merely chance that a 23% increase in seat belt use 26 has coincided with a
17% increase in fatalities? No one argues that truckers should stop wearing
seat belts, but if state laws require them and roll over protection is needed for
seat belts to be safe, then truckers have a 14th Amendment right to equip ht eir
trucks with stronger cabs or roll bars without being penalized.
“Six out of ten occupants who suffer serious or fatal injuries in
rollovers inside the vehicle are wearing a safety belt” 27.
“...more than 70 percent of serious spinal injuries experienced in a
rollover by belted occupants are caused by impact with the roof”28.

25

Asa Tapley, Tab C. Turner, Laura MacCleery, Morgan Lynn, Matt Pelkey, and Ed
Ricci, Jr., April 2004, http://www.citizen.org/documents/belt_report.pdf, p. 9
26
As reported by truckinginfo.com 12/7/2006
27
Occupant Fatalities in Vehicles with Rollover by Year, Restraint Use, Ejection, and
Vehicle Body Type. FARS 1991-2001, Washington, DC, NHTSA, Sept 2003
28
Near and Far-Side Adult Front Passenger Kinematics in a Vehicle Rollover,SAE
Technical Paper 2001-01-0176, SAE 2001 World Congress, Detroit, March 5-8, 2001
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B. Weight limits must be changed
The Federal Highway Administration’s assertions that “
the vehicle
weight limits for Interstate highways are statutory (23 U.S.C. 127), as are the
vehicle width and length limits on the National Network (49 U.S.C. 3111131115)… None of them can be changed by FHWA,” 72 FR 7745, B-10, are
also false. “… the Secretary may make decisions necessary to accommodate
specialized equipment… ”49 U.S.C. § 31111(g). Section 127(a)(1) of
Title 23 unambiguously states:
“No funds shall be apportioned… to any State which does not
permit… a gross weight of at least eighty thousand pounds for
vehicle combinations of five axles or more” (emphasis added)
Section 127(a)(2) further states the “overall maximum gross weight … shall
be ... produced by application of the following mathematical formula:29
LN
W = 500 (------------- + 12N + 36)”
N-1
This means the statutory maximum gross weight for a modern intermodal
vehicle as increased by Section 756 of The Energy Policy Act of 2005 (119
STAT. 832) is 87,400 pounds— not 80,000 pounds as found in 23 C.F.R. §
658.17(b). The ambiguous 80,000 pound limit in Subsection127(a)(2)(2) the

29

where W equals overall gross weight on any group of two or more consecutive axles,
L equals distance in feet between the extreme of any group of two or more consecutive
axles, and N equals number of axles in the group under consideration
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Agency previously relied on is now seen to apply only to some vehicles in
service before September 1 st, 1989. B-3. Therefore, for 14th Amendment
reasons, Section 658.17(b) must be vacated to agree with 23 U.S.C. §
127(a)(1) so that truckers can equip their trucks with roll over protection
without suffering an economic disadvantage. An agency’s refusal to exercise
its discretion based on its belief that it had no power to do otherwise may be
independently reviewed by the court. Bargmann v. Helms, 715 F2d. 638.
C. Width limits must be changed
The Federal Highway Administration’s assertions that “motor carrier
safety functions that were delegated to the FMCSA in the 1999 final rule...
are very different from the commercial motor vehicle size and weight
limitations” and “The commercial motor vehicle size and weight program is
different from the motor carrier and motor carrier safety duties carried out by
the FMCSA,” and “It does not involve the type of motor carrier or motor
carrier safety oversight that Congress intended to be delegated to the FMCSA
in the MCSIA provisions,” 72 FR 7745-6, B-10 & 11, are also false. All
Chapter 311 powers related to motor carrier safety, including§ 31113, have
been transferred to FMCSA. 49 U.S.C. § 113(f). Persons with professional
experience in motor carrier safety understand that the maxim
um safe
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deceleration or stopping ability of trucks is related to vehicle height and width
by the following mathematical formula:
Maximum Safe Deceleration [ft/sec² ]= WG/H
W = Track width; H = Height;
G = Gravitational constant [g = 32 ft/sec²].
If a truck’s tires have enough friction to stop faster than the maximum safe
deceleration, the tires become a tripping mechanism that will cause it to roll
over rather than slide sideways during an evasive maneuver, possiblykilling
its driver. Truckers who fear rolling over may be reluctant to swerve to avoid
hitting cars. Commercial motor vehicle size and weight is related to motor
carrier safety because commercial motor vehicle stopping ability and roll over
protection is related to motor carrier safety. FMCSA’s Vehicle and Roadside
Operations Division redundantly duplicates FHWA’s size and weight program
and has just issued a final rule regulating the weight of some commercial
motor vehicles. 49 CFR § 393.48(d). 72 FR 9870 (March 6th, 2007).
D. The Secretary must transfer FHWA’s powers to FMCSA
By retaining Chapter 311 powers prohibited under 49 U.S.C. § 113(f),
FHWA has prevented FMCSA from carrying out “meaningful measures” to
improve roll over protection. The Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96–
354), 5 U.S.C. §§ 601 et seq., restrains FMCSA from arbitrarily reducing
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cargo weight to permit heavier safety devices because that would have an
economic impact on small entities using older vehicles lacking such features.
Allowing higher gross weight without restrictingcargo weight would not be a
“meaningful measure” because unscrupulous shippers would just load more
cargo to gain a competitive advantage instead of letting their drivers install
safety devices. Similarly, if the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration mandated stronger cabs without an increase in track width to
compensate for the additional weight high up in theroof of the vehicle, the
increased stopping distance or likelihood of roll over would negate the safety
benefit. Only the FMCSA Administrator has the statutorily required expertise
and the authority to promulgate both cargo weight limits and performance
based safety standards. The Secretary is not authorized to regulate the
manufacture of commercial motor vehicles, 49 U.S.C. § 31147(b), therefore
only FMCSA has the authority to regulate commercial motor vehicle size and
weight. The Secretary’s refusal of to eliminate redundant management
positions in FHWA’s organizational structure by transferring these powers and
authorities to FMCSA in the October 19, 1999 final rule, 64 FR 56270, is a
violation of the law that in 2005 cost the lives of approximately four hundred
truckers who could have been saved by improved roll over protection.
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II. Only vehicles regulated by FMCSA are commercial motor vehicles

FHWA violated The Regulatory Flexibility Act by changing the
definition of commercial motor vehicle in Section 658.5, 72 FR 7748, to
replace a performance based standard with a design standard without
describing significant alternatives in itsinitial flexibility analysis. 71 FR
25520. 5 U.S.C. § 603(c)(3). Self propelled recreational vehicles used for
commercial purposes, such as lodging for railroad signalmen or transporting
ten or more track workers, are no longer to be considered commercial
vehicles, while truck tractors used to tow large 5th wheel campers are to be
considered commercial vehicles even if they are never used in commerce.
Each final flexibility analysis, 72 FR 7746, B-11, is required to contain
“a statement of the factual, policy, and legal reasons for selecting the
alternative adopted in the final rule.” 5 U.S.C. § 604(a)(2)(emphasis added).
Anyone with common sense will recognize thatonly vehicles used for
commerce are commercial vehicles and only vehicles used for recreation are
recreational vehicles.
… commercial motor vehicle means… [a] vehicle used on the
highways in commerce… 49 U.S.C. § 31101(1) (emphasis added,
internal quotes omitted).
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Commercial motor vehicle (CMV) means a motor vehicle or
combination of motor vehicles used in commerce to transport
passengers or property… 49 CFR 383.5 (emphasis added).
Although the Motor Carrier Safety Administrator is required toconsult with
the Highway Administrator, 49 U.S.C. § 113(i), because the definition of
commercial motor vehicle is found in Chapter 311 and commercial motor
vehicles are, without doubt, related to motor carriers, and a decision by the
FMCSA Administrator involving a duty or power specified inChapter 311 is
administratively final, 49 U.S.C. § 113(h), FMCSA has the exclusive
authority to regulate commercial motor vehicles “except as otherwise
delegated by the Secretary to any agency of the Department of Transportation
other than the Federal Highway Administration,as of October 8, 1999.”
49 U.S.C. § 113(f)(1) (emphasis added). Because “transfer, collection, or
delivery” provided by an agent of a rail or water carrier is not a type of
“Commerce with foreign Nations and among the several States” the Federal
Government was given authority to regulate in Article I, Congress has
prohibited the Secretary from regulating intermodal vehicles in a terminal
area. 49 U.S.C. §§ 13503(b)(1) & 13506(a)(11). B-6. Therefore, an
intermodal vehicle as defined in 49 U.S.C.§§ 10102(6)(A) & (9)(A), B-5, is
exempt from regulation just as a farm vehicle is. 49 U.S.C.§ 13506(a)(4).
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B-6. Therefore, only vehicles regulated by FMCSA can reasonably be
considered commercial motor vehicles for the purposes of Section 658.5.
Service that is actually rendered, and not the intent with which a carrier
performs its work is determinative of nature of carriage. Trowbridge v.
Kansas C. & W. B. R. (1915) 192 Mo App 52, 179 SW 777.
A. Safety devices must be considered
FHWA’s assertion that hybrid vehicles “address issues that were not
raised in the NPRM, and are therefore outside the scope of this rulemaking,”
72 FR 7745, B-10, is non-sequitur. Any reasonable person will agree that if
the definition of “commercial motor vehicle” is changed, thenall vehicles
defined as commercial motor vehicles during the rulemaking are within the
scope of the rulemaking. The change in the definition of Commercial Motor
Vehicle to eliminate the Federal role in regulating the width of Recreational
Vehicles in Section 658.15(c)(2)(vacated), B-9, to allow wider sunshades is
arbitrary and capricious because FHWA failed to consider eliminating its role
in regulating the width of safety devices such as roll bars, rear view video
cameras, collision posts, crash absorbent body panels, and axles with a
greater track width to improve maneuverability and stopping ability when
Congress transferred that authority to FMCSA under 49 U.S.C. § 113(f)(1).
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Why should safety devices on trucks be banned while awnings and sunshades
on RV’s are legal? Why should dangerous saddlemount combinations with
three trailing units be considered specialized equipment,§ 658.13, when safer
intermodal vehicles having no trailing units are not?Specifically, the final
rule failed to answer the petitioner’s question raised during the rulemaking:
… why it should be legal for an unskilled motorist, lacking any training
whatsoever, to operate a ten or eleven foot wide intermodal rail vehicle
for recreational purposes without any kind of permit, whenit is illegal
for an experienced professional to drive the same vehicle even with a
permit— or why, to perform the same function, skilled professionals
should be required to drive primitive, top-heavy 1950’s era 18 wheelers
lacking needed safety features when unskilled motorists without any
qualifications are allowed to operate modern vehicles?
More exacting scrutiny is useful where an agency has demonstrated
undue bias toward a particular private interest, where the agency has had a
history of ad hoc and inconsistent judgments on a particular question.
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. SEC (1979) 606 F2d 1031.
1. Railroad safety standards
In 1992, Congress enacted The Rail Safety Enforcement and Review
Act (P.L. 102-365). The Federal Railroad Administration agreed that
locomotive crashworthiness protection is necessary because in train collisions
and derailments from 1995 to 1997, 26 locomotive cab occupants were killed
and 289 were injured in freight and passenger train accidents in theUnited
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States, a yearly average of 105 casualties. 69 F.R. 63891 (November 2,
2004). Therefore, locomotive Safety Standard S-580 includes the use of
collision posts and wide-nose cab configurations of greater strength
(49 C.F.R. Part 229). 69 F.R. 63894. “Wide-nose” in this context means a
hood which does not “span substantially less than the full width of the
locomotive.” 69 F.R. 63898.
Common sense suggests that because 1,992 truckers were killed with
94,000 injured during the same three year period,a fatality rate seventy five
times higher with three hundred times the number of injuries,30 A-6,
intermodal vehicles being used as locomotives to move trains will require the
same safety features as other locomotives if their operators are to be safe
when performing this function. The cabs of 8½ foot wide trucks would be
considered “narrow-nose” if they were mounted on locomotives, therefore the
cabs of intermodal vehicles will logically need to be heavier and wider than
ordinary truck cabs if they are to comply with Standard S-580 when the
vehicles are being used as locomotives.
“Crew members who lack confidence in the safety measures employed
may be inclined to jump from a locomotive prior to a collision,
resulting in a high probability of serious injury or death.”
69 F.R. 63892

30

Traffic Safety Facts 1995-1997 Large Trucks, www-nrd.nhtsa.dot.gov
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2. Industrial safety standards
It is well known that intermodal containers are often stacked on ships
and barges, therefore intermodal vehicles will need a stronger cab and wider
wheelbase than normal trucks when they are being used as industrial vehicles,
traveling over uneven groundaround docks and seaports while carrying
containers stacked in this manner.
“[W]hen the vehicle’s line of action or the vehicle/load combination
falls outside the stability triangle, the vehicle is unstable and may tip
over.” 29 C.F.R. § 1910.178(a)(2)(Appendix A-4.2 & 7.1).
“High Lift Rider trucks shall be fitted with an overhead guard.”
29 C.F.R. § 1910.178(e).
As the Supreme Court stated in Motor Vehicle Manufacturers v. State Farm,
an agency’s rule normally is arbitrary and capricious if it“entirely failed to
consider an important aspect of the problem.” Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Association v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 463 U.S. 29,
41–44 (1983). Id. at 43.
3. The 14th Amendment
Although 49 U.S.C. § 31113(c) and 23 C.F.R. §§ 658.15(c) &
658.17(h) allow states to issue special use permits for oversize loads and
Section 4007 of The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century amended
49 U.S.C. 31315 & § 31136(e) concerning authority to grant waivers from the
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Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations to persons seeking regulatory relief,
requiring states to issue “permits” for safety devices when workers in other
industries need no such waivers to be safe in their workplaces violates the
equal protection clause. We do not ban commercial airliners just because
unskilled motorists can’t fly planes. If an unskilled truck driving school
graduate lacks the ability to keep a wider vehicle in its lane and violates a
state law prohibiting lane egress,31 then it is the driver and not the vehicle
which ought to be regulated. Limiting safety devices to only a few drivers
with permits creates problems in manufacturing. Motor vehicles must be
produced in large numbers on an assembly line if they are to sell at a
reasonable price. If safer vehicles are to be affordable, they must be available
to all those endangered who possess the skill to drive them. Manufacturers
are unwilling to invest huge amounts of capital in plantand equipment if they
fear their investment can instantly be made worthless at the whim of an
unskilled government employee. “[M]anufacturers are entitled to testing
criteria that they can rely on with certainty.”Paccar v. NHTSA, 573 F.2d 632
(9th Cir. 1978), 439 U.S. 862 (1978) Id. at 644.

31

Texas TRC § 545.060— DRIVING ON ROADWAY LANED FOR TRAFFIC.
(a) An operator on a roadway divided into two or more clearly marked lanes for traffic:
(1) shall drive as nearly as practical entirely within a single lane; and
(2) may not move from the lane unless that movement can be made safely.
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B. The Americans with Disabilities Act must be considered
It is well known that most small businesses lack truck loading docks
and that even fewer are equipped with rail loading docks. It is also well
known that if a business raises the floor of its facility above the ground so as
to receive truck or rail deliveries in a loading dock, Section 303(a)(2) of The
Americans with Disabilities Act (P.L. 101-336), B-8, requires that the
building also be equipped with an expensive elevator or wheelchair accessible
ramp. Anyone with common sense will recognize that banning a technology
that permits loading and unloading at ground level without a loading dock,
such as when cargo is carried between a truck’s wheels rather than on top of
them, significantly raises the cost of shipping and receiving goods for the
handicapped since intermodal containers sitting on the ground are wheelchair
accessible while truck trailers with cargo decks high above the ground are
obviously not. The needs of the handicapped must be considered. Peter Pan
v. FMCSA., DC Court of Appeals (No. 05-1436, December 2006).
C. Environmental effects must be considered
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 43214347), B-11, requires FHWA to determine if this proposed action will have an
effect on the quality of the environment. Intermodalism and hybrid power
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trains reduce Diesel exhaust particulates known to cause asthma in children.
Limiting the weight of batteries used to store energy captured during braking
increases engine idling and the emissions of vehicles with hybrid power
trains. A hybrid power train allows movement at low speed without the use
of the engine to reduce engine idling. Limiting the weight of an idle reduction
system to only 400 pounds, 23 C.F.R. § 658.17(n)(2), increases harm to the
environment. Optiidle™ technology32 can interfere with drivers’sleep if
their engines start and stop during the night.
Because steel wheels roll more efficiently than rubber tires do and only
the front of a train has to fight the wind, trains typicall
y get three times better
fuel economy than trucks with proportionately lower emissions.33 Big trucks
frighten motorists, so they buy larger personal vehicles than they otherwise
would, further exacerbating the problems of air pollution and dependence on
foreign oil (p.21). The complete absence of any discussion of a statutorily
mandated factor makes the agency’s reasoning arbitrary and capricious.
United Mine Workers v. Dole, 870 F.2d 662, 673 (D.C. Cir. 1989).
32

A feature that starts and stops computerized truck engines to maintain heat and air
conditioning inside a truck’s cab. Whilemost drivers become used to their engines
automatically starting and stopping, others trying to sleep in trucks parked nearby ar
e
sometimes disturbed.
33
“[E]very ton-mile of freight that moves by rail instead of truck reduces GHG
[greenhouse gas] emissions by two thirds or more.” Edward R. Hamberger, Association
of American Railroads, before the House Transportation Committee May 16th, 2007
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D. Issues of joint overlapping authority must be resolved
In any industry, professionals differ from employees in that they have
clients and customers rather than a boss telling them what to do. Being self
employed, professionals have greater latitude to exercise independent
judgment and they are liable for malpractice if they make mistakes. While it
is understood that an unskilled motorist such as a motor carrier enforcement
officer, corporate safety director, or engineer can memorize second hand
information about commercial motor vehicle safety, mnemonics arenot a
substitute for the “professional experience” required by Section 101 of the
Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999. 49 U.S.C. § 113(c).
“… a statute ought, on the whole, to be so construed that, if it can
be prevented, no clause, sentence, or word shall be superfluous,
void, or insignificant.” Duncan v. Walker, 533 U.S. 167, 174 (2001)
If Congress intended that unskilled government employees should be allowed
to promulgate regulations related to motor carrier safety, the use of the word
“professional” in the statutory construction would have been superfluous.
While it might appear to an unskilled person that a corporate safety
director or a motor carrier enforcement officer does the same job as a motor
carrier safety professional, they are in fact opposites. Enforcement officers
fine truckers for being over width or over weight if they dare to install safety
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devices recommended by safety professionals. Safety directors only allow
safety devices that maximize profits.34 Cf. State Farm, 463 U.S. at 49
(“[S]urely it is not enough that the regulated industry ha
s eschewed a given
safety device.”). Anyone with common sense will recognize that an expert
driving an 18 wheeler, flying an airliner, or commanding a cruise ship, is not
going to listen to, much less pay for, the advice of an unskilled person with a
conflict of interest who can’t even drive a silly little police car or lawn mower
safely. An unskilled person in a blue shirt threatening an expert with a gun is
at best an extreme form of personnel management, not industrial safety. A
search without a search warrant is at best a form of industrial quality control,
not ergonomics. Most safety defects detected by police can easily be

34

Safety administrators employ Game Theory to achieve a Nash Equilibrium
between the cost of insurance and jury awards on one hand and wages and safety devices
on the other. Profit is maximized when marginal costs are approximately equal. Safety
professionals consider such calculations unethical because highway safety is not a game
and large “kiddy car” trucking companies must deliberately kill a number of motorists and
pedestrians each year if they are to minimize labor costs.
Although there are few economies of scale in trucking, large profits are possible
because safety has greater Neumann-Morgenstern Utility to the skilled professional sitting
behind the wheel of his own truck than to the unskilled administrator sitting safely behind
a desk as long as the unskilled trainees being hired are not fully informed of the danger.
Obviously, trainees would recognize unsafe working conditions if safer vehicles
became available. It is suspected that the President appointed unskilled administrators to
impersonate safety professionals at FMCSA so that trucking industry productivity could
be maximized by violating 49 U.S.C. § 113(b)— which for a public official obligated to
protect public safety, is tantamount to murder. Evidence that a Nash Equilibrium has een
b
achieved is the steady fatality rate of 5,000 victims per year and declining real wages
despite dramatic improvements in technology, suggesting that an intelligent force is
keeping fatality rates constant rather than reducing them as required by the MC
SIA.
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prevented by simply allowing truckers to purchase more heavily built vehicles
that are less prone to break down. Most damage done to roads and bridges
by trucks can easily be mitigated by simply allowing truckers to install
adequate shock absorbers. 35 If cars had to obey the same weight limits that
trucks do, they would weigh no more than three hundred pounds.36
While it is well known that employees are sometimes called
professionals to improve their morale and the President may get away with
appointing unqualified administrators as long as the Senate Commerce
Committee is willing to confirm them without proper hearings, courts cannot
allow rules to stand if they were promulgated by someone other than a person
whom Congress intended. PPG Industries v. Harrison 587 F2d 237.
FMCSA is now the Office of Motor Carriers, not FHWA. The Federal
Highway Administration’s decision to replace references in the regulations to
the old Office of Motor Carriers and its officials by references to FHWA,
72 FR 7741, is contrary to law because Congress intended that “a person
with professional experience in motor carrier safety” should have this
35

When the spring rate of an air ride suspension matches the harmonic frequency of a
bridge, A-7, the truck and bridge bounce up and down uncontrollably in a phenomenon
known as bridge bounce. Spring ride trucks lacking shock absorbers cause a washboard
surface on unpaved and asphalt roads. By reducing spring rates, shock absorbers reduce
highway damage— even more so if computer controlled.
36
Transporting 50,000 pounds of cargo on a 30,000 pound 18 wheeler is equivalent to a
500 pound family of four riding on a 300 pound go-cart.
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authority “except as otherwise delegated by the Secretary to any agency of
the Department of Transportationother than the Federal Highway
Administration, as of October 8, 1999.” 49 U.S.C. § 113(f)(1) (emphasis
added). A duty or power specified in Subsection (f)(1) may only be
transferred to another part of the Department whenspecifically provided by
law. 49 U.S.C. § 113(g).
1. Highway funding
FHWA’s argument that it’s commercial motor vehicle size and weight
program is related only to the Federal-aid highway program and nothing else,
72 FR 7746, B-11, is specious. It doesn’t matter what funding programs the
size and weight of trucks is related to. Congress has unequivocally stated
that safety is the highest priority. 49 U.S.C. § 113(b). The FMCSA
Administrator is to consult with the FHWA administrator andnothing more.
49 U.S.C. § 113(i). The issue raised here is whether FHWA should be
required to build safe roads to accommodate safe trucks or whether FMCSA
should allow trucks to operate without needed safety devices so that FHWA
can get away with building inadequate roads and bridges. The obvious
alternative to weight and width limitations is for FHWA to build stronger
wider roads. An 10½ foot wide intermodal vehicle that requires a 12 foot
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wide lane ten miles long will inflict wear and tear on only 120 foot-miles of
pavement and few if any bridges. An 8½ foot wide long haul truck traveling
1,000 miles in a 10 foot lane inflicts wear and tearon 10,000 foot-miles of
pavement and many bridges. Wider roads could therefore reduce the long
term cost of the Federal-aid program by extending bridge and pavement life.37
“A 51,000-pound tridem-axle weight limit would provide for the
legal transportation of 40-foot containers loaded to maximum
international weight limits. Because a tridem-axle weight limit of
51,000 pounds would have adverse infrastructure and safety impacts, a
44,000-pound tridem-axle weight limit was also analyzed. Under these
limits a six-axle tractor semitrailer combination could operate at 90,000
pounds. In addition, this tridem-axle weight limit could provide a
productivity increase for short wheelbase straight trucks.”
64 F.R. 2700.
Agencies must explain rejection of reasonable alternatives. Public Citizen v.
Steed, 733 F.2d 93, 99 (D.C. Cir. 1984).
2. Vehicle weight
While FHWA may claim the moral high ground in allowing states to
issue overweight permits to snow plows and other emergency response
vehicles, 23 C.F.R. § 658.5, 72 FR 7748, B-13, anyone with common sense
will recognize that if salt and sand really were “loads which cannot be easily

37

“A single intermodal train can take 280 trucks off the highways… and reduce the cost of
maintaining existing roads.” Edward R.Hamberger, Association of American Railroads,
before the House Transportation Committee May 16th, 2007
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dismantled or divided” intended by Congress to be included in Section
127(a)(2)(2) of Title 23, then beach bullies would break their feet kicking
sand castles! Why should sand be considered a non-divisible load when an
“ocean transport container” included in Section 127(a)(2)(2) bearing a
customs seal is not? An infant ina sand box can divide a pail of sand.
Dividing a load bearing a customs seal violates federal law. 19 C.F.R. §
18.4a(d)(2). One need only compare the obvious care taken by FMCSA in its
sixteen page size and weight rulemaking on the question of surge brakes
alone, 72 FR 9855-71, 49 CFR § 393.48(d), with the mere eight pages
devoted by FHWA to explain more than a dozen nonsensical definitions and
modifications to Sections 657.1,3,11,16,17,19 and Sections 658.5,13,15,17,
& 23, to recognize that this is an unhappy agency under pressure from
Congressional sources to violate statutes. 72 FR 7747-8. B-12 & 13.
The significant difference between 23 C.F.R. § 658.17(b) and
23 U.S.C. § 127(a)(1), with which it shares joint overlapping authority, is that
Section 127(a)(1) allows a performance based standard to determine
maximum allowable gross weight that encourages truckers to equip their
vehicles with additional axles and brakes, while § 658.17(b) imposes an
arbitrary limit of 80,000 pounds that penalizes truckers if they equip their
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trucks with needed safety devices (or idle reduction systems weighing more
than 400 pounds). Vacatur of § 658.17(b) will therefore save lives by
allowing additional safety features and more effective environmental
protection systems without damaging any roads or bridges.
3. Vehicle length & width
In light of “the clear intent, encouragement, and dedication of
Congress to the furtherance of the highest degree of safety in motor carrier
transportation” stated in Section 101 of The Motor Carrier Safety
Improvement Act, 49 U.S.C. § 113(b) (emphasis added), the Court should
consider whether the “safe” and the “efficient” of 49 U.S.C. § 31113(b), B-7,
ought to be given equal weight. If size and weight authority were to remain
with FHWA, the statutory language “the Secretary decides is necessary ”
would seem to unreasonably permit the scientific calculations of experts to be
maliciously overruled— violating the due process clause because Congress
mandated that only a person with “professional experience in motor carrier
safety” is allowed to promulgate rules related to motor carrier safety. The
significant difference between 23 C.F.R. § 658.15 and 49 U.S.C. § 31113,
with which it shares joint overlappingauthority, is that Section 31113 gives
the Secretary (and therefore the FMCSA Administrator) broad discretion to
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exclude safety devices from the calculation of width, while Section 658.15 as
promulgated by FHWA bans intermodal vehicles and needed safety
equipment. Why should a regulation be promulgated under Title 23if its
authority comes from Title 49?
Half hearted reform is not enough. This Court has heard case after
case

38

about truckers’hours of service and driver qualifications— all

symptoms of this underlying problem. Rules thrown out by this Court are
simply repromulgated with minor changes. Remand to FHWA or to a
FMCSA administrator who lacks the statutorily required qualifications would
only result in a repromulgation of the present rules, causing thousands of
needless additional highway deaths. In an ominous development, H.R.3248,
a highway bill with more than four hundred earmarks, would require states to
permit saddlemount combinations even less safe than allowed by FHWA. If
such long combination vehicles are legalized, then safety features suchas roll
bars and stronger cabs become even more vital. Truckers need safer modern
vehicles today— not five years from now. Vacatur of § 658.15 is needed to
assure manufacturers that the arbitrary distinction between load-bearing vs.

38

Public Citizen v. FMCSA, 374 F.3d 1209, 1218, D.C. Cir. 2004; Advocates for
Highway and Auto Safety v. FMCSA, DC Court of Appeals, No. 04-1233, Dec. 2005;
OOIDA v. FMCSA, DC Court of Appeals, No. 06-1035, July 2007.
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non-load-bearing safety devices found in § 658.5, B-8, has been permanently
eliminated. “The decision whether to vacate depends on ‘the seriousness of
the order’s deficiencies (and thus the extent of doubt whether the agency
chose correctly) and the disruptive consequences of an interim change that
may itself be changed.’” Allied-Signal, Inc. v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Comm’n, 988 F.2d 146, 150-51 (D.C. Cir. 1993)(quoting International
Union, UMW v. Federal Mine Safety & Health Admin., 920 F.2d 960, 967
(D.C. Cir. 1990)). Delays that might be reasonable in the sphere of economic
regulation are less tolerable when human health and welfare are at stake.
Telecommunications Research & Action Center v. FCC (1984) 750 F2d 70.
CONCLUSION
The Court should permanently vacate those parts of the Code of Federal
Regulations promulgated under Title 23 that lack statutory authority
under Title 23 of the United States Code, including Sections 658.5,
658.15, & 658.17(b), with remand to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration for promulgation of performance based safety standards
under Title 49 for cargo weight, lateral stability, intermodalism, hybrid
power trains, axles with increased track width,
and modern safety devices.
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,.
1he Honorable Maria Cina
Acting Secretary
LJ .S. Department of Transportation
300 7'h Street, S.W.
'Il7achingtan,D.C, 20590
Dear Secretary Cinu

I write to infcrra you that the recent proposed rufe for Federal Highway
Administration (FX-WA) Size and Weight Enforcement m d Regulations (Federal
Rcgistex Yo!. 71, No. 8 3 , May I , 2006), and specifically the references TO drive-awa);
saddlemount with fu llinouiit vehicle transporter combinations, accurately rcfltlets the
Cattgressional intent of section 4141 of the Safe, t'rccnumibie:, Flexible, Efficient
I'ransportation Ecpit) Art: 1% Lcgacy for Uscrs (ShFE't'EA: LU) (P.L. 1119-59).

In Crrnfercnct: Uummittec negotiations on SAFETEA: LU, the Conferees adopted
the House language regarding the new definition d length limitation for drive-away
saddlemounts with fidlrnouit vehicle transporter
ions. As the Chairman of this
Committee, I was direcity invahed in the developme
this lmngmge during the three
years leading up to passage nfS,kl;ETEA: LU. It was tmr intention that the term "driveaway saddlemuiint \chicle lransporler cumbination" vmild include & sadrtlcmtlunf
combinations, \vi t h or without fullmonnt.
I appreciate > a w attc!Ptim
efforts of the Departrient.

€0 this

rnattcr during the ongoing implementation

Chairman

I
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J

The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy
for Users (SAFETEA–LU) (Pub. L. 109–59, 119 Stat. 1144)
SEC. 4141. DRIVEAWAY SADDLEMOUNT VEHICLES.
(a) Definition- Section 31111(a) title 49, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end
the following:
`(4) DRIVE-AWAY SADDLEMOUNT WITH FULLMOUNT VEHICLE
TRANSPORTER COMBINATION- The term `drive-away saddlemount with
fullmount vehicle transporter combination' means a vehicle combination designed and
specifically used to tow up to 3 trucks or truck tractors, each connected by a saddle to
the frame or fifth-wheel of the forward vehicle of the truck or truck tractor in front of
it.'.
(b) General Limitations- Section 31111(b)(1) of such title is amended-(1) by redesignating subparagraphs (D) and (E) as subparagraphs (E) and (F),
respectively; and
(2) by inserting after subparagraph (C) the following:
`(D) imposes a vehicle length limitation of not less than or more than 97 feet
on a driveaway saddlemount with fullmount vehicletransporter
combinations;'.

HR 3248, SEC. 301 *
(s) Driveaway Saddlemount Vehicle(1) DEFINITION- Section 31111(a)(4) of title 49, United States Code, is amended-(A) in the paragraph heading by striking `DRIVE-AWAY SADDLEMOUNT
WITH FULLMOUNT' and inserting `DRIVEAWAY SADDLEMOUNT';
(B) by striking `drive-away saddlemount with fullmount' and inserting
`driveaway saddlemount'; and
(C) by inserting `Such combination may include one fullmount.' after the period
at the end.
(2) IN GENERAL- Section 31111(b)(1)(D) of such title is amended by striking `a
driveaway saddlemount with fullmount' and inserting `all driveaway saddlemount'.
* may become law by date of the oral arguments
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August 28,2006

J. Richard Copka
Administrator
Federal High#ay A d i n ~ n i s t ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~
1## Seventh Street. SW
Washington, ‘LM3 20590
.L9
Re- ~ ~ ~ ~ A -RIN~ 2125-AFI
~ 0 7~ (SAFETEA-LU
- ~ 4 1 ~ ~~ ~~ s ~l a t i ~ ~ }

Dear . ~ ~ ~ ~ i n i Copka:
~rrat~r

I am concerned that the Federal f€i@puay~ d ~ ~ i i ~ ihas
~ praposcd
~ a ~ i o8 nrule clarification to 23
CFK 8 658.1 3 that pennits drice-away
lemount combinations without fullmounts to be as
this rule conflicts with the plain language o f the
as 97 feet. 1 am deeply concerne
orizirig the rule, which, for safety reasons, imposes 8 length restriction of 75
feet upon such vehicle e o m ~ i n ~ t i ~ n s .
e p r o p o d regulations are the result ofthe SAFETEA-LU
(P.L. 109-59)- This law, the
relevant portion of
ch is now codified at 49 USC 5 3 1 1 11, provides that a state “tnay not
~ u l ~ €ofi commerce”
o~
that “imposes a vehicle length limitation of not
prescribe or enforc
less than or more than 97 feet on a drive
s a ~ ~ l e ~ with
o u n~~1~~~~~~
~
vehicle ~ a n s ~ ~ e r
~ o ~ ~ b i r ~ a t ~ 49
o n U.S.C.
s,”
3 11 1 I@)( I )(D) (emphasis added).
This ftderal law docs not specific
address driveway saddlemounts that lack --full mounts”.
re, the c # ~ s p ~ proposed
~ ~ i nregulation
~
at 23 CFR 565s. 13 that prohibits states from
g a length liniit of less or more than 97 feet on both driveaursy saddlemounts with and
w ithotit fullmounts ewxeds the directive of the statute which relates only tu driveaway
wddlemounts with fullmounts. The proposed regulation goes beyond the language of the ~ ~ a t u t e
b> applying rlte 97 feet length to s a ~ d ~ e without
m ~ ~ t~ ~l l ~ o u ndespite
ts
the plain Isnguage of
the legisl8tion.

The distinction between a
eaway s ~ d ~ l e m o u with
n t a f~llinoun~
m d one without a fulln~ount
ich is known ~ t as “‘tegular”’ ~ a d d l ~ meach
o~~
oi‘rhe
~ , three tawed
ignificant. In one type
(or carried) vehiclcs in the combination has at least one
el oti the ground. In the sther tjpe,
whicli is h o w i as a “fullmount“‘~ a d ~ ~ one
e vehicle
~ n ~{typicaity
u ~ ~ the
~ last
~ in line) has no
wheels on the ground, which tends to make the entire vehicle combination more stable.
that Washington and possibly other states, have alredy interpreted the
federal law as apptyiny onlj to drive-away ~ a ~ d l e m o with
u ~ ~fullmounts.
~s
As the federal law
Joes riot relate to drive-awy ~ a d d ~ e without
~ ~ u fullinoutits,
n ~
this interpretation is reasonable
arid consistent with the federal law,
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September 22,2006
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Large Truck Occupants by Crash Type
Source: Fatality Analysis Reporting System, http://www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov/finalreport.cfm?
title=Trends&stateid=0&year=2005&title2=Large_Truck_Related
Year
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Single
Vehicle

Multiple
Vehicle

Total

Other

Non motorists

219
223
209
224
256
279
270
234
240
269
297
323

670
648
621
723
742
759
754
708
689
726
766
803

4,013
3,846
4,087
4,223
4,215
4,180
4,114
3,962
3,886
3,919
4,042
3,944

461
424
434
452
438
441
414
441
364
391
427
465

451
425
412
499
486
480
484
474
449
457
469
480

Total
5,144
4,918
5,142
5,398
5,395
5,380
5,282
5,111
4,939
5,036
5,235
5,212

Fatal occupational injuries by occupation and event or exposure, 2005
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, http://stats.bls.gov/iif/oshwc/cfoi/cftb0209.pdf
Total Trans. incidents Violent acts Contact with equipment Falls Harmful substances Fires and explosions

831

667

19

89

27

19

9

831of the 5702 fatal occupational injuries in 2005 were heavy truck drivers— one in seven.
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Federal Highway
Administration’s
Oversight of Structurally
Deficient Bridges
Statement of
The Honorable Calvin L. Scovel III
Inspector General
U.S. Department of Transportation
Before the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
United States House of Representatives
Wednesday, September 5, 2007, p. 4
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5 U.S.C. § 603.— Initial regulatory flexibility analysis
(c) Each initial regulatory flexibility analysis shall also
contain a description of any significant alternatives to the
proposed rule which accomplish the stated objectives of applicable
statutes and which minimize any significant economic impact of the
proposed rule on small entities. Consistent with the stated
objectives of applicable statutes, the analysis shall discuss
significant alternatives such as- …
(3) the use of performance rather than design standards; and
(4) an exemption from coverage of the rule, or any part
thereof, for such small entities.
5 U.S.C. § 611(a)(1).— For any rule subject to this chapter, a small entity
that is adversely affected or aggrieved by final agency action is entitled to
judicial review of agency compliance with the requirements of sections 601,
604, 605(b), 608(b), and 610 in accordance with chapter 7.
23 U.S.C. § 127(a) In General.—
(1) No funds shall be apportioned in any fiscal
year under section 104(b)(1) of this title to any State which does
not permit the use of The Dwight D. Eisenhower System of Interstate
and Defense Highways within its boundaries by vehicles with a
weight of twenty thousand pounds carried on any one axle, including
enforcement tolerances, or with a tandem axle weight of thirty-four
thousand pounds, including enforcement tolerances, or a gross
weight of at least eighty thousand pounds for vehicle combinations
of five axles or more.
(2) However, the maximum gross weight to be
allowed by any State for vehicles using The Dwight D. Eisenhower
System of Interstate and Defense Highways shall be twenty thousand
pounds carried on one axle, including enforcement tolerances, and a
tandem axle weight of thirty-four thousand pounds, including
enforcement tolerances and with an overall maximum gross weight,
including enforcement tolerances, on a group of two or more
consecutive axles produced by application of the following formula:
LN
W=500 (--------------- +12N+36)
N-1
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where W equals overall gross weight on any group of two or more
consecutive axles to the nearest five hundred pounds, L equals
distance in feet between the extreme of any group of two or more
consecutive axles, and N equals number of axles in group under
consideration, except that two consecutive sets of tandem axles may
carry a gross load of thirty-four thousand pounds each providing
the overall distance between the first and last axles of such
consecutive sets of tandem axles
(1) is thirty-six feet or more, or
(2) in the case of a motor vehicle hauling any tank trailer, dump
trailer, or ocean transport container before September 1, 1989, is
30 feet or more: Provided, That such overall gross weight may not
exceed eighty thousand pounds, including all enforcement
tolerances, except for vehicles using Interstate Route 29 between
Sioux City, Iowa, and the border between Iowa and South Dakota or
vehicles using Interstate Route 129 between Sioux City, Iowa, and
the border between Iowa and Nebraska, and except for those vehicles
and loads which cannot be easily dismantled or divided and which
have been issued special permits in accordance with applicable
State laws, or the corresponding maximum weights permitted for
vehicles using the public highways of such State under lawsor
regulations established by appropriate State authority in effect on July
1, 1956, except in the case of the overall gross weight of any
group of two or more consecutive axles on any vehicle (other than a
vehicle comprised of a motor vehicle hauling any tank trailer, dump
trailer, or ocean transport container on or after September 1, 1989),
on the date of enactment of the Federal-Aid Highway
Amendments of 1974, whichever is the greater.
23 U.S.C. § 141(b)(2).— If a State fails to certify as required by subsection
(b) of this section or if the Secretary determines that a State is not adequately
enforcing all State laws respecting such maximum vehicle size and weights,
notwithstanding such a certification, then Federal-aid highway funds
apportioned to such State for such fiscal year shall be reduced by amounts
equal to 10 per centum of the amount which would otherwise be apportioned
to such State under section 104 of this title.
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35 U.S.C. 101.— Inventions patentable
Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine,
manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement
thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and
requirements of this title.
35 U.S.C. § 271(d).— No patent owner otherwise entitled to relief for
infringement or contributoryinfringement of a patent shall be denied relief or
deemed guilty of misuse or illegal extension of the patent right by reason of
his having done one or more of the following: (1) derived revenue from acts
which if performed by another without his consentwould constitute
contributory infringement of the patent; (2) licensed or authorized another to
perform acts which if performed without his consent would constitute
contributory infringement of the patent;
35 U.S.C. § 296(a).— In General.--Any State, any instrumentality of a State,
and any officer or employee of a State or instrumentality of a State acting in
his official capacity, shall not be immune, under the eleventh amendment of
the Constitution of the United States or under any other doctrine of sovereign
immunity, from suit in Federal court by any person, including any
governmental or nongovernmental entity, for infringemen
t of a patent under
section 271, or for any other violation under this title.
49 U.S.C. § 113. Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
``(a) In General.--The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
shall be an administration of the Department of Transportation.
``(b) Safety as Highest Priority.--In carrying out its duties, the
Administration shall consider the assignment and maintenance of safety
as the highest priority, recognizing the clear intent, encouragement,
and dedication of Congress to the furtherance of the highest degree of
safety in motor carrier transportation.
``(c) Administrator.--The head of the Administration shall be the
Administrator who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, and shall be an individual with
professional experience in motor carrier safety. The Administrator shall
report directly to the Secretary of Transportation.
``(f ) Powers and Duties.--The Administrator shall carry out-``(1) duties and powers related to motor carriers or motor
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carrier safety vested in the Secretary by chapters 5, 51, 55,
57, 59, 133 through 149, 311, 313, 315, and 317 and by section
18 of the Noise Control Act of 1972 (42 U.S.C. 4917; 86 Stat.
1249-1250); except as otherwise delegated by the Secretary to
any agency of the Department of Transportation other than the
Federal Highway Administration, as of October 8, 1999; and
``(2) additional duties and powers prescribed by the
Secretary.
``(g) Limitation on Transfer of Powers and Duties.--A duty or power
specified in subsection (f )(1) may only be transferred to another part
of the Department when specifically provided by law.
``(h) Effect of Certain Decisions.--A decision of the Administrator
involving a duty or power specified in subsection (f )(1) and involving
notice and hearing required by law is administratively final.
``(i) Consultation.--The Administrator shall consult with the
Federal Highway Administrator and with theNational Highway Traffic Safety
Administrator on matters related to highway and motor carrier safety.''.
49 U.S.C. § 302(e).— (e) Intermodal Transportation.--It is the policy of the
United States Government to encourage and promote development of a
national intermodal transportation system in the United States to move people
and goods in an energy-efficient manner, provide the foundation for improved
productivity growth, strengthen the Nation's ability to compete in the global
economy, and obtain the optimum yield from the Nation's transportation
resources.
49 U.S.C. § 10102.—
(6) ''railroad'' includes(A) a bridge, car float, lighter, ferry, and intermodal
equipment used by or in connection with a railroad; …
(9) ''transportation'' includes(A) a locomotive, car, vehicle, vessel, warehouse, wharf,
pier, dock, yard, property, facility, instrumentality, or
equipment of any kind related to the movement of passengers or
property, or both, by rail, regardless of ownership or an
agreement concerning use; …
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49 U.S.C. § 13503(b)(1) In general.--Except to the extent provided by
paragraph (2) of this subsection, neither the Secretary nor the Board has
jurisdiction under this subchapter over transportation by motor vehicle
provided in a terminal area when the transportation-(A) is a transfer, collection, or delivery; and
(B) is provided by a person as an agent or under other arrangement for(i) a rail carrier subject to jurisdiction under chapter 105 of this title;
(ii) a motor carrier subject to jurisdiction under this subchapter;
(iii) a water carrier subject to jurisdiction under subchapter II of this
chapter; or
(iv) a freight forwarder subject to jurisdiction under subchapter III of
this chapter.
49 U.S.C. § 13506(a) In General.--Neither the Secretary nor the Board has
jurisdiction under this part over-- …
(4) a motor vehicle controlled and operated by a farmer and transporting-- (A)
the farmer's agricultural or horticultural commodities and products; or (B)
supplies to the farm of the farmer; …
(11) transportation of used pallets and used empty shipping containers
(including intermodal cargo containers), and other us
ed shipping devices
(other than containers or devices used in the transportation of motor vehicles
or parts of motor vehicles);
49 U.S.C. § 20104(c) Civil Actions To Compel Issuance of Orders.--An
employee of a railroad carrier engaged in interstate or of reign commerce who
may be exposed to imminent physical injury during that employment because
of the Secretary's failure, without any reasonable basis, to issue an order
under subsection (a) of this section, or the employee's authorized
representative, may bring a civil action against the Secretary in a district court
of the United States to compel the Secretary to issue an order. …
49 U.S.C. § 31101(1).— "commercial motor vehicle" means (except in
section 31106) a self-propelled or towed vehicle used on the highways in
commerce principally to transport passengers or cargo, if the vehicle(A) has a gross vehicle weight rating or gross vehicle weight of at least
10,001 pounds, whichever is greater;
(B) is designed to transport more than 10 passengers including the driver; or
(C) is used in transporting material found by the Secretary of Transportation
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to be hazardous under section 5103 of this title and transported in a quantity
requiring placarding under regulations prescribedby the Secretary under
section 5103.
49 U.S.C. § 31111.— Length limitations…
(b) General Limitations.-(1) Except as provided in this section, a State may not prescribe or
enforce a regulation of commerce that--…
(B) imposes an overall length limitation on a commercial motor
vehicle operating in a truck tractor-semitrailer or truck tractorsemitrailer-trailer combination;…
(c) Maxi-Cube and Vehicle Combination Limitations.--A State may not
prohibit a maxi-cube vehicle or a commercial motor vehicle combination
consisting of a truck tractor and 2 trailing units on any segment of the
Dwight D. Eisenhower System of Interstate and Defense Highways
(except a segment exempted under subsection (f) of this section) and those
classes of qualifying Federal-aid Primary System highways designated by
the Secretary under subsection (e) of this section.
49 U.S.C. § 31113.—
(a) General Limitations.(1) Except as provided in subsection
(e) of this section, a State (except Hawaii) may not prescribe or
enforce a regulation of commerce that imposes a vehicle width
limitation of more or less than 102 inches …
(b) Exclusion of Safety and Energy Conservation Devices. - Width
calculated under this section does not include a safety or energy
conservation device the Secretary decides is necessary for safe and
efficient operation of a commercial motor vehicle.
(c) Special Use Permits. - A State may grant a special use permit
to a commercial motor vehicle that is more than 102 inches in
width.
49 U.S.C. § 31147(b) Regulating the Manufacturing of Vehicles.--This
subchapter does not authorize the Secretary to regulate the manufacture of
commercial motor vehicles for any purpose, including fuel economy, safety,
or emission control.
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The Americans with Disabilities Act, P.L. 101-336
SEC. 303. NEW CONSTRUCTION AND ALTERATIONS IN PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATIONS AND COMMERCIAL FACILITIES.
(a) APPLICATION OF TERM- Except as provided in subsection (b), as
applied to public accommodations and commercial facilities,
discrimination for purposes of section 302(a) includes--…
(2) … a failure to make alterations in such a manner th
at, to the
maximum extent feasible, the altered portions of the facility are
readily accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities,
including individuals who use wheelchairs. …
19 CFR 18.4a(d).— Containers or road vehicles which are not approved
under the provisions of a Customs Convention may be accepted for transport
under Customs seal only if the port director at theport of origin is satisfied
that (1) the container or road vehicle can be effectively sealed and (2) no
goods can be removed from or introduced into the container or road vehicle
without obvious damage to it or without breaking the seal.
23 CFR § 658.5 Definitions. (2004)…
Commercial motor vehicle. For purposes of this regulation, a motor vehicle
designed or regularly used to carry freight, merchandise, or more than ten
passengers, whether loaded or empty, including buses, but not including
vehicles used for vanpools, or vehicles built and operated as recreational
vehicles.
…
Special mobile equipment. Every self-propelled vehicle not designed or used
primarily for the transportation of persons or property and incidentally
operated or moved over the highways, including military equipment, farm
equipment, implements of husbandry, road construction or maintenance
machinery, and emergency apparatus which includes fire and police
emergency equipment. This list is partial and not exclusive of such other
vehicles as may fall within the general terms of this definition.
…
Width exclusive devices. Devices excluded from the measurement of vehicle
width. Such devices shall not be designed or used to carry cargo.
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23 CFR § 658.15 Width. (2004)
(a) No State shall impose a width limitation of more or less than 102 inches,
or its approximate metric equivalent, 2.6 meters (102.36 inches) on a vehicle
operating on the National Network, except for the State of Hawaii, which is
allowed to keep the State's 108-inch width maximum by virtue of section
416(a) of the STAA.
(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this section do not apply to special
mobile equipment as defined in §658.5.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of this section or any other provisionof
law, the following are applicable:
(1) A State may grant special use permits to motor vehicles, including
manufactured housing, that exceed 102 inches in width; and
(2) A State may allow recreational vehicles with safety and/or noncargo carrying appurtenances extending beyond 3 inches from the side
of the vehicle to operate without a special use over-width permit.
23 CFR § 658.17(b).— The maximum gross vehicle weight shall be 80,000
pounds except where lower gross vehicle weight is dictated by the bridge
formula.
49 CFR § 383.5.— Commercial motor vehicle (CMV) means a motor vehicle
or combination of motor vehicles used in commerce to transport passengers
or property if the motor vehicle—
(a) Has a gross combination weight rating of 11,794 kilograms ormore
(26,001 pounds or more) inclusive of a towed unit(s) with a gross
vehicle weight rating of more than 4,536 kilograms (10,000 pounds); or
(b) Has a gross vehicle weight rating of 11,794 or more kilograms
(26,001 pounds or more); or
(c) Is designed to transport 16 or more passengers, including the driver;
or
(d) Is of any size and is used in the transportation ofhazardous
materials as defined in this section.
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operational characteristics if the unit is
temporarily broken down, should
provide sufficient proof. FHWA agrees
with several commenters that there will
be little or no incentive for a driver to
install and transport a non-working
APU. We also believe that there would
be little need to require a driver to
provide proof of weight and operability
unless the vehicle is over the weight
thresholds specified in the regulations.
Additionally, we agree that the
increased weight must be allowed in
addition to any enforcement tolerances
that are currently authorized under
Federal law.
It is important to note that section 756
of the Energy Policy Act of 2005 which
amended 23 U.S.C. 127 does not
preempt State enforcement of its weight
limits on all highways; rather, it
prevents the FHWA from imposing
funding sanctions if a State authorizes
the 400 lb. weight limit on their
Interstate system. Therefore, it remains
for each State to decide whether it will
allow the increased weight limits for
APUs. However, a State must adhere to
the provisions of section 658.17 if it
chooses to allow the additional weight.
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Section 658.23 LCV Freeze; Cargocarrying Unit Freeze
The NPRM proposed to replace
obsolete references to the Office of
Motor Carriers with references to the
FHWA. In drafting the replacement
regulatory text in the NPRM, the FHWA
inadvertently changed the word ‘‘must’’
to ‘‘may’’ in the last sentence of
subsection (c). We did not propose, nor
did we intend, to change the substantive
requirements contained in this
subsection. The FHWA did not receive
any comments in response to the
proposals contained in this section.
Therefore we have corrected the
regulatory text to reflect the current
regulatory requirements and to update
the obsolete references to the Office of
Motor Carriers.
Appendix A to 23 CFR Part 658—
National Network—FederallyDesignated Routes
The FHWA proposed to change route
designations within the State of New
Mexico on certain portions of the
National Network. The State of New
Mexico submitted a comment clarifying
the changes to route number
designations for routes on its portion of
the National Network. These changes
are numerical only and will not add or
remove routes from the original
network. Additional changes include:
changing NM 491 to U.S. 491; changing
U.S. 516 to NM 516, and; deleting U.S.
666 in its entirety. The FHWA is
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therefore amending Appendix A to
reflect these route number changes.
Appendix B to 23 CFR Part 658—
Grandfathered Semitrailer Lengths
One commenter pointed out that
Appendix B refers to 23 CFR 658.13(h),
which no longer exists, and suggests
making the appropriate modifications to
correct the error.
FHWA Response: As stated in the
NPRM, the FHWA is aware that section
658.13 was reorganized in a previous
rulemaking action, at 67 FR 15110,
March 29, 2002, and that the provisions
that formerly appeared in paragraph (h)
are now found in paragraph (g).
Therefore, the FHWA is adopting the
language proposed in the NPRM to
correct this error.
Miscellaneous Comments
General Comments on FHWA’s Size and
Weight Program
Several individuals submitted general
comments on the FHWA’s size and
weight program. Among the comments
were suggestions to eliminate double
and triple vehicle combinations on the
highways, restricting the length of
landscape trucks and trailers, mandating
pavement standards to provide for 10
ton-per-axle weight limits in all weather
conditions, allowing 90,000 lbs. gross
weight on six axle tractor-semitrailers,
and generally revising section 658.15
and section 658.17 to accommodate
larger, heavier, hybrid vehicles that are
currently not allowed on the Interstates
or National Network.
FHWA Response: These comments
address issues that were not raised in
the NPRM, and are therefore outside the
scope of this rulemaking. Additionally,
the vehicle weight limits for Interstate
highways are statutory (23 U.S.C. 127),
as are the vehicle width and length
limits on the National Network (49
U.S.C. 31111-31115). None of them can
be changed by FHWA.
FHWA Authority
One commenter questions the
FHWA’s legal authority to amend the
regulations as proposed in the NPRM.
The commenter indicates several of the
proposals, including those that propose
to replace references in the regulations
to the old Office of Motor Carriers with
references to the FHWA, are illegal
because section 101(a) of the Motor
Carrier Safety Improvement Act of 1999
(Pub. L. 106–159, 113 Stat. 1748)
(MCSIA) requires the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administrator to carry out
any duties and powers related to motor
carriers or motor carrier safety. He
indicates that after the creation of
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FMCSA, various driver and vehicle
safety inspection functions were
transferred from FHWA’s Office of
Motor Carriers to FMCSA in a final rule
published on October 19, 1999 (64 FR
56270), but that the final rule failed to
transfer, and maintained within the
FHWA in violation of the statute, the
enforcement of commercial motor
vehicle size and weight laws and
regulations affecting the safe design of
trucks.
The FHWA disagrees with the
commenter’s interpretation of the
provisions of the MCSIA and its alleged
effect on FHWA’s authority over the
commercial vehicle size and weight
program. The provision in question is
now codified at 49 U.S.C. 113(f)(1). This
provision, which describes the powers
and duties of the Federal Motor Carrier
Administrator, reads as follows:
‘‘(f) Powers and Duties.—The
Administrator shall carry out—(1) duties and
powers related to motor carriers or motor
carrier safety vested in the Secretary by
chapters 5, 51, 55, 57, 59, 133 through 149,
311, 313, 315, and 317 and by section 18 of
the Noise Control Act of 1972 (42 U.S.C.
4917; 86 Stat. 1249–1250); except as
otherwise delegated by the Secretary to any
agency of the Department of Transportation
other than the Federal Highway
Administration, as of October 8, 1999 * * *’’
(emphasis added)

For purposes of this discussion, it is
clear that the FMCSA’s Administrator is
delegated by statute the duties and
powers related to motor carriers and
motor carrier safety vested in the
Secretary by, among other provisions,
chapter 311 of title 49, United States
Code. However, we note that this
statutory delegation is limited to duties
and powers ‘‘related to motor carriers
and motor carrier safety’’ in that
chapter. This clearly refers to the motor
carrier and motor carrier safety
functions that were delegated to the
FMCSA in the 1999 final rule cited by
the commenter (64 FR 56270), which are
very different from the commercial
motor vehicle size and weight
limitations, duties, and functions,
which are in part located in 49 U.S.C.
Chapter 311, and which remained
delegated to the FHWA. Duties and
powers under other subchapters of
chapter 311 which are related to motor
carrier and motor carrier safety
functions such as the Motor Carrier
Safety Assistance Program and State
grants, and the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Regulations that affect motor
carriers and drivers, were delegated to
the FMCSA by the 1999 final rule.
Duties and powers relating to the
commercial motor vehicle size and
weight limitations, which are
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established by law, not only in Chapter
311 of title 49 United States Code, but
also in Chapter 1 of title 23 U.S.C.
(sections 127 and 141), remained
delegated to the FHWA Administrator
(see 71 FR 30828).
The commercial motor vehicle size
and weight program is different from the
motor carrier and motor carrier safety
duties carried out by the FMCSA, and
serve to establish limitations which the
States are required to implement and
enforce in order to protect and preserve
the infrastructure and overall highway
safety in highways that have received
Federal assistance for construction and
maintenance. It is not a regulation of
motor carriers or their drivers, although
these limitations affect the dimensions
of the vehicles operated by these
entities. The commercial motor vehicle
size and weight program, including its
regulation of the State’s authority over
vehicle limitations, is directly related to
the Federal-aid highway program and
Federal-aid highway funding. It does
not involve the type of motor carrier or
motor carrier safety oversight that
Congress intended to be delegated to the
FMCSA in the MCSIA provisions. As a
result, it has appropriately remained
delegated to the FHWA, as part of this
agency’s duties to administer the
Federal-aid highway program and
highway safety.
Finally, we note that Congress is fully
aware that the commercial vehicle size
and weight program remained in
FHWA. As part of recent major highway
program reauthorization acts and related
oversight, congressional committees
have requested and received
information on FHWA’s implementation
of changes to the size and weight
program. The Department would surely
have received direction from Congress
during all the years since the enactment
of the MCSIA if Congress had intended
this program to be delegated to an
agency other than the FHWA.
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Rulemaking Analyses and Notices
Executive Order 12866 (Regulatory
Planning and Review) and DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures
The FHWA has determined that this
action is not a significant regulatory
action within the meaning of Executive
Order 12866 and would not be
significant within the meaning of the
U.S. Department of Transportation’s
regulatory policies and procedures. This
rule will not adversely affect, in a
material way, any sector of the
economy. This action changes out-dated
references to offices within the FHWA
and updates the current regulations to
reflect changes made by the Congress in
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SAFETEA–LU and other recent
legislation. Additionally, this action
would add various definitions; correct
obsolete references, definitions, and
footnotes; eliminate redundant
provisions; amend numerical route
changes to the National Highway
designations; and incorporate a
statutorily mandated weight limit
provision. There will not be any
additional costs incurred by any
affected group as a result of this rule. In
addition, these changes will not
interfere with any action taken or
planned by another agency and will not
materially alter the budgetary impact of
any entitlements, grants, user fees or
loan programs. Consequently, a
regulatory evaluation is not required.
Regulatory Flexibility Act
In compliance with the Regulatory
Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96–354, 5 U.S.C.
601–612), we have evaluated the effects
of this action on small entities and have
determined that the action would not
have a significant economic impact on
a substantial number of small entities.
The FHWA certifies that this action will
not have a significant economic impact
on a substantial number of small
entities.
Executive Order 13132 (Federalism)
This action has been analyzed in
accordance with the principles and
criteria contained in Executive Order
13132, and the FHWA has preliminarily
determined that this proposed action
would not warrant the preparation of a
federalism assessment. Any federalism
implications arising from this rule are
attributable to SAFETEA–LU sections
4112 and 4141. The FHWA has
determined that this proposed action
would not affect the States’ ability to
discharge traditional State government
functions.
Executive Order 12372
(Intergovernmental Review)
Catalog of Federal Domestic
Assistance Program Number 20.205,
Highway Planning and Construction.
The regulations implementing Executive
Order 12372 regarding
intergovernmental consultation on
Federal programs and activities apply to
this program.
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1995 (PRA) (44 U.S.C. 3501), Federal
agencies must obtain approval from the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) for each collection of
information they conduct, sponsor, or
require through regulations. The FHWA
has determined that this rule does not
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contain collection of information
requirements for the purposes of the
PRA.
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995
This rule would not impose unfunded
mandates as defined by the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (Pub. L.
104–4, 109 Stat. 48). This rule will not
result in the expenditure by State, local
and tribal governments, in the aggregate,
or by the private sector, of $128.1
million or more in any one year. (2
U.S.C. 1532). Further, in compliance
with the Unfunded Mandates Reform
Act of 1995, the FHWA will evaluate
any regulatory action that might be
proposed in subsequent stages of the
proceeding to assess the effects on State,
local, and tribal governments and the
private sector.
Executive Order 12988 (Civil Justice
Reform)
This action meets applicable
standards in sections 3(a) and 3(b)(2) of
Executive Order 12988, Civil Justice
Reform, to minimize litigation,
eliminate ambiguity, and reduce
burden.
Executive Order 13045 (Protection of
Children)
The FHWA has analyzed this
proposed action under Executive Order
13045, Protection of Children from
Environmental Health Risks and Safety
Risks. The FHWA certifies that this
action would not cause any
environmental risk to health or safety
that may disproportionately affect
children.
Executive Order 12630 (Taking of
Private Property)
The FHWA has analyzed this rule
under Executive Order 12630,
Governmental Actions and Interference
with Constitutionally Protected Property
Rights. The FHWA does not anticipate
that this action would affect a taking of
private property or otherwise have
taking implications under Executive
Order 12630.
National Environmental Policy Act
The FHWA has analyzed this action
for the purposes of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 4321–4347) and has
determined that this action will not
have any effect on the quality of the
environment.
Executive Order 13175 (Tribal
Consultation)
The FHWA has analyzed this action
under Executive Order 13175, dated
November 6, 2000, and believes that the
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action would not have substantial direct
effects on one or more Indian tribes;
would not impose substantial
compliance costs on Indian tribal
governments; and will not preempt
tribal law. Therefore, a tribal summary
impact statement is not required.
Executive Order 13211 (Energy Effects)
We have analyzed this rule under
Executive Order 13211, Actions
Concerning Regulations that
Significantly Affect Energy Supply,
Distribution, or Use. We have
determined that it is not a significant
energy action under that order because
it is not a significant regulatory action
under Executive Order 12866 and is not
likely to have a significant adverse effect
on the supply, distribution or use of
energy. Therefore, a Statement of Energy
Effects is not required.
Regulation Identification Number
A regulation identification number
(RIN) is assigned to each regulatory
section listed in the Unified Agenda of
Federal Regulations. The Regulatory
Information Service Center publishes
the Unified Agenda in April and
October of each year. The RIN contained
in the heading of this document can be
used to cross-reference this section with
the Unified Agenda.
List of Subjects in 23 CFR Parts 657 and
658
Grants Program—transportation,
Highways and roads, Motor carriers.
Issued on: February 13, 2007.
J. Richard Capka,
Federal Highway Administrator.

In consideration of the foregoing, the
FHWA amends Chapter I of title 23,
Code of Federal Regulations, by revising
Parts 657 and 658, respectively, as set
forth below:

■

PART 657—CERTIFICATION OF SIZE
AND WEIGHT ENFORCEMENT
1. Revise the authority citation for part
657 to read as follows:

■

Authority: 23 U.S.C. 127, 141 and 315; 49
U.S.C. 31111, 31113 and 31114; sec. 1023,
Pub. L. 102–240, 105 Stat. 1914; and 49 CFR
1.48(b)(19), (b)(23), (c)(1) and (c)(19).
■

2. Revise § 657.1 to read as follows:
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§ 657.1

Purpose.

To prescribe requirements for
administering a program of vehicle size
and weight enforcement on the
Interstate System, and those routes
which, prior to October 1, 1991, were
designated as part of the Federal-aid
primary, Federal-aid secondary, or
Federal-aid urban systems, including
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the required annual certification by the
State.
■ 3. Revise § 657.3 to read as follows:
§ 657.3

Definitions.

Unless otherwise specified in this
part, the definitions in 23 U.S.C. 101(a)
are applicable to this part. As used in
this part:
Enforcing or Enforcement means all
actions by the State to obtain
compliance with size and weight
requirements by all vehicles operating
on the Interstate System and those roads
which, prior to October 1, 1991, were
designated as part of the Federal-aid
Primary, Federal-aid Secondary, or
Federal-aid Urban Systems.
Urbanized area means an area with a
population of 50,000 or more.
■ 4. Revise the first sentence of
paragraph (a) and revise paragraph (b) of
§ 657.11 to read as follows:
§ 657.11

Evaluation of operations.

(a) The State shall submit its
enforcement plan or annual update to
the FHWA Division Office by July 1 of
each year. * * *
(b) The FHWA shall review the State’s
operation under the accepted plan on a
continuing basis and shall prepare an
evaluation report annually. The State
will be advised of the results of the
evaluation and of any needed changes
in the plan itself or in its
implementation. Copies of the
evaluation reports and subsequent
modifications resulting from the
evaluation shall be forwarded to the
FHWA’s Office of Operations.
■ 5. Revise paragraphs (b), (e), and
(f)(3)(iii) of § 657.15 to read as follows:
§ 657.15

Certification content.

*

*
*
*
*
(b) A statement by the Governor of the
State, or an official designated by the
Governor, that all State size and weight
limits are being enforced on the
Interstate System and those routes
which, prior to October 1, 1991, were
designated as part of the Federal-aid
Primary, Urban, and Secondary
Systems, and that the State is enforcing
and complying with the provisions of 23
U.S.C. 127(d) and 49 U.S.C. 31112.
Urbanized areas not subject to State
jurisdiction shall be identified. The
statement shall include an analysis of
enforcement efforts in such areas.
*
*
*
*
*
(e) A copy of any State law or
regulation pertaining to vehicle sizes
and weights adopted since the State’s
last certification and an analysis of the
changes made.
*
*
*
*
*
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(f) * * *
(3) * * *
(iii) Permits. The number of permits
issued for overweight loads shall be
reported. The reported numbers shall
specify permits for divisible and
nondivisible loads and whether issued
on a trip or annual basis.
■ 6. Revise § 657.17 to read as follows:
§ 657.17

Certification submittal.

(a) The Governor, or an official
designated by the Governor, shall
submit the certification to the FHWA
division office prior to January 1 of each
year.
(b) The FHWA division office shall
forward the original certification to the
FHWA’s Office of Operations and one
copy to the Office of Chief Counsel.
Copies of appropriate evaluations and/
or comments shall accompany any
transmittal.
■ 7. Revise § 657.19 to read as follows:
§ 657.19 Effect of failure to certify or to
enforce State laws adequately.

If a State fails to certify as required by
this regulation or if the Secretary
determines that a State is not adequately
enforcing all State laws respecting
maximum vehicle sizes and weights on
the Interstate System and those routes
which, prior to October 1, 1991, were
designated as part of the Federal-aid
primary, Federal-aid secondary or
Federal-aid urban systems,
notwithstanding the State’s certification,
the Federal-aid funds for the National
Highway System apportioned to the
State for the next fiscal year shall be
reduced by an amount equal to 10
percent of the amount which would
otherwise be apportioned to the State
under 23 U.S.C. 104, and/or by the
amount required pursuant to 23 U.S.C.
127.
PART 658—TRUCK SIZE AND WEIGHT,
ROUTE DESIGNATIONS—LENGTH,
WIDTH AND WEIGHT LIMITATIONS
8. The authority citation for part 658
is revised to read as follows:

■

Authority: 23 U.S.C. 127 and 315; 49
U.S.C. 31111, 31112, and 31114; sec. 347,
Pub. L. 108–7, 117 Stat. 419; sec, 756, Pub.
L. 109–58, 119 Stat. 829; sec. 1309, Pub. L.
109–59, 119 Stat. 1219; sec. 115, Pub. L. 109–
115, 119 Stat. 2408; 49 CFR 1.48(b)(19) and
(c)(19).

9. Amend § 658.5 by revising the
definitions of ‘‘commercial motor
vehicle’’ and paragraph (2) of the
definition of ‘‘nondivisible load or
vehicle’’; and adding definitions of
‘‘drive-away saddlemount vehicle
transporter combinations’’ and ‘‘overthe-road bus’’ to read as follows:

■
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Definitions.

*

*
*
*
*
Commercial motor vehicle. For
purposes of this regulation, a motor
vehicle designed or regularly used to
carry freight, merchandise, or more than
ten passengers, whether loaded or
empty, including buses, but not
including vehicles used for vanpools, or
recreational vehicles operating under
their own power.
Drive-away saddlemount vehicle
transporter combination. The term
drive-away saddlemount vehicle
transporter combination means a
vehicle combination designed and
specifically used to tow up to 3 trucks
or truck tractors, each connected by a
saddle to the frame or fifth wheel of the
forward vehicle of the truck tractor in
front of it. Such combinations may
include up to one fullmount.
*
*
*
*
*
Nondivisible load or vehicle.
(1) * * *
(2) A State may treat as nondivisible
loads or vehicles: emergency response
vehicles, including those loaded with
salt, sand, chemicals or a combination
thereof, with or without a plow or blade
attached in front, and being used for the
purpose of spreading the material on
highways that are or may become slick
or icy; casks designed for the transport
of spent nuclear materials; and military
vehicles transporting marked military
equipment or materiel.
Over-the-road bus. The term over-theroad bus means a bus characterized by
an elevated passenger deck located over
a baggage compartment, and typically
operating on the Interstate System or
roads previously designated as making
up the Federal-aid Primary System.
*
*
*
*
*
■ 10. Amend § 658.13 by revising
paragraph (e)(1)(iii) and adding
paragraph (h) to read as follows:
§ 658.13

Length.

erjones on PRODPC74 with RULES

*

*
*
*
*
(e) * * *
(1) * * *
(iii) Drive-away saddlemount vehicle
transporter combinations are considered
to be specialized equipment. No State
shall impose an overall length limit of
less or more than 97 feet on such
combinations. This provision applies to
drive-away saddlemount combinations
with up to three saddlemounted
vehicles. Such combinations may
include one fullmount. Saddlemount
combinations must also comply with
the applicable motor carrier safety
regulations at 49 CFR parts 390–399.
*
*
*
*
*
(h) Truck-tractors, pulling 2 trailers or
semitrailers, used to transport custom
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harvester equipment during harvest
months within the State of Nebraska
may not exceed 81 feet 6 inches.
■ 11. Revise paragraph (c) of § 658.15 to
read as follows:

*
*
*
*
(k) Any over-the-road bus, or any
vehicle which is regularly and
exclusively used as an intrastate public
agency transit passenger bus, is
excluded from the axle weight limits in
paragraphs (c) through (e) of this section
until October 1, 2009. Any State that has
enforced, in the period beginning
October 6, 1992, and ending November
30, 2005, a single axle weight limitation
of 20,000 pounds or greater but less than
24,000 pounds may not enforce a single
axle weight limit on these vehicles of
less than 24,000 lbs.
*
*
*
*
*
(n) Any vehicle subject to this subpart
that utilizes an auxiliary power or idle
reduction technology unit in order to
promote reduction of fuel use and
emissions because of engine idling, may
be allowed up to an additional 400 lbs.
total in gross, axle, tandem, or bridge
formula weight limits.
(1) To be eligible for this exception,
the operator of the vehicle must be able
to prove:
(i) By written certification, the weight
of the APU; and
(ii) By demonstration or certification,
that the idle reduction technology is
fully functional at all times.
(2) Certification of the weight of the
APU must be available to law
enforcement officers if the vehicle is
found in violation of applicable weight
laws. The additional weight allowed
cannot exceed 400 lbs. or the weight
certified, whichever is less.
■ 13. Revise paragraphs (c) and (e) of
§ 658.23 to read as follows:

applicable to combinations subject to 23
U.S.C. 127(d) and 49 U.S.C. 31112 and
in effect on June 1, 1991 (July 6, 1991,
for Alaska). Minor adjustments which
last 30 days or less may be made
without notifying the FHWA. Minor
adjustments which exceed 30 days
require approval of the FHWA. When
such adjustments are needed, a State
must submit to the FHWA, by the end
of the 30th day, a written description of
the emergency, the date on which it
began, and the date on which it is
expected to conclude. If the adjustment
involves alternate route designations,
the State shall describe the new route on
which vehicles otherwise subject to the
freeze imposed by 23 U.S.C. 127(d) and
49 U.S.C. 31112 are allowed to operate.
To the extent possible, the geometric
and pavement design characteristics of
the alternate route should be equivalent
to those of the highway section which
is temporarily unavailable. If the
adjustment involves vehicle operating
restrictions, the State shall list the
restrictions that have been removed or
modified. If the adjustment is approved,
the FHWA will publish the notice of
adjustment, with an expiration date, in
the Federal Register. Requests for
extension of time beyond the originally
established conclusion date shall be
subject to the same approval and
publications process as the original
request. If upon consultation with the
FHWA a decision is reached that minor
adjustments made by a State are not
legitimately attributable to road or
bridge construction or safety, the FHWA
will inform the State, and the original
conditions of the freeze must be
reimposed immediately. Failure to do so
may subject the State to a penalty
pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 141.
*
*
*
*
*
(e) States further restricting or
prohibiting the operation of vehicles
subject to 23 U.S.C. 127(d) and 49
U.S.C. 31112 after June 1, 1991, shall
notify the FHWA within 30 days after
the restriction is effective. The FHWA
will publish the restriction in the
Federal Register as an amendment to
appendix C to this part. Failure to
provide such notification may subject
the State to a penalty pursuant to 23
U.S.C. 141.
*
*
*
*
*

§ 658.23
freeze.

Appendix A to Section 658—National
Network—Federally Designated Routes

§ 658.15

Width.

*

*
*
*
*
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of
this section or any other provision of
law, a State may grant special use
permits to motor vehicles, including
manufactured housing, that exceed 102
inches in width.
■ 12. Revise paragraph (k) and add
paragraph (n) of section § 658.17 to read
as follows:
§ 658.17

Weight.

*

LCV freeze; cargo-carrying unit

*

*
*
*
*
(c) For specific safety purposes and
road construction, a State may make
minor adjustments of a temporary and
emergency nature to route designation
and vehicle operating restrictions
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14. Amend appendix A to part 658 as
follows:
■ A. By removing the words ‘‘[The
federally-designated routes on the
National Network consist of the
Interstate System, except as noted, and
■
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Willliam B. Trescott
From:
To:
Cc:
Sent:
Subject:

<Mark_Langer@cadc.uscourts.gov>
"Willliam B. Trescott" <trescott@peoplepc.com>
"Corkran, Kelsi (CIV)" <Kelsi.Corkran@usdoj.gov>; <WebInformation@CADC.USCOURTS.GOV>;
<Nancy_Dunn@cadc.uscourts.gov>; <Linda_Jones@cadc.uscourts.gov>
Wednesday, April 23, 2008 12:27 PM
Re: Case #07-1327

Dear Mr. Trescott,
The court does not act on email submissions. If you wish this
matter brought to the court's attention, please submit an appropropriate
letter or pleading.
Sincerely,
Mark Langer, Clerk

"Willliam B.
Trescott"
<trescott@peoplep
To
c.com>
<WebInformation@cadc.uscourts.gov>
cc
04/23/2008 01:06
"Corkran, Kelsi \(CIV\)"
PM
<Kelsi.Corkran@usdoj.gov>
Subject
Case #07-1327

To Mark Langer
Clerk of the Court
Dear Mr. Langer,
I am concerned that one of the three judges hearing my case, #07-1327, was
present in the White House when President Bush appointed an unqualified
person to become Administrator of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA) in violation of Section 101 of the Motor Carrier
Safety Improvement Act of 1999 which requires the Administrator to be "a
person with professional experience in motor carrier safety." 49 USC
113(c). According to the Court's website:
"Judge Kavanaugh was appointed to the U.S. Court of Appeals on May
30, 2006...until his appointment to the court in 2006, he was
A-100
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Assistant to the President and Staff Secretary to President Bush."
On Wednesday, April 26th 2006, four students from Taylor University were
killed in a truck crash featured recently in a two hour special on Dateline
NBC because one victim was buried in the wrong grave while another was
cared for by the dead girl's parents. President Bush appointed a graduate
of Taylor University, police officer John H. Hill, as FMCSA Administrator
two weeks later on May 16, 2006. According to the Fatality Analysis
Reporting System, fifty additional truckers have been killed on the job
since Hill became FMCSA's Chief Safety Officer.
If, hypothetically, the president of a hospital allowed a police officer
from Virginia Tech to impersonate a doctor and cause the deaths of fifty
Koreans in revenge for the shootings there, it would not be in the public
interest for his secretary or assistant to be seated on the jury.
Judge Kavanaugh may have known nothing about this, so there is no reason
for him to recuse himself. Nevertheless, I am bringing this to your
attention to insure the Court's integrity.
I am mainly concerned that the Court might delay announcing its decision
until after the election and cause the deaths of many more truckers
because, as Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, Presidential
Candidate John McCain confirmed Hill and other unqualified Administrators
without proper hearings. The present case would likely have been
unnecessary if a qualified administrator had been appointed.
Sincerely,
William B. Trescott
Petitioner,
Trescott v. FHWA et al.
#07-1327
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William B. Trescott
www.truckingvideo.com
8028 Farm to Market Road 457
Bay City, Texas 77414
Phone 979-244-3134
Email trescott@truckingvideo.com

April 24, 2008
Mark J. Langer
Clerk of the Court of Appeals
District of Columbia Circuit
333 Constitution Avenue N.W., Room 5523
Washington D.C. 20001-2866
Re: Trescott v. Federal Highway Administration, No. 07-1327
Dear Mr. Langer,
I am concerned that one of the three judges hearing my case was present in the White House when
President Bush appointed an unqualified person to become Administrator of the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration (FMCSA) in violation of Section 101 of the Motor Carrier Safety Improvement Act
of 1999. The Administrator of FMCSA is statutorily required to be “a person with professional
experience in motor carrier safety.” 49 USC 113(c). According to the Court’s website:
“Judge Kavanaugh was appointed to the U.S. Court of Appeals on May 30, 2006...until his
appointment to the court in 2006, he was Assistant to the President and Staff Secretary to
President Bush.”
On Wednesday, April 26th 2006, four students from Taylor University were killed in atruck crash featured
recently in a two hour special on Dateline NBC because one victim was buried in the wrong grave while
another was cared for by the dead girl’s parents. President Bush appointed a graduate of Taylor
University, police officer John H. Hill, as FMCSA Administrator two weeks later on May 16, 2006.
According to the Fatality Analysis Reporting System, fifty additional truckers have been killed on the job
since Hill became Chief Safety Officer of FMCSA.
If, hypothetically, the president of a hospital allowed a police officer from Virginia Tech to impersonate a
doctor and cause the deaths of fifty Koreans in revenge for the shootings there, it would not be in the public
interest for his secretary or assistant to be seated on the jury. Judge Kavanaugh may have known nothing
about this, so I know of no reason for him to recuse himself. Nevertheless, I am bringing thisto your
attention to assure the Court’s integrity. I am concerned that the decision in this case might be delayed
until after the election for political reasons and cause the unnecessary deaths of many more truckers
because, as Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, Presidential Candidate John McCain confirmed
Hill and other unqualified Administrators without proper hearings.
Sincerely,

COPY
William B. Trescott
cc: Kelsi Corkran, James Ray, D.J. Gribbin
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United States Court of Appeals
F OR T HE D ISTRICT OF C OLUMBIA C IRCUIT

____________

No. 07-1327

September Term 2007
TRAN-49USC30162
Filed On: April 22, 2008

William B. Trescott,
Petitioner
v.
Federal Highway Administration and Secretary
of Transportation,
Respondents
PETITION FOR REVIEW FROM AN ORDER OF
THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
BEFORE:

Henderson, Rogers, and Kavanaugh, Circuit Judges
JUDGMENT

This petition for review of an order of the Federal Highway Administration was
considered on the agency record and the briefs filed by the parties. See Fed. R. App.
P. 34(a)(2); D.C. Cir. Rule 34(j). It is
ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the petition be transferred to the District Court
for the District of Columbia. The petitioner seeks review of regulations issued pursuant
to the agency’s authority under 23 U.S.C. §§ 127, 315 and 49 U.S.C. §§ 31111, 31112,
and 31114. This court lacks subject-matter jurisdiction because none of these statutes
falls within those listed in the Hobbs Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2342(3)(A), and the authority
exercised by the Federal Highway Administration was not transferred from the
Interstate Commerce Commission to the Department of Transportation. See
Aulenback, Inc. v. FHWA, 103 F.3d 156 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (holding that the Hobbs Act
only grants the courts of appeals exclusive jurisdiction to review actions of Department
of Transportation agencies if the action is taken pursuant to authority that was
transferred from the Interstate Commerce Commission); Owner-Operator Independent
Drivers Ass’n v. Pena, 996 F.2d 338 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (same). Therefore, the petitioner
must seek review in district court pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, 5
U.S.C. § 704, under federal question jurisdiction, 28 U.S.C. § 1331.
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United States Court of Appeals
F O R T HE D ISTR IC T

OF

C O LU M B IA C IR C U IT

No. 07-1327

September Term, 2007

The Clerk is directed to transmit the original file and a certified copy of this order
to the United States District Court for the District of Columbia.
Pursuant to D.C. Cir. Rule 36, this disposition will not be published.
Per Curiam
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WILLIAM B. TRESCOTT,
Plaintiff,
v.
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

Civil Action 08-00731 (HHK)

and
RAY LAHOOD,
Secretary, U.S. Department of Transportation,
Defendants.
MEMORANDUM OPINION
Plaintiff William B. Trescott brings this action against defendants Federal Highway
Administration (“FHWA”) and Ray LaHood, U.S. Secretary of Transportation (“Secretary”),
(together, “defendants”) under the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 704 (“APA”).
Trescott claims that the FHWA promulgated certain commercial motor vehicle size and weight
regulations that are arbitrary and capricious and contrary to law. See 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).
Specifically, Trescott contends that these regulations ban certain devices and components based
on their size and weight rather than on scientific assessments of their efficacy in reducing injury
and highway damage, even though some of these devices and components are permitted for
recreational vehicles. Trescott also claims that the FHWA promulgated these rules “without
observance of procedure required by law.” See 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(D). Before the court is
defendants’ motion to dismiss [#7]. Upon consideration of the motion, the opposition thereto,
and the record of this case, the court concludes that defendants’ motion should be granted.
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I. BACKGROUND
Congress has established an overall gross vehicle weight limit of 80,000 pounds, 23
U.S.C. § 127(a)(2), and a commercial vehicle width limit of 102 inches, 49 U.S.C. § 31113(a)(1),
for federal highways. Pursuant to its authority to promulgate regulations concerning highway
preservation and safety and to enforce the Congressionally-mandated size and width limitations,
23 U.S.C. § 315 and 49 U.S.C. § 104, the FHWA has promulgated regulations restating the
width, 23 C.F.R. § 658.15, and weight, 23 C.F.R. § 658.17, limitations.
Trescott is a trucker and an inventor. He holds five patents for certain safety devices and
heavy duty suspension components that may improve commercial motor vehicle safety and
reduce highway damage. The problem is that incorporating such devices or components into
commercial motor vehicles may cause the vehicles to exceed the limitations set forth in the
FHWA’s most recently promulgated regulations governing vehicle size and weight restrictions,
Size and Weight Enforcement and Regulations, 72 Fed. Reg. 7741 (Feb. 20, 2007), which
incorporate the statutorily-mandated size and weight restrictions set forth in 23 U.S.C. §
127(a)(2) and 49 U.S.C. § 31113(a)(1). As a result, Trescott alleges that he has been deprived of
the value of his patents. Accordingly, Trescott challenges the newly-promulgated regulations.
After the FHWA had published the challenged regulations in proposed form, defendants
concede that Trescott submitted comments criticizing the size and weight restrictions and
questioning the FHWA’s authority to promulgate rules governing commercial motor vehicle size
and weight. (See Defs.’ Mot. to Dismiss at 3.) The final rule addressed Trescott’s comments,
explaining that the comments “address[ed] issues that were not raised in the NPRM, and [we]re
therefore outside the scope of th[e] rulemaking.” Size and Weight Enforcement and Regulations,
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72 Fed. Reg. at 7745. The final rule also addressed Trescott’s challenge to FHWA authority,
explaining that it was predicated on a misinterpretation of a provision of the Motor Carrier Safety
Improvement Act, namely 49 U.S.C. § 113(f)(1), which, according to the FHWA, describes the
delegation of powers to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administrator but does not disturb the
delegation of powers to the FHWA to promulgate rules governing commercial motor vehicle size
and weight. Size and Weight Enforcement and Regulations, 72 Fed. Reg. at 7745. Trescott filed
a petition for reconsideration with the FHWA, which he subsequently withdrew. Then, he filed
this petition in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. The Circuit dismissed his petition
for lack of jurisdiction and transferred the matter to this court.
II. ANALYSIS
Defendants move to dismiss Trescott’s complaint for lack of subject matter jurisdiction
under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1) and for failure to state a claim upon which relief
may be granted under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). Because the court finds that
defendants’ motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(1) is wholly without merit,1 the court focuses its
analysis on defendants’ motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6).
“When ruling on a . . . motion to dismiss, a judge must accept as true all of the factual
allegations contained in the complaint.” Erickson v. Pardus, 551 U.S. 89, 94 (2007). To survive
a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, the complaint’s “[f]actual allegations must be
1

Defendants contend that Trescott’s petition for review is barred by the six-year statute
of limitations for civil suits against the United States because Trescott seeks to challenge
commercial motor vehicle size and weight restrictions that have been in place since 1984. See 28
U.S.C. § 2401(a); Harris v. FAA, 353 F.3d 1006, 1009-10 (D.C. Cir. 2004). The court disagrees.
Trescott plainly is challenging a final rule that was promulgated in 2007. Size and Weight
Enforcement and Regulations, 72 Fed. Reg. 7741. Thus, his petition falls within the six-year
limitations period.
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enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative level . . . on the assumption that all the
allegations in the complaint are true (even if doubtful in fact).” Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550
U.S. 544, 555 (2007) (internal quotations and citations omitted). Whether to grant “a motion to
dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted is a pure question of law.”
Danielsen v. Burnside-Ott Aviation Training Ctr., Inc., 941 F.2d 1220, 1230 (D.C. Cir. 1991).
Defendants contend that Trescott’s complaint must be dismissed because promulgating
motor vehicle size and weight limitations falls squarely within the FHWA’s authority and
because the specific limitations incorporated into the challenged regulations are mandated by
statute. Therefore, according to defendants, the FHWA has authority neither to deviate from the
statutory standards nor to grant an exception for the inventions for which Trescott holds patents.
Trescott counters that Congress has provided exemptions to these size and weight limitations for
safety devices, such as side-view mirrors, 49 U.S.C. § 31113(b), and that Congress has provided
a procedure for changing regulations for safety reasons, 49 U.S.C. § 30162. Trescott further
contends that the real question is whether the FHWA has followed proper procedures to exempt
modern safety devices like the ones he has invented. Defendants rejoin that Trescott has not and
indeed cannot point to any statutory provision that empowers the FHWA to modify the statutory
size and weight restrictions. To the extent that the FHWA is empowered to make exceptions for
“safety and energy conservation devices,” 49 U.S.C. §§ 31111(d) and 31113(b), defendants
contend that these provisions do not contemplate the exclusion of an entire vehicle, which is
what Trescott has invented. Finally, defendants point out that Trescott has identified no action
on the part of the FHWA that was procedurally incorrect and thus in violation of the APA.
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To survive defendants’ motion to dismiss, Trescott must have alleged sufficient facts to
raise a claim that the FHWA’s actions were arbitrary and capricious or otherwise contrary to law,
5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(a), or without observance of procedure required by law, id. § 706(2)(d), above
the speculative level. See Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555. Trescott’s complaint, however, contains
essentially no factual allegations: he does not allege that the FHWA failed to respond to the
comments he submitted in connection with the rulemaking; nor does he allege that there was
information before the FHWA that it failed to consider. See Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State
Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) (“[A]n agency rule [is] arbitrary and capricious
if the agency has relied on factors which Congress has not intended it to consider, entirely failed
to consider an important aspect of the problem, offered an explanation of its decision that runs
counter to the evidence before the agency, or is so implausible that it could not be ascribed to a
difference in view or the product of agency expertise.”). Likewise, Trescott has not alleged what
actions, if any, the FHWA took which were inconsistent with procedure required by law.2
Absent such allegations, the court cannot find that Trescott has raised a right to relief above the
speculative level. See id. Accordingly, his complaint must be dismissed. See id.
In any event, the court agrees with defendants that the FHWA has the authority to
promulgate the challenged regulations, including the size and weight restrictions therein. See 23
U.S.C. § 315; 49 U.S.C. § 104. The court also agrees with defendants that the FHWA lacks the
2

Although Trescott suggests in his opposition brief that he may have filed a petition
under 49 U.S.C. § 30162 asking the Secretary to promulgate a standard that would allow for his
inventions, Trescott has limited this action to asking the court to set aside an FHWA regulation,
Size and Weight Enforcement and Regulations, 72 Fed. Reg. 7741, as “arbitrary and capricious
[or] contrary to law” or “promulgated ‘without observance of procedure required by law.’” (Pl.’s
Certificate of Counsel at 2-3.) Trescott does not challenge the Secretary’s purported failure to
respond to his putative petition. Accordingly, that issue is not before the court.
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power to modify these statutorily-mandated size and weight restrictions. See 23 U.S.C. §
127(a)(2); 49 U.S.C. § 31113(a)(1). Finally, the court generally rejects the arguments in
Trescott’s opposition brief because they are irrelevant to the question of whether the factual
allegations in his complaint are sufficient to raise a right to relief above the speculative level.
See Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555.
III. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the court finds no basis to hold unlawful or set aside the
agency action at issue. Accordingly, the court concludes that defendants’ motion to dismiss [#7]
must be GRANTED. An appropriate order accompanies this Memorandum Opinion.

Henry H. Kennedy, Jr.
United States District Judge
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Thu 10/29/2009 12:06 PM
5 KB
'Marc Cevasco (Marc.Cevasco@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:06 PM
5 KB
'Mark Copeland (Mark.Copeland@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:05 PM
5 KB
'Allison Dane (Allison.Dane@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:04 PM
5 KB
'Aaron Davis (aaron.davis@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:04 PM
5 KB
'Andrew Dohrmann (Andrew.Dohrmann@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:04 PM
5 KB
'Don.Walker@mail.house.gov'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu
10/29/2009 12:03 PM
5 KB
'Vic Edgerton (Vic.Edgerton@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:03 PM
5 KB
'Rob Ellsworth (Rob.Ellsworth@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:03 PM
5 KB
'Kathee Facchiano (Kathee.Facchiano@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:02 PM
5 KB
'Terri Fish (Terri.Fish@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:02 PM
5 KB
'Anne Georges (Anne.Georges@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:00 PM
5 KB
'Francis Gibbs (Francis.Gibbs@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:00 PM
5 KB
'Ed Gilman (Ed.Gilman@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 12:00 PM
5 KB
'Jamison Girard (Jamie.Girard@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:59 AM
5 KB
'Mike Goodman (Mike.Goodman@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:59 AM
5 KB
'Virginia Gum (Virginia.Gum@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:59 AM
5 KB
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'Jeremy Haldeman (Jeremy.Haldeman@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:59 AM
5 KB
'Nick Holder (Nick.Holder@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:58 AM
5 KB
'Randy Jennings (Randy.Jennings@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:58 AM
5 KB
'Amanda Joyner (Amanda.Joyner@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:58 AM
5 KB
'John Juech (John.Juech@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:58 AM
5 KB
'Chris Kaumo (Chris.Kaumo@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:57 AM
5 KB
'Bryan Kendro (Bryan.Kendro@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:56 AM
5 KB
'Cindy Klapmust (Cindy.Klapmust@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:56 AM
5 KB
'Jim Kolb (Jim.Kolb@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:56 AM
5 KB
'Erik Komendant (Erik.Komendant@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:55 AM
5 KB
'Lucinda Lessley (Lucinda.Lessley@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:55 AM
5 KB
'Shane Lieberman (Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:55 AM
5 KB
'Joe Lillis (Joe.Lillis@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:55 AM
5 KB
'Lisette.Morton@mail.house.gov' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu
10/29/2009 11:54 AM
5 KB
'Collin Long (Collin.Long@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:54 AM
5 KB
'Justin Louchheim (Justin.Louchheim@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:54 AM
5 KB
'Ross Maradian (Ross.Maradian@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:53 AM
5 KB
'Jennifer Mascho (Jennifer.Mascho@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:53 AM
5 KB
'Chris Matthiesen (Chris.Matthiesen@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:53 AM
5 KB
'Chris Miller (Chris.Miller@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:52 AM
5 KB
'Rob Mosher (Rob.Mosher@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:52 AM
5 KB
'Caleb Overdorff (Caleb.Overdorff@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:51 AM
5 KB
'Bill Parsons (Bill.Parsons@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:51 AM
5 KB
'Keith Pemrick (Keith.Pemrick@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:50 AM
5 KB
'Chistopher Philbin (christopher.philbin@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:50 AM
5 KB
' (Rachel.Post@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu
10/29/2009 11:50 AM
5 KB
'Jeremy Price (Jeremy.Price@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:49 AM
5 KB
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'Aaron Pritchard (Aaron.Pritchard@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:49 AM
5 KB
'Derrick Ramos (Derrick.Ramos@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:49 AM
5 KB
'Alex Richard (Alex.Richard@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:48 AM
5 KB
'Betsy Robblee (Betsy.Robblee@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:48 AM
5 KB
'Lauren Robitaille (Lauren.Robitaille@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:48 AM
5 KB
'Allison Rose (Allison.Rose@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:47 AM
5 KB
'Joyce Rose (Joyce.Rose@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:47 AM
5 KB
'Markus Rose (Markus.Rose@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:47 AM
5 KB
'Alex Russ (Alex.Russ@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:46 AM
5 KB
'Aaron Schmidt (Aaron.Schmidt@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:45 AM
5 KB
'Philip Schmidt (Philip.Schmidt@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:45 AM
5 KB
'Joe Sheehy (Joe.Sheehy@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:45 AM
5 KB
'Anne Stewart (Anne.Stewart@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:44 AM
5 KB
'Andy Tantillo (Andy.Tantillo@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:44 AM
5 KB
'Joe Thomas (Joe.Thomas@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:43 AM
5 KB
'Sharon Wagener (Sharon.Wagener@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:43 AM
5 KB
'Brian Waldrip (Brian.Waldrip@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:43 AM
5 KB
'Matthew Weisman (Matthew.Weisman@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:42 AM
5 KB
'Chris Wilcox (Chris.Wilcox@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:42 AM
5 KB
'Ryan Bowley (Ryan.Bowley@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:42 AM
5 KB
'Sarah Blackwood (Sarah.Blackwood@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:42 AM
5 KB
'Matt Wise (Matt.Wise@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Thu 10/29/2009 11:41 AM
5 KB
'Andress Boggs (Andress_Boggs@Hutchison.Senate.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:42 PM 5 KB
'Nick Christiansen (Nick_Christiansen@kerry.senate.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:41 PM 5 KB
'Michael Daum (Michael_Daum@cantwell.senate.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:41 PM 5 KB
'Lee Dunn (Lee_Dunn@mccain.senate.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:40 PM 5 KB
'Bill Ghent (Bill_Ghent@carper.senate.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:39 PM 5 KB
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'Andrew Grobmyer (Andrew_Grobmyer@pryor.senate.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:39 PM 5 KB
'Van Luong (Van_Luong@inouye.senate.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:39 PM 5 KB
'Terry McNaughton (Terry_McNaughton@snowe.senate.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in
Hours of Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:38 PM 5 KB
'Bridget Petruczok (Bridget_Petruczok@boxer.senate.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:38 PM 5 KB
'Brendon Plack (Brendon_Plack@thune.senate.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:37 PM 5 KB
'David Quinalty (David_Quinalty@ensign.senate.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:37 PM 5 KB
'Paul Schmid (Paul_Schmid@carper.senate.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:36 PM 5 KB
'Tyler Smith (Tyler_Smith@Cornyn.Senate.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:36 PM 5 KB
'Frannie Wellings (Frannie_Wellings@dorgan.senate.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:35 PM 5 KB
'Jacqueline Wood (Jacqueline_Wood@demint.senate.gov)'
FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of
Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:35 PM 5 KB
'Marie Blanco (Marie_Blanco@inouye.senate.gov)' FMCSA does not dispute killing 3000 in Hours of Service suit
Wed 10/28/2009 2:35 PM 5 KB
'Sarah Blackwood (Sarah.Blackwood@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:50 AM
6 KB
'Ryan Bowley (Ryan.Bowley@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:50 AM
6 KB
'Sandra Breitengross (Sandra.Breitengross@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:50 AM
6 KB
'Cathleen Breslin (Cathleen.Breslin@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:49 AM
6 KB
'Steven Carlson (Steven.Carlson@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:49 AM
6 KB
'Elizabeth Carter (Elizabeth.Carter@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:49 AM
6 KB
'Marc Cevasco (Marc.Cevasco@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:49 AM
6 KB
'Mark Copeland (Mark.Copeland@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:48 AM
6 KB
'Allison Dane (Allison.Dane@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:48 AM
6 KB
'Aaron Davis (aaron.davis@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:48 AM
6 KB
'Andrew Dohrmann (Andrew.Dohrmann@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:48 AM
6 KB
'Don.Walker@mail.house.gov'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:47 AM 5 KB
'Vic Edgerton (Vic.Edgerton@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:47 AM
6 KB
'Rob Ellsworth (Rob.Ellsworth@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:47 AM
6 KB
'Kathee Facchiano (Kathee.Facchiano@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:46 AM
6 KB
'Terri Fish (Terri.Fish@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:46 AM
'Anne Georges (Anne.Georges@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:46 AM
6 KB
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'Ed Gilman (Ed.Gilman@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:45 AM
'Jamison Girard (Jamie.Girard@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:45 AM
6 KB
'Mike Goodman (Mike.Goodman@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:44 AM
6 KB
'Virginia Gum (Virginia.Gum@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:44 AM
6 KB
'Jeremy Haldeman (Jeremy.Haldeman@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:44 AM
6 KB
'Nick Holder (Nick.Holder@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:43 AM
6 KB
'Justin Louchheim (Justin.Louchheim@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:43 AM
6 KB
'Collin Long (Collin.Long@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:42 AM
6 KB
'Lisette.Morton@mail.house.gov' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:42 AM 6 KB
'Joe Lillis (Joe.Lillis@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:42 AM
'Shane Lieberman (Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:41 AM
6 KB
'Lucinda Lessley (Lucinda.Lessley@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:41 AM
6 KB
'Erik Komendant (Erik.Komendant@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:41 AM
6 KB
'Jim Kolb (Jim.Kolb@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:40 AM
'Alan Knapp (Alan.Knapp@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:40 AM
6 KB
'Cindy Klapmust (Cindy.Klapmust@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:40 AM
6 KB
'Bryan Kendro (Bryan.Kendro@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:39 AM
6 KB
'Chris Kaumo (Chris.Kaumo@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:39 AM
6 KB
'John Juech (John.Juech@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:39 AM
'Amanda Joyner (Amanda.Joyner@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:38 AM
6 KB
'Randy Jennings (Randy.Jennings@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:38 AM
6 KB
'Terence Houston (Terence.Houston@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:37 AM
6 KB
'Angela Manso (Angela.Manso@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:37 AM
6 KB
'Ross Maradian (Ross.Maradian@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:37 AM
6 KB
'Jennifer Mascho (Jennifer.Mascho@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:36 AM
6 KB
'Chris Matthiesen (Chris.Matthiesen@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:36 AM
6 KB
'Gregory Melus (Gregory.Melus@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:36 AM
6 KB
'Chris Miller (Chris.Miller@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:35 AM
6 KB
'Rob Mosher (Rob.Mosher@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:35 AM
6 KB
'Caleb Overdorff (Caleb.Overdorff@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?Wed 9/23/2009 11:35 AM
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'Bill Parsons (Bill.Parsons@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:34 AM
6 KB
'Keith Pemrick (Keith.Pemrick@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:34 AM
6 KB
' (Rachel.Post@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:34 AM 6 KB
'Chistopher Philbin (christopher.philbin@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:33 AM
6 KB
'Jeremy Price (Jeremy.Price@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:33 AM
6 KB
'Aaron Pritchard (Aaron.Pritchard@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:32 AM
6 KB
'Derrick Ramos (Derrick.Ramos@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:32 AM
6 KB
'Alex Richard (Alex.Richard@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:31 AM
6 KB
'Betsy Robblee (Betsy.Robblee@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:31 AM
6 KB
'Lauren Robitaille (Lauren.Robitaille@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:31 AM
6 KB
'Allison Rose (Allison.Rose@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:30 AM
6 KB
'Joyce Rose (Joyce.Rose@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:30 AM
'Markus Rose (Markus.Rose@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:30 AM
6 KB
'Alex Russ (Alex.Russ@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:29 AM
6 KB
'Aaron Schmidt (Aaron.Schmidt@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:28 AM
6 KB
'Philip Schmidt (Philip.Schmidt@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:28 AM
6 KB
'Joe Sheehy (Joe.Sheehy@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:28 AM
'Anne Stewart (Anne.Stewart@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:27 AM
6 KB
'Andy Tantillo (Andy.Tantillo@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:27 AM
6 KB
'Joe Thomas (Joe.Thomas@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:27 AM
6 KB
'Sharon Wagener (Sharon.Wagener@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:26 AM
6 KB
'Brian Waldrip (Brian.Waldrip@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:26 AM
6 KB
'Matthew Weisman (Matthew.Weisman@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
9/23/2009 11:26 AM
6 KB
'Chris Wilcox (Chris.Wilcox@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:25 AM
6 KB
'Matt Wise (Matt.Wise@mail.house.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009 11:24 AM
'Francis Gibbs (Francis.Gibbs@mail.house.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 9/23/2009
11:23 AM
6 KB
'Marie Blanco (Marie_Blanco@inouye.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri 9/18/2009
12:50 PM
6 KB
'Andress Boggs (Andress_Boggs@Hutchison.Senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri
9/18/2009 12:49 PM
7 KB
'Michael Daum (Michael_Daum@cantwell.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri
9/18/2009 12:49 PM
6 KB
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'Lee Dunn (Lee_Dunn@mccain.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri 9/18/2009 12:48 PM
'Bill Ghent (Bill_Ghent@carper.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri 9/18/2009
12:48 PM
6 KB
'Andrew Grobmyer (Andrew_Grobmyer@pryor.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri
9/18/2009 12:47 PM
6 KB
'Van Luong (Van_Luong@inouye.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri 9/18/2009
12:47 PM
6 KB
'Terry McNaughton (Terry_McNaughton@snowe.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri 9/18/2009 12:47 PM 7 KB
'Bridget Petruczok (Bridget_Petruczok@boxer.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri
9/18/2009 12:46 PM
7 KB
'Brendon Plack (Brendon_Plack@thune.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri 9/18/2009
12:46 PM
6 KB
'David Quinalty (David_Quinalty@ensign.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri
9/18/2009 12:46 PM
6 KB
'Brian Rice (Brian_Rice@kerry.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri 9/18/2009 12:45 PM
'Paul Schmid (Paul_Schmid@carper.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri 9/18/2009
12:44 PM
6 KB
'Tyler Smith (Tyler_Smith@Cornyn.Senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri 9/18/2009
12:44 PM
6 KB
'Jacqueline Wood (Jacqueline_Wood@demint.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri
9/18/2009 12:44 PM
7 KB
'Frannie Wellings (Frannie_Wellings@dorgan.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Fri
9/18/2009 12:43 PM
7 KB
'Andress Boggs (Andress_Boggs@Hutchison.Senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
6/10/2009 9:49 AM
5 KB
'Michael Daum (Michael_Daum@cantwell.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
6/10/2009 9:48 AM
5 KB
'Lee Dunn (Lee_Dunn@mccain.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 6/10/2009 9:48 AM
'Stephen Gardner (Stephen_Gardner@commerce.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
6/10/2009 9:48 AM
5 KB
'Bill Ghent (Bill_Ghent@carper.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 6/10/2009
9:47 AM
5 KB
'Andrew Grobmyer (Andrew_Grobmyer@pryor.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
6/10/2009 9:47 AM
5 KB
'Terry McNaughton (Terry_McNaughton@snowe.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 6/10/2009 9:46 AM 5 KB
'Van Luong (Van_Luong@inouye.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 6/10/2009
9:46 AM
5 KB
'Bridget Petruczok (Bridget_Petruczok@boxer.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
6/10/2009 9:45 AM
5 KB
'Frannie Wellings (Frannie_Wellings@dorgan.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
6/10/2009 9:44 AM
5 KB
'Brendon Plack (Brendon_Plack@thune.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 6/10/2009
9:44 AM
5 KB
'David Quinalty (David_Quinalty@ensign.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
6/10/2009 9:44 AM
5 KB
'Brian Rice (Brian_Rice@kerry.senate.gov)' Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 6/10/2009 9:43 AM
5 KB
'Paul Schmid (Paul_Schmid@carper.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 6/10/2009
9:43 AM
5 KB
'Tyler Smith (Tyler_Smith@Cornyn.Senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed 6/10/2009
9:42 AM
5 KB
'Sonya Wendell (Sonya_Wendell@mccaskill.senate.gov)'
Another impostor to head FMCSA?
Wed
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6/10/2009 9:41 AM
5 KB
'Jacqueline Wood (Jacqueline_Wood@demint.senate.gov)'
6/10/2009 9:40 AM
5 KB

Another impostor to head FMCSA?

Wed

'Andress Boggs (Andress_Boggs@Hutchison.Senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:36 AM 4 KB
'Ryan Bowley (Ryan.Bowley@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:36 AM 4 KB
'Sandra Breitengross (Sandra.Breitengross@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:36 AM 4 KB
'Cathleen Breslin (Cathleen.Breslin@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:35 AM 4 KB
'Steven Carlson (Steven.Carlson@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:35 AM 4 KB
'Elizabeth Carter (Elizabeth.Carter@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:35 AM 4 KB
'Marc Cevasco (Marc.Cevasco@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:35 AM 4 KB
'Mark Copeland (Mark.Copeland@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:34 AM 4 KB
'Allison Dane (Allison.Dane@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:33 AM 4 KB
'Michael Daum (Michael_Daum@cantwell.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:33 AM 4 KB
'Andrew Dohrmann (Andrew.Dohrmann@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:33 AM 4 KB
'Don.Walker@mail.house.gov'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009
11:33 AM
4 KB
'Graham Dufault (Graham_Dufault@gsmith.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:32 AM 4 KB
'Lee Dunn (Lee_Dunn@mccain.senate.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 11:32 AM
4 KB
'Vic Edgerton (Vic.Edgerton@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:32 AM 4 KB
'Rob Ellsworth (Rob.Ellsworth@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:32 AM 4 KB
'Kathee Facchiano (Kathee.Facchiano@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:31 AM 4 KB
'Terri Fish (Terri.Fish@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 11:31 AM
4 KB
'Christa Fornarotto (Christa.Fornarotto@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:31 AM 4 KB
'Jeffrey Gabriel (Jeffrey.Gabriel@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:30 AM 4 KB
'Stephen Gardner (Stephen_Gardner@commerce.senate.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:30 AM 4 KB
'Anne Georges (Anne.Georges@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:29 AM 4 KB
'Bill Ghent (Bill_Ghent@carper.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:29 AM 4 KB
'Francis Gibbs (Francis.Gibbs@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:28 AM 4 KB
'Ed Gilman (Ed.Gilman@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 11:28 AM
4 KB
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'Jamison Girard (Jamie.Girard@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:27 AM 4 KB
'Mike Goodman (Mike.Goodman@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:27 AM 4 KB
'Andrew Grobmyer (Andrew_Grobmyer@pryor.senate.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:27 AM 4 KB
'Virginia Gum (Virginia.Gum@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:26 AM 4 KB
'Jeremy Haldeman (Jeremy.Haldeman@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:26 AM 4 KB
'Nick Holder (Nick.Holder@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:26 AM 4 KB
'Terence Houston (Terence.Houston@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:26 AM 4 KB
'Randy Jennings (Randy.Jennings@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:25 AM 4 KB
'Amanda Joyner (Amanda.Joyner@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:24 AM 4 KB
'John Juech (John.Juech@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 11:24 AM
4 KB
'Chris Kaumo (Chris.Kaumo@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:23 AM 4 KB
'Bryan Kendro (Bryan.Kendro@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:23 AM 4 KB
'Cindy Klapmust (Cindy.Klapmust@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:22 AM 4 KB
'Alan Knapp (Alan.Knapp@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:22 AM 4 KB
'Jim Kolb (Jim.Kolb@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 11:21 AM
4 KB
'Erik Komendant (Erik.Komendant@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:21 AM 4 KB
'Scott Leathard (Scott_Leathard@stevens.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:20 AM 4 KB
'Dan LeClair (Dan_LeClair@sununu.senate.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:20 AM 4 KB
'Lucinda Lessley (Lucinda.Lessley@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:19 AM 4 KB
'Shane Lieberman (Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:19 AM 4 KB
'Joe Lillis (Joe.Lillis@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 11:17 AM
4 KB
'Lisette.Morton@mail.house.gov' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009
11:17 AM
4 KB
'Collin Long (Collin.Long@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:17 AM 4 KB
'Justin Louchheim (Justin.Louchheim@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:16 AM 4 KB
'Van Luong (Van_Luong@inouye.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:16 AM 4 KB
'Neil Mahoney (Neil.Mahoney@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:14 AM 4 KB
'Angela Manso (Angela.Manso@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:13 AM 4 KB
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'Ross Maradian (Ross.Maradian@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:13 AM 4 KB
'Jennifer Mascho (Jennifer.Mascho@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:12 AM 4 KB
'David Matsuda (David_Matsuda@lautenberg.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:11 AM 4 KB
'Chris Matthiesen (Chris.Matthiesen@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:10 AM 4 KB
'Ryan McConaghy (Ryan.McConaghy@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:10 AM 4 KB
'Terry McNaughton (Terry_McNaughton@snowe.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges
being dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:09 AM 4 KB
'Gregory Melus (Gregory.Melus@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:09 AM 4 KB
'Chris Miller (Chris.Miller@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:08 AM 4 KB
'Rob Mosher (Rob.Mosher@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:07 AM 4 KB
'Beth Osborne (Beth_Osborne@carper.senate.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:05 AM 4 KB
'Caleb Overdorff (Caleb.Overdorff@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:04 AM 4 KB
'Bill Parsons (Bill.Parsons@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:03 AM 4 KB
'Keith Pemrick (Keith.Pemrick@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:03 AM 4 KB
'Bridget Petruczok (Bridget_Petruczok@boxer.senate.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:02 AM 4 KB
'Chistopher Philbin (christopher.philbin@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 11:02 AM 4 KB
'Brendon Plack (Brendon_Plack@thune.senate.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 11:01 AM 4 KB
' (Rachel.Post@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009
11:00 AM
4 KB
'Jeremy Price (Jeremy.Price@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:59 AM 4 KB
'Aaron Pritchard (Aaron.Pritchard@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:58 AM 4 KB
'David Quinalty (David_Quinalty@ensign.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 10:58 AM 4 KB
'Derrick Ramos (Derrick.Ramos@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:57 AM 4 KB
'Brian Rice (Brian_Rice@kerry.senate.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 10:56 AM
4 KB
'Alex Richard (Alex.Richard@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:55 AM 4 KB
'John Richards (John_Richards@rockefeller.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 10:55 AM 4 KB
'Betsy Robblee (Betsy.Robblee@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:54 AM 4 KB
'Lauren Robitaille (Lauren.Robitaille@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 10:53 AM 4 KB
'Allison Rose (Allison.Rose@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:53 AM 4 KB
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'Joyce Rose (Joyce.Rose@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 10:52 AM
4 KB
'Markus Rose (Markus.Rose@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:52 AM 4 KB
'Alex Russ (Alex.Russ@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 10:51 AM
4 KB
'Paul Schmid (Paul.Schmid@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:50 AM 4 KB
'Aaron Schmidt (Aaron.Schmidt@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:49 AM 4 KB
'Philip Schmidt (Philip.Schmidt@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:49 AM 4 KB
'Tyler Schwartz (tyler.schwartz@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:48 AM 4 KB
'Joe Sheehy (Joe.Sheehy@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 10:47 AM
4 KB
'Tyler Smith (Tyler_Smith@Cornyn.Senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:46 AM 4 KB
'Anne Stewart (Anne.Stewart@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:45 AM 4 KB
'Joe Thomas (Joe.Thomas@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:44 AM 4 KB
'Sharon Wagener (Sharon.Wagener@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 10:43 AM 4 KB
'Brian Waldrip (Brian.Waldrip@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:42 AM 4 KB
'Matthew Weisman (Matthew.Weisman@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 10:41 AM 4 KB
'Frannie Wellings (Frannie_Wellings@dorgan.senate.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 10:41 AM 4 KB
'Sonya Wendell (Sonya_Wendell@mccaskill.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 10:40 AM 4 KB
'dwhistler@truckinginfo.com'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009
10:40 AM
4 KB
'Chris Wilcox (Chris.Wilcox@mail.house.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed 4/8/2009 10:40 AM 4 KB
'Jacqueline Wood (Jacqueline_Wood@demint.senate.gov)'
The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being
dropped Wed 4/8/2009 10:38 AM 4 KB
'Matt Wise (Matt.Wise@mail.house.gov)' The truth behind Senator Stevens' charges being dropped
Wed
4/8/2009 10:38 AM
4 KB
'Sonya Wendell (Sonya_Wendell@mccaskill.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 3:02 PM
7 KB
'Chris Wilcox (Chris.Wilcox@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
3:02 PM 7 KB
'Matt Wise (Matt.Wise@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 3:02 PM
7 KB
'Sharon Wagener (Sharon.Wagener@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 3:02 PM
7 KB
'Brian Waldrip (Brian.Waldrip@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
3:01 PM 7 KB
'Matthew Weisman (Matthew.Weisman@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 3:01 PM
7 KB
'Frannie Wellings (Frannie_Wellings@dorgan.senate.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 3:01 PM
7 KB
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'Tyler Schwartz (tyler.schwartz@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
3:01 PM 7 KB
'Joe Sheehy (Joe.Sheehy@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 3:00 PM
'Tyler Smith (Tyler_Smith@Cornyn.Senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
3:00 PM 7 KB
'Anne Stewart (Anne.Stewart@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
3:00 PM 7 KB
'Andy Tantillo (Andy.Tantillo@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
3:00 PM 7 KB
'Joe Thomas (Joe.Thomas@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
3:00 PM 7 KB
'Betsy Robblee (Betsy.Robblee@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:59 PM 7 KB
'Allison Rose (Allison.Rose@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:59 PM 7 KB
'Markus Rose (Markus.Rose@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:59 PM 7 KB
'Alex Russ (Alex.Russ@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:59 PM
7 KB
'Jim Sartucci (Jim_Sartucci@lott.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:58 PM 7 KB
'Paul Schmid (Paul.Schmid@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:58 PM 7 KB
'Aaron Schmidt (Aaron.Schmidt@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:58 PM 7 KB
'Philip Schmidt (Philip.Schmidt@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:58 PM 7 KB
'Alex Richard (Alex.Richard@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:57 PM 7 KB
'John Richards (John_Richards@rockefeller.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:57 PM
7 KB
'Bridget Petruczok (Bridget_Petruczok@boxer.senate.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:57 PM
7 KB
'Brendon Plack (Brendon_Plack@thune.senate.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:56 PM 7 KB
' (Rachel.Post@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:56 PM 7 KB
'Aaron Pritchard (Aaron.Pritchard@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:56 PM 7 KB
'David Quinalty (David_Quinalty@ensign.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:55 PM
7 KB
'Derrick Ramos (Derrick.Ramos@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:55 PM 7 KB
'Caleb Overdorff (Caleb.Overdorff@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:54 PM 7 KB
'Keith Pemrick (Keith.Pemrick@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:54 PM 7 KB
'Jeffrey Gabriel (Jeffrey.Gabriel@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:54 PM 7 KB
'Anne Georges (Anne.Georges@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:53 PM 7 KB
'Suzanne Gillen (Suzanne_Gillen@vitter.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:53 PM
7 KB
'Marc Cevasco (Marc.Cevasco@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:52 PM 7 KB
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'Andrew Dohrmann (Andrew.Dohrmann@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:52 PM
7 KB
'Don.Walker@mail.house.gov'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:52 PM 7 KB
'Graham Dufault (Graham_Dufault@gsmith.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:51 PM
7 KB
'Lee Dunn (Lee_Dunn@mccain.senate.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:51 PM
7 KB
'Vic Edgerton (Vic.Edgerton@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:51 PM 7 KB
'Andress Boggs (Andress_Boggs@Hutchison.Senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:50 PM
7 KB
'Grant Bosse (Grant_Bosse@sununu.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:50 PM 7 KB
'Francis Gibbs (Francis.Gibbs@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:50 PM 7 KB
'Rob Ellsworth (Rob.Ellsworth@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:49 PM 7 KB
'Terri Fish (Terri.Fish@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:49 PM
7 KB
'Jamison Girard (Jamie.Girard@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:48 PM 7 KB
'Sandra Breitengross (Sandra.Breitengross@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:48 PM
7 KB
'Elizabeth Carter (Elizabeth.Carter@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:48 PM
7 KB
'Jeremy Price (Jeremy.Price@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:48 PM 7 KB
'Kathee Facchiano (Kathee.Facchiano@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:47 PM
7 KB
'Mark Copeland (Mark.Copeland@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:47 PM 7 KB
'Cathleen Breslin (Cathleen.Breslin@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:46 PM
7 KB
'Christa Fornarotto (Christa.Fornarotto@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:46 PM
7 KB
'Steven Carlson (Steven.Carlson@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:46 PM 7 KB
'Allison Dane (Allison.Dane@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:45 PM 7 KB
'Michael Daum (Michael_Daum@cantwell.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:45 PM
7 KB
'Stephen Gardner (Stephen_Gardner@commerce.senate.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:44 PM
7 KB
'Chistopher Philbin (christopher.philbin@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:44 PM
7 KB
'Ryan Bowley (Ryan.Bowley@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:44 PM 7 KB
'Ed Gilman (Ed.Gilman@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:44 PM
7 KB
'Bill Ghent (Bill_Ghent@carper.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:43 PM 7 KB
'Lauren Robitaille (Lauren.Robitaille@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:43 PM
7 KB
'Joyce Rose (Joyce.Rose@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:43 PM
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'Suzanne.Newhouse@commerce.senate.gov' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:42 PM
'Beth Osborne (Beth_Osborne@carper.senate.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:42 PM 7 KB
'Chris Miller (Chris.Miller@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:41 PM 7 KB
'Brian Rice (Brian_Rice@kerry.senate.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:41 PM
'Rob Mosher (Rob.Mosher@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:41 PM 7 KB
'Bill Parsons (Bill.Parsons@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:40 PM 7 KB
'Phil Rudd (Phil_Rudd@klobuchar.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:40 PM 7 KB
'Nick Holder (Nick.Holder@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:40 PM 7 KB
'Terence Houston (Terence.Houston@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:39 PM
7 KB
'Randy Jennings (Randy.Jennings@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:39 PM 7 KB
'Amanda Joyner (Amanda.Joyner@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:38 PM 7 KB
'John Juech (John.Juech@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:38 PM
'Chris Kaumo (Chris.Kaumo@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:38 PM 7 KB
'Bryan Kendro (Bryan.Kendro@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:37 PM 7 KB
'Jacqueline Wood (Jacqueline_Wood@demint.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:37 PM
7 KB
'David Matsuda (David_Matsuda@lautenberg.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:37 PM
7 KB
'Chris Matthiesen (Chris.Matthiesen@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:36 PM
7 KB
'Angela Manso (Angela.Manso@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:36 PM 7 KB
'Erik Komendant (Erik.Komendant@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:35 PM
7 KB
'Alan Knapp (Alan.Knapp@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:35 PM 7 KB
'Jeremy Haldeman (Jeremy.Haldeman@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:35 PM
7 KB
'Virginia Gum (Virginia.Gum@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:33 PM 7 KB
'Andrew Grobmyer (Andrew_Grobmyer@pryor.senate.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:31 PM
7 KB
'Mike Goodman (Mike.Goodman@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:31 PM 7 KB
'Lucinda Lessley (Lucinda.Lessley@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:28 PM 7 KB
'Cindy Klapmust (Cindy.Klapmust@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:28 PM
7 KB
'Jim Kolb (Jim.Kolb@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:27 PM
'Jesse Knapp (Jesse_Knapp@billnelson.senate.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:26 PM 7 KB
'Lisette.Morton@mail.house.gov' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:25 PM 7 KB
'Joe Lillis (Joe.Lillis@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:24 PM
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'Shane Lieberman (Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:24 PM
7 KB
'Scott Leathard (Scott_Leathard@stevens.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:23 PM
7 KB
'Dan LeClair (Dan_LeClair@sununu.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:22 PM 7 KB
'Ryan McConaghy (Ryan.McConaghy@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:21 PM
7 KB
'Tim Lundquist (Tim.Lundquist@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:21 PM 7 KB
'Van Luong (Van_Luong@inouye.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:21 PM 7 KB
'Neil Mahoney (Neil.Mahoney@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:19 PM 7 KB
'Terry McNaughton (Terry_McNaughton@snowe.senate.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008 2:19 PM 7 KB
'Collin Long (Collin.Long@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:19 PM 7 KB
'Justin Louchheim (Justin.Louchheim@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:18 PM
7 KB
'Gregory Melus (Gregory.Melus@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:18 PM 7 KB
'Jennifer Mascho (Jennifer.Mascho@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed
11/19/2008 2:18 PM
7 KB
'Matthew Meyer (Matt.Meyer@mail.house.gov)'
1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:18 PM 7 KB
'Ross Maradian (Ross.Maradian@mail.house.gov)' 1050 truckers killed for record profits
Wed 11/19/2008
2:17 PM 7 KB
'Matthew Meyer (Matt.Meyer@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Fri 1/25/2008
2:54 PM 8 KB
'Chris Miller (Chris.Miller@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Fri 1/25/2008
2:50 PM 8 KB
'Francis Gibbs (Francis.Gibbs@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Fri 1/25/2008
2:50 PM 8 KB
'Jamison Girard (Jamie.Girard@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Fri 1/25/2008
10:40 AM
8 KB
'Matthew Meyer (Matt.Meyer@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Fri 1/25/2008
10:40 AM
8 KB
'Andrew Dohrmann (Andrew.Dohrmann@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Fri
1/25/2008 10:39 AM
8 KB
'Jeffrey Gabriel (Jeffrey.Gabriel@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Fri 1/25/2008
10:39 AM
8 KB
'Erika Young (erika.young@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Fri 1/25/2008
10:39 AM
8 KB
'Sharon Wagener (Sharon.Wagener@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:36 PM
8 KB
'Brian Waldrip (Brian.Waldrip@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:36 PM 8 KB
'Matthew Weisman (Matthew.Weisman@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:35 PM
8 KB
'Chris Wilcox (Chris.Wilcox@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:35 PM 8 KB
'Erika Young (Erika.Young@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:35 PM 8 KB
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'Joe Sheehy (Joe.Sheehy@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:35 PM
'Anne Stewart (Anne.Stewart@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:34 PM 8 KB
'Andy Tantillo (Andy.Tantillo@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:34 PM 8 KB
'Joe Thomas (Joe.Thomas@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:34 PM 8 KB
'Alex Richard (Alex.Richard@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:34 PM 8 KB
'Betsy Robblee (Betsy.Robblee@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:33 PM 8 KB
'Lauren Robitaille (Lauren.Robitaille@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:33 PM
8 KB
'Allison Rose (Allison.Rose@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:33 PM 8 KB
'Paul Schmid (Paul.Schmid@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:33 PM 8 KB
'Philip Schmidt (Philip.Schmidt@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:32 PM 8 KB
'Aaron Schmidt (Aaron.Schmidt@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:32 PM 8 KB
'Kathryn Schubert (Kathryn.Schubert@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:32 PM
8 KB
'Caleb Overdorff (Caleb.Overdorff@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:32 PM 8 KB
'Bill Parsons (Bill.Parsons@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:31 PM 8 KB
'Keith Pemrick (Keith.Pemrick@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:31 PM 8 KB
'Jeremy Price (Jeremy.Price@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:31 PM 8 KB
'Aaron Pritchard (Aaron.Pritchard@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:31 PM 8 KB
'Ryan Quinn (Ryan.Quinn@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:31 PM 8 KB
'Derrick Ramos (Derrick.Ramos@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:30 PM 8 KB
'Rob Mosher (Rob.Mosher@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:30 PM 8 KB
'Angela Manso (Angela.Manso@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:30 PM 8 KB
'Ross Maradian (Ross.Maradian@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:30 PM 8 KB
'Jennifer Mascho (Jennifer.Mascho@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:30 PM
8 KB
'Chris Matthiesen (Chris.Matthiesen@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:29 PM
8 KB
'Ryan McConaghy (Ryan.McConaghy@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:29 PM
8 KB
'Gregory Melus (Gregory.Melus@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:29 PM 8 KB
'Matthew Meyer (Matthew.Meyer@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:29 PM 8 KB
'Joe Lillis (Joe.Lillis@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:28 PM
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'Collin Long (Collin.Long@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:28 PM 8 KB
'Justin Louchheim (Justin.Louchheim@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:28 PM
8 KB
'Tim Lundquist (Tim.Lundquist@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:28 PM 8 KB
'Dena Kozanas (Dena.Kozanas@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:27 PM 8 KB
'Neil Mahoney (Neil.Mahoney@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:27 PM 8 KB
'Brent Leatherwood (Brent.Leatherwood@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:27 PM
8 KB
'Lucinda Lessley (Lucinda.Lessley@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:27 PM 8 KB
'Shane Lieberman (Shane.Lieberman@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:26 PM
8 KB
'Erik Komendant (Erik.Komendant@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:26 PM
8 KB
'Alan Knapp (Alan.Knapp@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:26 PM 8 KB
'Cindy Klapmust (Cindy.Klapmust@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:26 PM
8 KB
'Bryan Kendro (Bryan.Kendro@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:25 PM 8 KB
'Kevin Kelly (Kevin.Kelly@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:25 PM 8 KB
'Chris Kaumo (Chris.Kaumo@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:25 PM 8 KB
'John Juech (John.Juech@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:25 PM
'Amanda Joyner (Amanda.Joyner@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:25 PM 8 KB
'Terence Houston (Terence.Houston@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:24 PM
8 KB
'Nick Holder (Nick.Holder@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:24 PM 8 KB
'Roderick Hall (Roderick.Hall@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:24 PM 8 KB
'Jeremy Haldeman (Jeremy.Haldeman@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:23 PM
8 KB
'Vic Edgerton (Vic.Edgerton@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:23 PM 8 KB
'Rob Ellsworth (Rob.Ellsworth@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:23 PM 8 KB
'Traci Evans (Traci.Evans@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:23 PM 8 KB
'Kathee Facchiano (Kathee.Facchiano@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:22 PM
8 KB
'Terri Fish (Terri.Fish@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:22 PM
'Christa Fornarotto (Christa.Fornarotto@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:22 PM
8 KB
'Jeffery Gabriel (Jeffery.Gabriel@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:22 PM 8 KB
'Anne Georges (Anne.Georges@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:21 PM 8 KB
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'Jamison Girard (Jamison.Girard@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:21 PM 8 KB
'Mike Goodman (Mike.Goodman@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:21 PM 8 KB
'Andrew Dohrman (Andrew.Dohrman@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:21 PM
8 KB
'Allison Dane (Allison.Dane@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:21 PM 8 KB
'Mark Copeland (Mark.Copeland@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:21 PM 8 KB
'Marc Cevasco (Marc.Cevasco@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:20 PM 8 KB
'Elizabeth Carter (Elizabeth.Carter@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:20 PM
8 KB
'Steven Carlson (Steven.Carlson@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:20 PM 8 KB
'Melissa Burt (Melissa.Burt@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:20 PM 8 KB
'John Bressller (John.Bressller@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:19 PM 8 KB
'Cathleen Breslin (Cathleen.Breslin@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:19 PM
8 KB
'Sandra Breitengross (Sandra.Breitengross@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:19 PM
8 KB
'Ryan Bowley (Ryan.Bowley@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:19 PM 8 KB
'Edward Allen (Edward.Allen@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:19 PM 8 KB
'Kathleen Adam (Kathleen.Adam@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:18 PM 8 KB
'Carlton Morris (Carlton.Morris@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:18 PM 8 KB
'Randy Jennings (Randy.Jennings@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:18 PM 8 KB
'John.Young@mail.house.gov'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:17 PM 8 KB
'Virginia Gum (Virginia.Gum@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:17 PM 8 KB
'Ed Gilman (Ed.Gilman@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:17 PM
'Jeff Gosselin (Jeff.Gosselin@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:16 PM 8 KB
'Don.Walker@mail.house.gov'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:16 PM 8 KB
'Lisette.Morton@mail.house.gov' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:16 PM 8 KB
'Chistopher Philbin (christopher.philbin@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:16 PM
8 KB
'Matt Reiffer (Matt.Reiffer@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:15 PM 8 KB
'Markus Rose (Markus.Rose@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:15 PM 8 KB
'Nicholas Martinelli (Nicholas.Martinelli@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:15 PM
8 KB
'Paul.Sawyer@mail.house.gov'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:15 PM 8 KB
'Tyler Schwartz (tyler.schwartz@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008
3:14 PM 8 KB
'Matt Wise (Matt.Wise@mail.house.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:14 PM
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'Elena Zyblikwycz (Elena.Zyblikwycz@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/23/2008 3:14 PM
8 KB
'Jim Kolb (Jim.Kolb@mail.house.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/23/2008 3:13 PM
'Bill Ghent (Bill_Ghent@carper.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008
3:17 PM 8 KB
'Jesse Knapp (Jesse_Knapp@billnelson.senate.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008
3:14 PM 8 KB
'Scott Leathard (Scott_Leathard@stevens.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:13 PM
8 KB
'Dan LeClair (Dan_LeClair@sununu.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008
3:13 PM 8 KB
'Terry McNaughton (Terry_McNaughton@snowe.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008 3:12 PM 8 KB
'Jacqueline Wood (Jacqueline_Wood@demint.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:12 PM
8 KB
'Sonya Wendell (Sonya_Wendell@mccaskill.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:12 PM
8 KB
'Frannie Wellings (Frannie_Wellings@dorgan.senate.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:11 PM
8 KB
'Jim Sartucci (Jim_Sartucci@lott.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008
3:11 PM 8 KB
'Phil Rudd (Phil_Rudd@klobuchar.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008
3:11 PM 8 KB
'John Richards (John_Richards@rockefeller.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:11 PM
8 KB
'Brian Rice (Brian_Rice@kerry.senate.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008 3:10 PM
'Beth Osborne (Beth_Osborne@carper.senate.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008
3:10 PM 8 KB
'Van Luong (Van_Luong@inouye.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008
3:10 PM 8 KB
'Bridget Petruczok (Bridget_Petruczok@boxer.senate.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:09 PM
8 KB
'Brendon Plack (Brendon_Plack@thune.senate.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008
3:08 PM 8 KB
'Grant Bosse (Grant_Bosse@sununu.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu 1/17/2008
3:08 PM 8 KB
'Michael Daum (Michael_Daum@cantwell.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:08 PM
8 KB
'Graham Dufault (Graham_Dufault@gsmith.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:08 PM
8 KB
'Suzanne Gillen (Suzanne_Gillen@vitter.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:07 PM
8 KB
'Andrew Grobmyer (Andrew_Grobmyer@pryor.senate.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:07 PM
8 KB
'David Quinalty (David_Quinalty@ensign.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Thu
1/17/2008 3:07 PM
8 KB
'Andress Boggs (Andress_Boggs@Hutchison.Senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/16/2008 11:11 AM
8 KB
'David Matsuda (David_Matsuda@lautenberg.senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/16/2008 11:10 AM
8 KB
'Stephen Gardner (Stephen_Gardner@commerce.senate.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed
1/16/2008 11:10 AM
8 KB
'Tyler Smith (Tyler_Smith@Cornyn.Senate.gov)'
FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/16/2008
11:09 AM
8 KB
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'Lee Dunn (Lee_Dunn@mccain.senate.gov)' FMCSA just ignored a third court order
Wed 1/16/2008 11:09 AM
'Suzanne.Newhouse@mail.house.gov'FMCSA just ignored a third court order Wed 1/16/2008 11:08 AM 7 KB
'Chris.Mitchell@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 12:11 PM 6 KB
'Fraser Verrusio (fraser.verrusio@mail.house.gov)' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006
12:06 PM
7 KB
'Brandi.McBride@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 12:06 PM 6 KB
'Justin.Wormmeester@mail.house.gov'Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high Fri 11/17/2006 12:05 PM 6 KB
'Tim.Morrison@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 12:05 PM 6 KB
'Ben.Rich@mail.house.gov'
Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 12:04 PM 6 KB
'Jon.Causey@mail.house.gov'
Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 12:04 PM 6 KB
'Alan.Feyerherm@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 12:03 PM 6 KB
'Tyler Schwartz (tyler.schwartz@mail.house.gov)' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006
12:03 PM
7 KB
'John.Young@mail.house.gov'
Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 12:03 PM 6 KB
'Jay.Martin@mail.house.gov'
Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:59 AM 6 KB
'Pete.Kirkham@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:58 AM 6 KB
'Paul.Sawyer@mail.house.gov'
Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:58 AM 6 KB
'Jamie.Harrell@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:58 AM 6 KB
'JP.Dutton@mail.house.gov'
Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:57 AM 6 KB
'Vivian Moeglein (Vivian.Moeglein@mail.house.gov)'
Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri
11/17/2006 11:57 AM
7 KB
'Don.Walker@mail.house.gov'
Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:56 AM 6 KB
'Nick.Martinelli@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:56 AM 6 KB
'Nick.Curran@mail.house.gov'
Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:55 AM 6 KB
'Ned.Michalek@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:55 AM 6 KB
'Mike.McEleney@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:49 AM 6 KB
'Charles.Cooper@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:48 AM 6 KB
'GBurns@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:48 AM 6 KB
'Matt.Robison@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:47 AM 6 KB
'Lisette.Morton@mail.house.gov' Trucker fatalities reach a 16 year high
Fri 11/17/2006 11:47 AM 6 KB
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CIVIL COMPLAINT
REGARDING THE WRONGFUL DEATHS OF 12 PERSONS1
from William B. Trescott
8028 Farm to Market Road 457
Bay City, Texas 77414
(979) 244-3134
Reputable organizations have alleged that an illegal meeting occurred between an
Administrator the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) and trucking industry
officials on or about July 14th, 2005.2 Evidence will prove that persons attending this meeting
caused the deaths of the following persons in Texas identified by consecutive case number in the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s Fatality Analysis Reporting System:
#07-48-2396— The driver of a Freightliner, VIN #1FUYSZYB2YL787477, struck
another Freightliner, 1FUBA5CG15LN47918, head on in clear weather,killing both
drivers despite both wearing seat belts on October 16th, 2007 on I-10;
#07-48-565— The driver of a Freightliner, 1FUJA3CG51LF53928, was killed when he
struck the rear of another tractor trailer and two cars March 14th, 2007 on I-20;
#06-48-3022— The driver of a Navistar, 2HSCHAPR73C070471, crossed the median in
clear weather, struck a vehicle, ran into a ditch, rolled over and was killed December 23rd,
2006 on US-62;
#06-48-2932— The driver of a Freightliner, 1FUJBBCG33LK45535, struck two vehicles,
became airborne, rolled over, and was killed December 26th, 2006 on US-281;
#06-48-2904— The driver of a Freightliner, 1FUYSSEB2XPA48731, was struck by part
of another vehicle and killed despite wearing seat belts December 17th, 2006 on SR-315;
#06-48-2473— The driver of a Freightliner, 1FUJA6CK94LM91814, crossed a traffic
barrier and struck a Kenworth, 1XKTDB9X24J394554, head on inclear weather and
both drivers were killed on November 3rd, 2006 on I-35;
#06-48-1913— The driver of a Freightliner, 1FUJA6CK97LX41363, hit two vehicles,
jackknifed, and was killed despite wearing seat belts August 25th, 2006 on I-20;
#06-48-1169— The driver of a Kenworth, 1XKWDB9X6WR764342, crossed the center
line in clear weather, hit another vehicle, and was killed June5th, 2006 on I-45;

1
2

An electronic version can be downloaded from www.truckingvideo.com/litigation/complaint.pdf.
http://www.citizen.org/documents/ACFD96.pdf (see attachment)
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#06-48-624— The driver of a Freightliner, 1FUJAPCG91LH74732, crossed the median in
the rain, hit three vehicles, jackknifed, and was killedMarch 29th, 2006 on SR-276;
#06-48-516— The driver of a Freightliner, 1FUJA6CK76LU66400, wearing seat belts,
jackknifed and struck a Navistar, 2HSFMAHR5VC025992, while negotiating a curve in
the rain and both drivers were killed March 18th, 2006 on I-20.
The above fatalities are wrongful deaths because, following the alleged meeting, the
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration defied a court order 3 vacating changes to
truckers’ hours of service regulations 4 that caused most of the above crashes. According to
the Fatality Analysis Reporting System, after changes to hours of service limits were imposed in
2003, the number of tractor trailer drivers killed in daytime 5 crashes with other vehicles
doubled (see attachment). The rule changes allowed industry officials to overwork their
employees beyond human endurance, requiring up to 11 hours of drivingwithin a 14 hour
period— up to 82 hours per week— leaving little time for loading, unloading, and rest breaks in
violation of a California law.6 Under the old rules in effect since 1935, truckers could not be
ordered to drive more than 10 hours a day or 69 hours per week.
The illegal meeting also affected
Daytime Tractor Trailer Fatalities
litigation to decriminalize modern safety devices
on heavy trucks: In Trescott v. Secretary of
250
Transportation,7 a Motion was filed for
Extension of Time claiming “agency input”
would not be available until July 15th, 2005—
200
the day after the alleged meeting— which was
granted by the court. When the agency re150
promulgated the same rules thrown out by the
court, the DC Court of Appeals issued a second
order vacating the changes8 which was also
100
ignored.
Although only one former Chairman of
50
the Senate Commerce Committee who
improperly delegated authority to these officials
in violation of statute9 has thus far been
0
convicted of receiving gifts,10 the benefits of
2002
2003
2004 2005
2006 2007
Multi Vehicle

All

3

Public Citizen v. FMCSA, 374 F.3d 1209 et seq. (D.C. Cir. 2004)
49 CFR Parts 385 and 395
5
between the hours of 9AM and 8PM
6
Section 512(a) & 11090(12) of the California Labor Code requires meal and rest breaks
7
United States District Court for the District of Columbia No. 05-678
8
OOIDA v. FMCSA, DC Court of Appeals, No. 06-1035, July 2007
9
49 U.S.C. § 113(c)— “shall be an individual with professional experience in motor carrier safety.”
10
Former Co-chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation (109th Congress)
Senator Ted Stevens of Alaska was convicted in United States District Court for the District of Columbia (No. 080231: USA v. STEVENS) of seven felony counts of failing to report gifts from an oil company on 10/27/08
4
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their changes in hours of service rules to trucking companies and the oil companies that supply
them have been considerable: the nation's largest truckload carrier, J.B. Hunt,11 announced
record earnings of $60.3 million; Landstar12 reported record third quarter revenue of $733 million;
Conway, 13 Celadon,14 Marten,15 Knight,16 Werner,17 Old Dominion,18 Heartland,19 Covenant,20
and UTS21 all reported revenue increases of 10 to 24 percent in the 3rd quarter of 2008; Exxon,
22
the nation’s largest oil company, announced record earnings of 14 billion.
While a theory of
sovereign immunity may protect FMCSA officials from prosecution, that would not be true of the
industry officials who allegedly conspired23 with them to defy the court orders. Because daytime
collisions doubled and local trucks or nighttime crashes are notlisted, the majority of the above
workplace fatalities must be considered other than accidental. If any industry official present at
the meeting represented the employer of any of
Passenger Car Fatalities
the above employees who was later killed on the
job, bingo!
25000
Even if a grand jury decides that some of
the above crashes were accidental, reasonable
persons will recognize that most of these
20000
fatalities could still have been prevented by
legalizing modern safety devices: The National
15000
Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s Traffic
Safety Overview 24 revealed that fatalities of
passenger car occupants, a group benefiting
10000
from modern safety devices not required to
comply with hours of service regulations,
5000
dropped 20% from 20,569 in 2002 to 16,520 in
2007 (p.2) while fatalities of large truck
occupants, a group prohibited from equipping
0
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
their vehicles with modern safety devices25 and
who are required to comply with hours of
Truck Related

All

11

http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61646
http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61672
13
http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61739
14
http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61735
15
http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61717
16
http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61740
17
http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61674
18
http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61738
19
http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61708
20
http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61766
21
http://www.truckinginfo.com/news/news-detail.asp?news_id=61794
22
http://www.businesswire.com/portal/site/exxonmobil/index.jsp?
ndmViewId=news_view&ndmConfigId=1001106&newsId=20081030005627&newsLang=en
23
The New York Times alleged that from 2000 to 2006, the trucking industry directed more than $14 million in
campaign contributions to Republicans and its donations and lobbying fees were about $37 million from 2000 to
2005. (Stephen Labaton, Dec. 3, 2006)
12

24
25

http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/portal/nhtsa_static_file_downloader.jsp?file=/staticfiles/DOT/NHTSA/NCSA/Content/TSF/2007/810993.pdf

occupant protection is illegal in trucks because of weight laws— 23 CFR § 658.17(b), TRC § 621.101(b)&(c)
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service regulations, increased 16% from 689 in
2002 to 802 in 2007. The miles driven by large
trucks rose only 4% during this period26— less
1400
than the 5% increase in miles traveled by
passenger vehicles— so the 36% difference in fatal
1200
outcomes after changes to hours of service limits
were imposed cannot be explained by changes in
1000
miles driven.
Because the number of truckers killed on
800
the job increased 16% and the number of
motorists killed in collisions with trucks fell by
600
only 7% during this period— 13% less than
overall passenger car fatalities— the reasonable
400
person must conclude that at least 13% of the
4,808 heavy truck fatalities recorded in 2007,
200
approximately 625 of them, are attributable to
changes in hours of service regulations. Evidence
0
of this is that the number of pedestrians and
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
bicyclists killed by trucks increased 12.5%.
trucker
pedestrian
In his defense, the outgoing Administrator,
who was Chief Safety Officer of the FMCSA at
the time of the alleged meeting, stated in in his Response27 to my Petition to Reconsider28 that
“National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) data show that the total number of
persons killed in crashes involving a large truck dropped from 4,939 in 2002 to 4,808 in 2007,”
and that my charges that “‘changes in hours of service rules… compel drivers to drive more dur
ing
daytime hours when collisions with cars are more likely— killing and additional 600 people per
year’… are completely unfounded” because “no subset of this declining total… grew by 600.”
However, motor carrier safety is an applied science that relies on controlled studies in which
statistical data is always compared with that of a control group to compensate for the influence of
external factors such as economic conditions, improvements in trauma care, drunk driving
enforcement, seat belt laws, air bags, and lower speeds resulting from traffic congestion. No one
disputes that modern safety devices on cars reduced the number of fatalities. The question before
the Court was whether industry officials should have been allowed to overwork their employees
just because cars got safer. The Court said no. The Administrator isrequired by statute29 to
possess “professional experience” performing such calculations.
President Bush promoted the outgoing Administrator, an alumnus of a small evangelical
Christian college called Taylor University, two weeks after a truck crash killing four Taylor
University students in almost identical circumstances to the crashes listed above was featured on
television.30 The truck driver, who was hospitalized due to his injuries, was made to serve more

Heavy Truck Fatalities

26
27
28
29
30

http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/portal/nhtsa_static_file_downloader.jsp?file=/staticfiles/DOT/NHTSA/NCSA/Content/TSF/2007/810989.pdf
http://www.regulations.gov/fdmspublic/ContentViewer?objectId=0900006480830710&disposition=attachment&contentType=pdf
http://www.regulations.gov/fdmspublic/ContentViewer?objectId=09000064807cb530&disposition=attachment&contentType=pdf

49 U.S.C. § 113(c)— “shall be an individual with professional experience in motor carrier safety.”
A Freightliner crossed the median and struck a passenger van8:09PM, April 26th 2006 as recently seen in a two
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than a year in prison because he was overworked and fell asleep at the wheel. His employer and
the Administrator who permitted this were never prosecuted. Is that fair?
Neither the outgoing Administrator or the one who allegedly attended the illegal meeting
had accumulated the hundreds of thousands of crash free miles and numerous safety awards
driving commercial vehicles normally needed to qualify for employment as a motor carrier safety
professional. Both Administrators who violated the 2004and 2007 court orders were former
police officials.31 More alarmingly, President Bush appointed his Assistant and Staff Secretary to
sit on the DC Court of Appeals two weeks after the outgoing administrator was appointed despite
an apparent lack of prior experience as a judge.32 This judge then delayed my case to
decriminalize modern safety devices by transferring it back to district court, overrulingthe lower
court’s decision that the Court of Appeals has exclusive jurisdiction33— despite the fact that
Congress held a motor carrier safety hearing on the day the agency response was due34 and the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration settled its part of the suit two days before the
Respondents’brief was due35— which they believe will save the lives of 476 Americans per year.
In sworn testimony before Congress, the outgoing Administrator made a misleading statement
that “2005 enjoyed one of the lowest large-truck fatality rates in 30 years”36 when in fact, trucker
fatalities rose 17% in just three years and reached a 16 year high in 2005. The number of
pedestrians and bicyclists killed by trucks increased 29% between 2002 and 2005 while the
number of truckers killed in daytime collisions with other vehicles doubled!37 One in every
seven Americans killed on the job in 2007 was a truck driver.38
To protect themselves, the number of truckers wearing seat belts jumped dramatically to a
record level of 65 percent in 2007— up from only 48 percent in 2003.39 The outgoing Secretary
of Transportation proclaimed, “we won’t rest until 100 percent of commercial motor vehicle
drivers wear a seat belt.” Could a 35% increase in seat belt use “cause” a 16% increase in
trucker fatalities? A Ford Motor Company engineer once said of vehicles lacking modern safety
features: “It is obvious that occupants that are restrained in upright positions are more
susceptible to injury from a collapsed roof than unrestrained occupants who are free to
tumble about the interior of the vehicle. It seems unjust to penalize people wearing effective
restraint systems by exposing them to more severe injuries than they might expect with no
restraints.”40
While it can fairly be said that police officers who fairly and honestly enforce the law are
heroes, even if in the course of their investigations they sometimes impersonate prostitutes and
drug dealers; police officials who impersonate safety professionals to fraudulently obtain the

hour special on Dateline NBC-TV, 12/26/08. The story attracted media attention because one student was buried
in the wrong grave while another was cared for by the dead girl’s parents.
31
Chief of Washington State Patrol & Commander of Commercial Vehicle Enforcement, Indiana State Police
32
May 30 th, 2006, http://www.cadc.uscourts.gov/internet/home.nsf/Content/VL+-+Judge+-+BMK
33
Docket #07-1327, 49 U.S.C. § 31136(a), 28 U.S.C. § 2342(3)(A)
34
Subcommittee on Surface Transportation, July 11th, 2007
35
January 30th , 2008, Docket # NHTSA–2008–0015, RIN 2127–AG51, 73 FR 5485
36
July 11th, 2007 testimony of FMCSA Administrator John H. Hill
37
http://www-fars.nhtsa.dot.gov/finalreport.cfm?title=Trends&stateid=0&year=2005&title2=Large_Truck_Related
38
http://www.bls.gov/iif/oshwc/cfoi/cftb0227.pdf, p.13
39
http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/about/news/news-releases/2008/080325.htm
40
The Hidden Failures of Belts in Rollover Crashes, http://www.citizen.org/documents/belt_report.pdf, p. 9
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power to make laws as well as enforce them undermine democracy. In any other industry, an
imposter impersonating a skilled professional could easily be removed by simply calling the police.
Truckers can’t do that because the impostors are the police. Nor can truckers get a fair hearing if
one of the judges who is supposed to have exclusive jurisdiction may have been responsible for
carrying out the President’s orders to hire the impostors.
While there is a one in five chance that President Bush’s Secretary was randomly assigned
to hear my case to decriminalize modern safety features, there is a four out of five chance that the
decision to overrule district court was motivated by a desire to delay judgment until after the
election because the co-Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committeenot convicted of receiving
gifts— who owns a type of trucking company called a beer distributorship and benefited from
hours of service rules favorable to his family business— became the Republican presidential
candidate. His additional profit gleaned from reduced labor costs was likely many times the value
of the gifts received by the Senator who was convicted.
By trend line analysis, assuming 625 additional deaths per year, of the 25,241 Americans
killed by trucks from 2003 to 2007, approximately 2,600 lost their lives as a result of changes to
hours of service rules. A sober motorist is now twice as likely to be killed by a heavy truck as by
a drunk driver. When 2008 and 2009 data is tabulated, the carnage will surpass the 9/11 terrorist
attacks. Of the more than a thousand additional rtuckers killed nationwide, the above twelve are
statistically predicted to have lost their lives in Texas as a direct result of changes to hours of
service regulations. Therefore, upon examination of the evidence on a case by case basis, a grand
jury will have no choice but to conclude that the majority of the on the job fatalities listed
above would have been prevented by complying with the 2004 court order or by
decriminalizing modern safety devices. I request that the State of Texas and the Department of
Justice convene a grand jury to investigate these deaths.
Respectfully Submitted

William B. Trescott
Author of:
So You Want to Drive a Truck?
Sargent Texas Reckless Driving Video
How to Succeed as an Owner-Operator
The Secretary of Transportation's Message to Truckers
Creation of a Minority Group— The New Danger in America's Trucks
Congressman Ron Paul’s ‘The Safer Truck Act’
(HR 1248, 108th Congress; HR 2083, 107th Congress)
www.truckingvideo.com
8028 Farm to Market Road 457
Bay City, Texas 77414
(979) 244-3134
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July 18, 2005
Mr. Ken Mead
Inspector General
Office of the Inspector General
Department of Transportation
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
Dear Inspector General Mead:
It has come to our attention that a meeting allegedly took place between the
Administrator of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), Ms.
Annette Sandberg, and representatives of the trucking industry to jointly plan a lobbying
strategy to alter the pending highway legislation, H.R. 3, that is before a joint HouseSenate conference committee. At the meeting, which occurred on or about July 14, 2005,
we understand that a lobbying strategy was developed to advance legislative amendments
pertaining to the hours of service (HOS) regulations. In particular, the meeting may have
included discussion of a plan to promote amendments sought by the Department of
Transportation (DOT), one to codify the current HOS even though rulemaking is
pending, another to undercut federal law that now requires health protection for truck
drivers, along with a separate proposal to amend the HOS rules by counting daily break
time as off-duty time (i.e., “off the clock”) rather than as on-duty time (“on the clock”).
The latter proposal would, in effect, extend the length of the driver’s workday to 16 hours
and was withdrawn on the House floor because of major opposition. We are concerned
that participation in this meeting, and in the discussion regarding HOS legislative
strategy, if it indeed occurred, may well constitute a violation of statutory lobbying
restrictions and the ethical conduct required of federal officials.
First, federal law prohibits appropriated federal funds from being used, directly or
indirectly, to pay for actions “intended or designed to influence in any manner a
Member of Congress . . . to favor or oppose by vote or otherwise, any legislation or
appropriation by Congress. . .” Consolidated Appropriations Resolution, 2003, Sec. 322,
Pub. L. 108-7 (Feb. 20, 2003), identical language has appeared in previous DOT
appropriations bills. A meeting with a major industry lobbying group involving federal
agency personnel to jointly plan strategy or discuss actions involving efforts to secure
Congressional approval of legislation, or amendments to legislation, may constitute a
violation of federal law. Any expense of federal agency funds, whether used directly of
indirectly, to advance an effort to influence Congress to favor these amendments violates
the letter, meaning, and intent of the law. Thus, the cost of the Administrator’s time to
attend the meeting, or the presence of agency staff at the meeting, the use of an agency
telephone to set up the meeting or convey the results, or the use of agency stationary in
furtherance of the intent or design to influence Congress would qualify as an expense and
violate the law.
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Second, merely holding such a meeting to discuss matters that are the subject of a
pending agency rulemaking constitutes a prohibited ex parte meeting. In this instance,
rulemaking on the HOS regulation is pending, U.S. DOT docket No. FMCSA-200419608, and the public comment period closed on March 10, 2004. Moreover, the intent
of such a meeting appears to have been to develop a legislative plan that would
substantively affect the provisions in the pending rule and thwart the rulemaking process.
Participation in a private meeting to discuss ways and means to obviate pending agency
rulemaking or to alter or change the substance of the rule behind closed doors could
implicate agency personnel in official misconduct. Private meetings between agency
officials with stakeholders regarding substantive issues of pending rules at the very least
abridge the public’s due process rights and violates both the Administrative Procedures
Act (APA) and DOT regulations prohibiting ex parte meetings while rulemaking is
pending.
Finally, participation in a meeting to secretly discuss pending business before the
agency presents serious implications regarding the role of agency management in relation
to the industry over which they have regulatory authority and their responsibility for
public safety. These actions may also constitute an ethical violation of the guidelines
published by the federal Office of Government Ethics.
Because such a meeting would have a significant impact on the integrity of a federal
agency and the conduct of official government business, we request that you open a
formal investigation in order to determine the facts and whether any laws, regulations,
and ethical standards may have been violated.

Joan Claybrook
President
Public Citizen

Daphne Izer
Founder
Parents Against Tired Truckers

John Lannon
Executive Director
Citizens for Reliable and Safe Highways

Andrew McGuire
Executive Director
Trauma Foundation
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Mica Says He Will Challenge Any Changes to Hours Rule
By Oliver B. Patton, Washington Editor
Rep. John Mica, chairman of the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, warned President Obama
that he will challenge any changes to the current hours of service rules.
"We will aggressively oversee any attempt by the U.S. Department of Transportation to impose new regulatory
burdens on the trucking industry by making changes to the current hours of service rules," Mica and three fellow
Republicans wrote in a Sept. 23 letter to the president.
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration has been working on revisions to the rule for two years and is
scheduled to post its final version Oct. 28. Whether it will meet that deadline remains to be seen. The final rule
was slated to be sent to the White House Office of Management and Budget Aug. 30, but it still is being reviewed
in the secretary's office at the Department of Transportation.
The agency is revising the rule in order to resolve a long-running legal fight with Public Citizen, the Teamsters
union and other groups. Twice since 2003 these groups won rulings in which the court ordered the agency to
tighten work hours, and each time the agency came back with a defense of the rule. Then in 2009 the agency
reversed course, agreeing to revisit the rule while Public Citizen suspended its suit. Public Citizen reserved the
right to renew its suit if it does not like the new rule.
Proposed changes
The agency has proposed many changes, key among them a possible reduction in daily driving time from 11 to
10 hours.
Another proposed change would give drivers a one-hour break during the day by limiting actual duty time within
the 14-hour driving window to 13 hours. And a third significant change would modify the 34-hour restart to
include two periods between midnight and 6 a.m., to be used only once a week.
The trucking and shipping community view these possible changes with alarm, arguing that they will do nothing
to improve safety and will add significant costs to doing business.
Mica's letter presents the industry's view of the issue. He and his colleagues say they have seen no evidence
that the current rules, which have been in effect for seven years, need to be changed. Truck safety has been
improving since the rules went into effect, and the proposed changes would lead to more trucks and drivers on
the road, they say.
"The last thing our government should be doing is artificially increasing the costs of almost every consumer good
with unneeded regulation."
Signing the letter with Mica were Reps. John Duncan, R-Tenn., chairman of the Highways and Transit
Subcommittee, Bill Shuster, R-Pa., and Sam Graves, R-Mo.
Industry objections
The letter picks up on themes that American Trucking Associations has been sounding for the past couple of
years.
ATA senior vice president Dave Osiecki earlier this month told the Office of Management and Budget that if the
proposed rule becomes final it will lead to lower wages for hundreds of thousands of drivers, greater costs for
carriers and billions in lost productivity.
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In a letter to Cass Sunstein, administrator of information and regulatory affairs at OMB, Osiecki applauded the
Obama administration's commitment to streamlining regulatory requirements and eliminating red tape. The
pending hours rule is a prime candidate for OMB review in light of this commitment, Osiecki said.
Osiecki said he is scheduled to meet with OMB officials on Oct. 7 to discuss the issue.
"I'm optimistic that they are going to be open-minded and perhaps communicate with FMCSA about their
concern," he said.
What's next
It is difficult to predict which way this will go. If the agency decides to keep the changes it has proposed, ATA will
sue, Osiecki said. And if it sticks with the rule as is, Public Citizen will renew its suit. A final rule that falls
somewhere in between could lead in any direction.
If ATA sues, the process will begin with a request for a stay of the new rule pending completion of judicial review,
Osiecki said.
Court review of a case like this typically takes a year to 18 months, said Ken Siegel, a veteran transportation
attorney with the Washington, D.C., firm of Strasburger and Price. On top of that, if the rule contains significant
changes, the agency is likely to schedule a year or two for implementation, he said.
Meanwhile, carriers are considering the operational changes they might have to make if the proposed changes
actually go into effect, three to four years from now. Look for continuing coverage on TruckingInfo.com.
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